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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is a reassessment of Mamluk architecture and urbanism in Cairo,

based on a detailed study of one of the more important elements in its urban fabric, the rab'

or apartment building. This building type is investigated via its extant examples and the
extensive archival collection from the Fitimid, AyyUbid and Mamluk periods. The salient
features of the rab' are identified, and its variations noted. The relation of the rab' to

private dwellings is elucidated, and the changes that occurred in the residential architecture
of Cairo from the early Faimid through the Mamluk periods are presented. Its role in the
urban fabric and in the patterns of pious endowments is analyzed through reconstructions
based on waqf document.

New information about Mamluk architecture and urbanism brought to light by the
study of the rab'is used to reassess some of the more widely accepted characterizations of
the Mamluk period.

Thesis Supervisor: Stanford Anderson

Title: Professor of Architecture.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this dissertation is a remarkable residential building type, unique to

Cairo of the Medieval period. Known as a rab' (plural ibi'), it is a distinctive architectural

type that developed in the city over several hundred years. As a construction for the

lodging of a number of unrelated families on a long term rental basis, it qualifies to be

compared to a modem day apartment building or tenement house. Its specific multi-storied

design as a response to the conditions of a large and congested urban center, justifies

comparison with the more recent thoughts about high density accommodations.

In many cities of the medieval Muslim world, one could have rented a room or

space to serve as a residence, but nowhere outside Cairo was such a need met by the

rationalization and formalization of a building type to accommodate a number of unrelated

families. Even in the exceptional city of Mecca, with its seasonally established influx of

pilgrims needing accommodation, people either stayed in tents, rooms in hostels, or rented

floors of a private residence. In Europe of the time, there was nothing comparable until the

advent of the Industrial Revolution, with the influx of migrants from the countryside.

This building type is worthy of study because it represents the intersection of three

different sets of considerations. First, it is a form of housing and as such needs to be

considered before a representative picture of the residential fabric of the medieval city can

be formulated. Most characterizations of the medieval Muslim city characterize its

residential component as made up of inwardly turned constructions that fulfill religious

and climatic concerns. These concerns included a need for privacy and relief from the heat

of the day. Added to these concerns is the effect of the Islamic inheritance laws which

tended to fragment a property. While this was counteracted by the law of pre-emption as a

way of parcel assembly, the result was generally a residence that could always be

subdivided. All of these factors seem to preclude the development of apartment dwellings,

especially to the formalized degree attained in Cairo.

Second, it is housing for rental purposes and, therefore, it indicates the existence of

a sizable segment of the population that could neither afford to purchase nor build their

own home, yet could pay for their accommodation with currency. This segment of the

population excluded those groups in society whose housing would have been provided

for, such as servants and slaves, who would have lived with their owners and employers.

The inhabitants of the apartments were people of some means who could pay in currency
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Intoduction

for their housing. Their multi-unit dwellings were a result of the level of parcel

exploitation necessary to justify the high value of urban land in Cairo.

Third, it represents constructions undertaken by the rich and powerful, capable of

commanding extensive sites within the city. All of the extant Mamluk examples are

associated with princes or rulers. For them it was one of the means of generating income

for the construction and maintenance of pious foundations, and not a form of subsidized

housing, except those meant for employees of a pious endowment. Since the building was

supposed to last as long as the pious constructions it was meant to finance, it also served

the purpose of addressing posterity, and thus it is to be distinguished from modem day

notions of apartment buildings. We find in them the imprint of patronage often sought in

the analysis of religious monuments.

As a form of housing, the rab'has all but disappeared today. Its design principles

are no longer used in new constructions, and what few examples remain have been

changed extensively. More often the ground commercial level is all that stands of most

older buildings in the city, with stone corbels/brackets projecting as reminders of the

overhanging residential levels that once characterized most of the busy streets of Cairo.

The aim of this study is to identify the architectural characteristics of this type of

building and to situate it within a framework of building in the Mamluk period in Cairo.

Because the understanding of Mamluk architecture is itself quite nascent, my investigation

will also involve a reconsideration of the framework within which I want to understand the

rab'.

The study relies on a handful of extant examples of this building type and an

extensive amount of archival material. Beyond the information that each kind of source

presents by itself, each offers corroborative or explanatory information about the other.

Extant buildings allow us to understand the contemporary spatial terminology found in the
archives, and the extant documents allow for a reconstruction (extrapolative or

interpolative) of places and times for which no physical traces remain.

The small number of rab's available to us is the result of a continuous (and possibly
accelerating) process of decay. Therefore, the proper documentation of what is left is
extremely important. Unfortunately this task could have been better undertaken some fifty

years ago when a larger number of the buildings was still standing. As recently as the mid
1960's, an important rab'-wak1a was demolished, except for its portal.1 As a building

1 Known as the wakila of QiliZin, it was built before 742/1341 by an emir of the time
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from the early Mamluk period, it predated by more than 150 years the earliest such

building available to us now. The interest in such an endeavor and the necessary

methodological apparatus were not then in place.

In many research projects, the results reflect both the aims of the researcher and the

material available; this one is no exception. It would have been my preference, in no little

part due to my background as an architect, that this dissertation be primarily an

architectural analysis based on the study and documentation of extant buildings standing or

excavated. This would have aimed at tracing the developments in the spatial morphology

of the type from its antecedents to its final form. It quickly became apparent, however, that

the pursuit of important questions, such as the development of the rab' type, required

looking at a period in time well before the earliest extant examples, the earliest of which

dates to 835/1432. I came to rely increasingly on archival documents , especially since all

the archaeological work undertaken to date in Cairo has had nothing to say about this

building type. However, these deeds, verbal documents with no graphic content, are

limited with respect to the architectural information that they contain. Conversely, when

archival materials are brought into the picture, the limits of the extant buildings suddenly

become apparent. This is partly because most remaining buildings are missing upper

floors, which are described in the deeds. More importantly, it turns out that we learn very

little about the use of places simply by looking at architectural remains, especially

incomplete ones. Fortunately, the archival record for some of the extant buildings has

survived, and it can be used to complement the architectural evidence. Consequently, it is

not possible to speak of a single methodology in working on this subject. The emphasis

of this work will change with each period, reflecting the source material at hand and this

researcher's ability to deal with it.

This study addresses six main questions or issues in relation to this building type.

First, it establishes the typology of the rab' and its variations. Second, it identifies the

relationship of this type to the better studied and understood private residence of the same

time. Third, it presents the social and economic contexts of the rab'. Fourth, it illustrates

the role of the rab'in the urban context and in the endowment system of the time. Fifth, it

investigates the development and formation of the type. And last, it situates this type

within the larger building activity in Cairo and speculates on its role in the development of

Cairene architecture.

of al-Nisir Muhammad, near the present wakila of Qiytbdy at Bdb al-Nasr.
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Intoduction

In establishing the typology of the rab', I will present and analyze its main spatial

elements and the contemporary vocabulary that was used to describe them. The

understanding of the contemporary terminology will be the basis of subsequent use of the

archives for reconstructions of non-extant buildings. The analysis of the type will include

a comparison to the more commonly studied residence of the time, namely, the house and

the palace. I will show that the rab' was a developed form of housing that incorporated

most of the elements of the Cairene residence of the time in a rationalized manner to fit in a

more restricted site. This allowed for the repetition of the unit and its accommodation on

top of commercial constructions. As a working hypothesis, I will present the rab'

apartment as a miniaturization of the private residence. These will be dealt with in the first

chapter.

To complete the characterization of the type, it is important to identify any variations

that existed, either simultaneously or chronologically. In the second chapter I will do this

by looking at variations, no longer extant, but clearly described in archival documents:

variations in size, unit type, building height, loading of access corridor, ventilation and

view, relation to the street, amenities, and the like. I will show that the type was developed

to fit on a number of commercial constructions, yet it always maintained its independence

of access and function.

Who was this type built for? This question brings us to the social and economic
contexts of the rab'. To what extent did this type of dwelling require or engender a

different type of lifestyle and manner of social interaction than that commonly described

for the inhabitants of the medieval Islamic settlement. Even though there are serious gaps

in the archival evidence, I will argue that this could not be seen as a form of "socialist
housing," providing identical units for numbers of families. Extant and archival examples

show that there were many variations within the same building, and there were typically

differences between units on upper and lower levels and the back or front of a complex.
In its various manifestations, the rab' served as housing for SUfis, mamluks, artisans,
merchants, etcetera. This will be dealt with in the third chapter.

As a significant part of the urban fabric, we would like to know the role of the rab'
in that fabric. Where in the city were such constructions built? What was their relation to

other types of buildings? I will show that the rab'residence permeated practically all of

the commercial areas of the city. Also, as a significant instrument of the income generating

apparatus of the waqf system, we would like to know more precisely the role that it played
in such endowments. Since the founding of a pious complex was practically a requirement
for any individual of importance, the knowledge that such a complex was accompanied by
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a whole infrastructure encourages looking at the endowment as a totality, and not just at

the single monument. The investigation of the endowment of patrons will reveal distinct

patterns. These include a distinct clustering of income generating properties around the

income consuming ones, and the proximity of both to the patron's residence. While these

could be explained in terms of the tendency to acquire land in one location, I will argue that

it represents a particular attitude towards neighborhood development and the desire for the

recognizability of pious contribution. I will deal with those two aspects of the role of the

rab'in the fourth chapter in a discussion that will rely on the archival sources to a large

degree.

The pursuit of the question of the development of the type will take us back into a

period when the Cairene private residence as we know it now was itself undergoing

dramatic changes. Earlier stated assumptions concerning the relationship between the

apartment unit and the private residence will be questioned and it will become apparent that

there was a greater degree of interdependence in the development of the two forms, than

had been previously believed to be the case. A statistical analysis of the archival

documents will allow for a tracing of the changes in Cairene housing stock over time. It

will be possible to see how one type of residence slowly replaced the other. It will also be

shown that the rab'unit underwent a parallel and simultaneous transformation. I will

argue that, in some of the changes, the rab'units preceded the private residence and as

such contributed to the formation of the medieval Cairene residence as we have come to

know it. This is the subject of the fifth chapter.

In investigating this type and trying to situate it within the architectural production

of the time, it became evident that it would not fit without some reformulation of our

understanding of the rest of Mamluk architecture. For instance, what are we to make of

the very straight run of the street facade of many rab' buildings in comparison to the

irregular frontage of many of the well studied Mamluk religious monuments, especially

when we had understood the latter to be a result of the irregularity of property lines in the

medieval Muslim city? Such conflicts between accepted characterizations and new

observations were sufficiently numerous to warrant a reassessment and restatement of

some of the characterizations of Mamluk architecture and urbanism. This is taken up in the

sixth chapter. There, I will confront what has been learned about the rab', with the

presently accepted characterizations of medieval Islamic architecture in general and

Mamluk architecture in particular. In other words, the rab' will serve as a lens through

which to reassess Cairene monumental buildings. I will point out the distinctions and

similarities between the urban fabric and the religious buildings. Furthermore, I will argue
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Intoduction

that in the Mamluk period a comprehensive urban attitude was developed that allowed all

types of buildings to serve as vehicles for the expressive impulses of the patrons,
particularly that of monumentality, without loss of distinction between types and without

confusion about the relative hierarchy of different buildings. This will be shown to be a
result of a specific way in which the Mamluk built on and adapted received architectural

traditions.

Two issues emerged as fundamental to this work though strictly speaking they are

outside the scope of this dissertation. These are the use of archives for history of

architecture and monumentality in Mamluk architecture. Because of the fundamental role

of these two issues to this dissertation, they are considered in two essays at the beginning

of the study. The extensive use of archival documents in this study raised a number of

methodological and theoretical questions that had to be addressed before any textually

based reconstructions could be considered to have any validity. Many of these questions

have not been directly addressed by others who used the same or similar material. This

necessitated writing an essay in which a survey of available written archival documents is
provided along with a discussion of the limits on their usefulness for the study of Mamluk

architecture.

In trying to deal with the relationship of the apartment buildings to the rest of

Mamluk architecture, the question of what is monumentality in Mamluk architecture

needed to be addressed. Is monumentality a characteristic to be ascribed to Mamluk
religious monuments, or is it also to be attributed to commercial and residential
constructions? If it is to be applied to both, is the term no longer useful for making
distinctions between fabric and monument? This problem called for an essay on
monumentality in Islamic architecture in general and in Mamluk architecture in particular.
The aim is to develop a vocabulary and a series of concepts to better understand the
expressive aspects of the buildings under study.

The detailed description of the twelve extant examples that represent the
architectural basis of this study is included in the first appendix. Each building is
described in its present state, with reference to any inscriptions that survive, as well as in
its earlier state as described in an endowment deed, if such a deed exists.

Since much of this work is based on unpublished archival material, it seemed
necessary that some of this material be presented in untranslated form. In the second
appendix, the Arabic text of extracts from a number of documents used in this study is
provided.

12
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Notes on format

The transliteration system used here is that of the Encyclopedia of Islam with the

exception of the use of q for 3, and j for r.

When first introduced an Arabic term is transliterated, with its translation provided

in parentheses. In the cases where the translation is definitive, the Arabic term

subsequently appears in parentheses following its translation. In the cases where the

meaning is open to question or has varied greatly in usage, the Arabic term continues to be

used directly, such as is the case with the terms tabaqa and riw5q.

The reference to a manuscript text that is cited in the body of the dissertation is

given as completely as possible. In the cases of documents that are in the form of a roll,

only the document and the date of the specific deed in the document is given, unless a line

number was recorded. To the extent possible the relevant part is cited in English

translation or paraphrase in the body of the dissertation. In the cases where the translated

or referenced passages appear in Appendix 2, an additional reference is given in the form

of "App2: deedname: pagenumber", where "deedname" is the identifying name and

number of the document, and "pagenumber" is the page of my transcription where the

reference passage is located. For example, a citation of App2: Awqiaf 901:10 means that

the relevant Arabic text can be found in Appendix 2, in the tenth page of my transcription

of the document Awqiaf 901.

I use the word Cairo to refer to the overall urban settlement on the east bank of the

Nile. The names Fustit, Migr, al-Qihira, and Buliq will be used to refer to more specific

parts of this settlement to reflect the usage in the Medieval period. Al-Qihira will be used

to refer to that part of the city between Bib Zuwayla and Bdb al-Futih (the Fatimid city).

The figures and illustrations are located at the end of each section. Their numbers

refer to the section and the number of the figure in that section. For example, Figure P1.2

refers to the second figure in Preliminary Remarks I; Figure C2.3 refers to the third figure

in Chapter 2; and Figure A1.4 refers to the fourth illustration in Appendix 1.
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Preliminary Remarks I

Preliminary Remarks I

Archival Documents:

The Realm of their Usefulness for the History of Cairene Architecture

1 The

1.1

1.2

1.3

2 The

2.1

2.2

2.3

archival collections

The Geniza material

The Vienna collection

The Cairo collections

waqf system

The waqf document

2.1.1 Property descriptions

2.1.2 Maintenance

The exchange document

The sale document

3 Uses of the archival material

4 Limits of the archival material
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Archival Documents

One of the first to point to the importance of the use of archival material in Cairo for

the study of antiquities was 'Abd al-Latif Ibrahim. 2 Since his work in the late 1950s, the

archival collection has been used by a number of architectural historians with little self-

awareness about its limits and possibilities and with very little methodological reflection.

It has most often been used to support monographic work on a particular building or

patron.3 The situation is improving to the extent that there is now a group of French and

French-trained historians (such as Andre Raymond and Nelly I:anna Boulous) using the

records to answer wider questions of urbanistic and sociological nature. Their work,

however, has focused primarily on the Ottoman period, which has a more abundant

archival record.4

The following essay discusses the archival material available to a researcher into

Medieval Cairene architecture up to the Ottoman conquest in 923/1517. It aims at

explaining the nature of the collections and their contents, how they came about, and what

2 Abd al-Latif Ibrahim 'Ali, Dirfsst tiikhiya wa athariya i wathi'iq min 'asr al-suLtsn

al-Ghiri (Historical and Antiquarian studies in archival documents from the Reign of the

Sultan Ghiri), unpublished PhD. thesis No. 224, Cairo: Cairo University, 1956; "Al-
wathi'iq fikhidmat al-thir " (The Archives in the Service of the Antiquities), in Al-

mu'tamar al-thni.... (The 2nd conference for antiquities in the Arab countries), (Cairo,

1958): 205-288.

3 For examples of monographic uses of archives see E. Higashi's thesis at The

American University in Cairo on the wakila of Qaytbdy, Commercial Architecture in 15th

Century Cairo, the Wikalat Qa'it Bay at the Side of the Mosque of al-Azhar, (Cairo: May

1979); S. A. Hasan's dissertation at Cairo University on the buildings of Inil, Al-Sultan

Inai wa Atharihi al-Mi'mariya fi al-Qahira (The Sultan ITnl and his Architectural Legacy in

Cairo). PhD. thesis No. 1623, (Cairo: Cairo University, School of Antiquities, 1975); M.

M. Najib's dissertation at Cairo University on the complex of Qurqumis, Madrasat al-amir

kabir Qurqumss wa mulhaq~tiha, dirsa athariyya mi'miriyya (Madrasa of the Amir Kabir

Qurqumas and its Dependencies). PhD. thesis No.1444, (Cairo: Cairo Univ., School of

Antiquities, 1975); H. M. Nuwaysir's dissertation at Cairo U. on the buildings of Qiytbiy,
Munsha'at al-sultgn Qaytbay al-cffnniyya bimadinat al-Qhira (Sultan Qaytbay's Religious

Foundations in Cairo). PhD. thesis, (Cairo: Antiquities Dept., Cairo University, 1975);

and M. Zakariya's study of the Tabbina rab', "Le Rab' de Tabbana", Annales
Islamologiques XVI, (Cairo: I.F.A.O., 1980): 275-298.

4 Nelly I;anna Boulous, Construction Work in Ottoman Cairo (1517-1798),
Supplement aux Annales Islamologiques, cahier no. 4 (Cairo: Institut Frangais

d'Archeologie Orientale, 1984); A. Raymond, The Great Arab Cities in the 16th-18th

Centuries, an Introduction, (New York: New York Univ. Press, 1984).
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Preliminary Remarks I

kinds of information they contain for use by historians of architecture and urbanism. The
demonstration of the usefulness of this material will be balanced by a discussion of the
inherent limitations to their usefulness.

The archival collections

The archival material for the Medieval period in Egypt can be divided into three
categories, roughly reflecting their present geographic distribution. These are the Geniza
documents, the collection of Arabic manuscripts in Vienna, and archival documents in
Egypt.5

The most important collections are the Geniza documents and the collection of waqf
material in Cairo. The Geniza documents consist of a vast number of manuscripts

discovered at the end of the 19th century in a special storage room of an old synagogue in
Fustit. They date from the Fitimid and Ayy5bid periods and have been studied and
published extensively by S. D. Goitein and others.6 The waqf collection, on the other
hand, is much less studied but much more relevant for the Mamluk period. These
documents are the legal instruments of an elaborate subset of Islamic law known as the
awqif or pious endowments. I will briefly look at this system as a preface to the

discussion of the various types of documents that emerged in compliance with the legal
requirements of this system. These documents include transactions of endowment (waqf),
sale (bay '), and exchange (istibd51). I will explain the contents of each and will discuss the

kinds of architectural and urbanistic data that they provide.

The Geniza material

Most of the Geniza documents date from the 10th to the 13th centuries and thus

5 I am excluding here the thousands of Arabic papyri because they are primarily from
the provinces and dated before the 4/10th century. A large number of them are to be found
in the Austrian National library in Vienna, the National library in Cairo (Dir al-Kutub), and
in London. They have been partly published by Adolf Grohmann and Nabia Abbot.
Grohmann, Arabic Papyri in the Egyptian Library, vols 1-4, (Cairo: 1934-1962);
Grohmann, Einflihrung und Chrestomathie zur arabischen Papyruskunde, vol 1 (Prague:
1954); Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri, (Cairo: 1952); Abbot, Studies in
Arabic Literary Papyri, (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1957).
6 For an extensive bibliography of work done on Geniza documents, see Shaul Shaked,
A Tentative Bibliography of Geniza Documents (Paris: Mouton & Co., 1964); S.D.
Goitein, "Introduction," A Mediterranean Society, 1:1-28.
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predate the Mamluk period. The collection contains types of documents that have not

survived in other collections in Cairo. Though the documents had no value at the time of

their disposal, Jewish custom required that they be stored rather than destroyed, because

they might have the name of God written somewhere on them. The documents included

rent contracts, inventories of properties, letters, and accounts of expenditures including

building and repair costs; all of which were no longer needed after a few years. For the

purpose of architecture history, however, these are very important documents as they

provide information about building costs, building trades, etcetera. The equivalent

documents do not exist in the waqf collections that are comprised of documents written for

posterity. As a result, comparable information is difficult to come by for the Mamluk

period.

While the Geniza collection contains documents that touch a number of urban

centers in the Mediterranean world, when it comes to buildings in Cairo, the area of Fustit

figures as the location of most of the properties. This must be kept in mind because it may

not always be accurate to generalize information on buildings related in these documents to

urban conditions in the rest of the city.

The Vienna collection

The PapyrussammIung of the Austrian National Library houses a collection of some

20,000 scraps of paper with writing acquired over the course of a number of years from

the Cairo antique markets.7 The collection has never been catalogued or systematically

surveyed. Therefore it is difficult to get a sense of its overall content. During a brief visit

to the archives, I went through about half the collection.

The scraps come from both Cairo and the provinces. The town of Ashminim

appears in many cases. Most of the pieces are too small to contain anything but a few

words or parts of words. From the more complete scraps, I read dates ranging from

350/961 to 800/1398. The scraps are from letters, legal deeds, accounts, and parts of

manuscripts. I found a few rent contracts and other documents of relevance to architecture

history. Since much of this collection was from rubbish heaps, its contents represent

material that was discarded at various times because of damage or it having outlived its

7 Communicated to me by Dr. Hermann Harruer, director of the Papyrussammlung. I

owe knowledge of this collection to Ms. Shaun Marmon at Princeton University.
Hassanien Rabie provides a brief review of the collection in The Financial System of

Egypt A.H. 564-741 /1169-1341, (London: Oxford University Press, 1972), 3-6.
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reasons for being written. As such, it is somewhat similar in nature to the Geniza

documents, with the exception that it does not concern any particular group. It is also

generally later and much more fragmentary than the Geniza material.

The Cairo collections

In Cairo, a number of collections possess documents from the AyyUbid and

Mamluk periods, involving different kinds of property transactions. These include the

collections at Dir al-Wathi'iq al-Qawmiyya (The National Archives), Dir al-Kuttub al-

Migriyya (The Egyptian Library), the Daftarkhina in Wizirat al-Awqif (library in the

Ministry of Pious Endowments), and the Karaite community synagogue in the medieval

city. 8 Microfilm copies of some of these documents are dispersed around the world.

According to M. Amin the total archival collection up to the Ottoman conquest (excluding

the Arabic papyri and the Karaite community documents) consists of 888 different

manuscripts, distributed in five different places in Egypt. Two places hold the vast

majority of them. Dir al-Wathi'iq has 296 manuscripts and the Awqif Ministry has 556.
Figure P1.1 shows the chronological distribution of the 888 documents in the Cairo

archives, with the exception of the Karaite documents.

The vast majority are waqf (pious endowment) or waqf-related documents and are

the result of a detailed system of endowments and recordings. They are the single most

important contemporary textual source of information about medieval buildings. To make
the best use of them requires an understanding of the waqf as a system and of the

documents as the legal instruments of that system. For reasons that will soon become
clear, the documents in this collection were written with posterity in mind. Therefore, their

survival was important. As a result, we generally do not find in this collection minor
documents such as rent contracts.

The waqf system

8 For an index of the documents in the collections (except the Kariate documents), see
Muhammad Amin, Fihrist wathi'iq a1-qhiira hatz nihiyat 'agr sa1tTn a1-mamslik, 239-
922/853-1516 (Index of the Archives of Cairo to the end of the Mamluk Period, 239-
922/853-1516 ), (Cairo: I.F.A.O.C, 1981). For a brief summary of the documents in the
collection of the Karaite Jewish community in Cairo, see D. S. Richards, "Arabic
Documents from the Karaite Community in Cairo," J.E.S.H.O. 14 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, June
1972): 105-162.
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The waqf system is the umbrella under which most of the important buildings in

Cairo that come down to us were built and maintained. In this system a patron erected

certain buildings for pious purposes and at the same time set aside other properties to

generate income for the maintenance of the pious foundations, their attendants and

employees. The basis of the system is the hadith (sayings attributed to the Prophet) to the

effect that one's baraka, or good deeds, continues to accumulate after death in one of three

ways: a continuing pious deed, a contribution of knowledge that others benefit from, or a

righteous offspring to pray for the deceased. 9 The waqf system takes its origin from the

first of these. The good deed is such, to the extent that it alleviates hardship in the life of

people or facilitates their practice of the faith. The provision of water, the education of the

young, the building of a place for prayer, the teaching of religion, and the freeing of

Muslims in Crusader prisons are all examples of pious acts. Some of these do not require

a physical environment for their realization while others are aided by it.

In essence the waqf system provides a way for someone to leave a legacy and

thereby continue to carry out good deeds. This is true for the whole Islamic world, and

may even be said to extend to the medieval world at large. The specific way in which it is

done, in terms of what is built and endowed, sets Egypt apart from many other Islamic

areas. In Egypt during the Mamluk period, a number of factors came together to make the

waqf endowment a particularly attractive option. It provided a way of keeping wealth

from being confiscated by the state, it provided a way of directing some of one's

inheritance, and it offered notable personal prestige.10 As a result, the use of the waqf

system in Egypt during the Mamluk period demonstrated a noticeable extrovertedness and

individuality. The goal of those with enough money was to set up their own foundations,

both in a physical and a fiscal sense, and not to add to existing foundations. This

preference is clearly attested to in a waqf deed of an emir who first set up the fiscal

structure (income generating part) and provided for sixty sUfis and their sheikhs, ten

students, and seven readers at the al-Azhar congregational mosque. The founder stipulated

that if he were able to build his own mosque, all of the employees would be transferred to

it.11 There were of course numerous exceptions to this, with people adding to existing

9 Muhammad Amin, AJ-awqif wal hayt al-'ijtim'iyya fimir 648-923/1250-1517
(The Awqif and Social Life in Egypt, 648-923/1250-1517), (Cairo: Dir al-NahcIa al-
'Arabiyya, 1980), 15-16.

10 For a more complete discussion of the waqf system and the mixing of al-ahli and al-

khairT waqfs (private and pious) in Egypt, see M. Amin, A1-awqif, 70-82.

11 Awqif 188 (15 Jamadi al-Akhar, 833/1430). Waqf of al-Zaini Khush Qadam. In a
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mosques, but this was not the general pattern.12

Since the motivating religious injunction stipulates that the good deed be a

continuing one (adaqatin jiriyya), it is important that the pious deed/foundation continues

to function as such. It is not as if one's good action is judged by what was established at

the time of death. The final judgement is the result of the accumulation of good deeds over

time. Therefore, the maintenance and preservation of the pious activity is very important.

Since the founder's descendants were often beneficiaries of these endowments (receiving

the surplus income), the survival of the income generating infrastructure was in their long

term interest.

Directing waqfincome to one's family was generplly acceptable because Quranic

and hadith injuctions name the family as most worthy of one's $adaqa.13 The familial waqf

was only a problem if it was used as a way of directing inheritance in a manner contrary to

the inheritance laws of Islam for instance, denying a child a portion of the inheritance.

The waqf document

The waqf deed is the main written product of the waqf system. In it, the founder

states all the properties that are set aside (or bonded). These are usually of two types. The

first is income generating, such as agricultural lands, shops, or apartment buildings. The

second does not produce income, but is used directly by those who are the beneficiaries of

the waqf This includes the mosque, madrasa, sabil-kuttab (public water fountain and

classroom), as well as the accommodations and services for the attendants at these

locations. The general form of a waqf deed can be outlined as follows:

I. Opening statement: name and titles of endower, statement of intent, etc.

II. Pious property (repeated as many times as needed):

A. Reference to proof of ownership, usually constructed by the founder.

B. Description of the property usually as described by an eye witness account.

subsequent deed in the same document, he reduces the number of SUfis by thirty. It does
not seem that he even attained his wish of building his own mosque. See App2: Awqif
188: 3, 6, 26.
12 Waqf of Ldjin for the mosque of Ibn Tiln and Qiytbay's waqf for dashisha (a kind
of grain) to be sent to the mosque of the Prophet at Medina.
13 Amin, Al-awqff, 32.
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Sometimes on the basis of a legal document such as a construction deed.

C. Delineation of its four boundaries. Often with reference to earlier neighbors and

present neighbors.

HI. Urban income generating property (repeated as many times as needed):

A. Reference to proof of ownership, usually a sale or exchange deed.

B. Description of the property based on the cited deed or by eyewitness account.

More likely based on other legal documents.

C. Delineation of its four boundaries.

IV. Land property (repeated as many times as needed):

A. Reference to proof of ownership, usually a sale or exchange deed.

B. Description of the property based on the cited deed or by eyewitness account.

Area is usually given in fadins (1 fad~n = 4,200 m2 or 1.038 acres)

C. Delineation of its four boundaries.

V. Stipulations:

A. Delineation of use (pious use or income generating).

B. Expenditures:

1. Maintenance

2. Rental Periods

3. Appointments of staff and their salaries

4. Expenditure of surplus income: private beneficiaries, property

acquisition.

5. Deficit situations: Hierarchy of decrease in expenditures; layoffs,

cutbacks, etc.

C. Stipulation of overseer of the waqf, responsibilities, and succession.

VI. Concluding section:

A. Date of deed

B. Signatures of judge and witnesses

Note that the income from properties is not stipulated in a waqf deed because it
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varied with time. The requirements set by the founder included limiting the rental periods
to a certain number of years and requiring that the rent be at the market rate or higher (al-
matha). The documents stipulated the ways in which the income was to be spent. These
stipulations of expenditure can be broken down into two parts. The first part very

specifically names all the employment positions to be provided, their monthly income, as
well as any bonuses that they might be given. These specifications also included

expenditures for supplies such as oil, wAter, and rugs. The second part directs the

remaining revenue, often directly to the founder and his/her descendents. In some cases

the excess goes towards acquiring new properties to expand the endowment. 14

By adding the stipulated expenditures, one can get a low estimate of the income of

the properties. On the other hand, because the founders knew that the economic situation

changed, and because of the stipulation that the excess was to return to them (generally tax

free), we can be sure that they endowed a lot more property than was initially needed to

cover expenditures on their foundations. This slack or buffer makes it difficult for us to

get an accurate economic picture of the endowments. For that we have to look into other

records (Geniza documents and others), such as sale and rental documents, some of which

have come down to us. These present their own set of problems and will be discussed

below.

Property descriptions

The properties that are listed in a waqf document are described in varying degrees

of detail. The location of each building within or without Cairo is first identified in relation
to well known landmarks such as markets or mosques. The usual formula is to say that
the property is located to the right of one who is heading toward such and such places, and
to the left of one who is heading from these places towards such and such places. This
method identifies the place in general terms between two points in the city and identifies
the side of the street that it is on.15 The building itself is then described, and finally its

14 For example see the waqf of Barq5q, Ma1kama 51 (6 Sha'bin, 788/1386); and
Awqif 188 (15 Jamdi al-Akhar, 833/1430).
15 The text locating a property in the endowment of Baybars al-Jishankir serves as a
good example of this: "in al-Qihira, in khutt of Bayn al-Qagrayn. As for the house (dir),
it is next to the Kimiliyya hadith school which is opposite the palace. And it (the property)
is to the right of one going to the renewed hospital of Qald'in, the Sili.iyya madrasas, and
other places; and to the left of one going from the mentioned places to the residence of al-
Badri al-Baysari and the Kimili rab' and the exchange market and other places." See
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boundaries are given in terms of what properties are next to it on all four sides. The

benchmarks in this case are not those of a modem surveyor but the names of adjacent

buildings or open spaces.

The four directions used to describe the boundaries of a building in Cairo are qibli,

bahii, sharqi, and gharbi, which would literally be translated as the direction of the qibla

(towards Mecca), the direction of the sea or large body of water, the eastern direction, and

the western direction. In present usage in Egypt, the qibE direction is taken to mean

cardinal south, and the bahriis taken to be cardinal north in reference to the Mediterranean.

In looking at the medieval documents, however, this translation is inadequate. The qibE

side is that side of the building that would contain a mihrib if the building were a mosque,

and the bahriis the opposite side. It seems that the Bahridirection was not meant to refer

to the Mediterranean sea as it is now taken, but to the Nile which was known as al-bahr al-

a'zam (the Great Sea). Within the topography of Cairo, it would be more accurate to

translate qibiT as east by southeast, bahras west by northwest, sharqias north by

northeast, and gharbias south by southwest. Within this system, the main street of Cairo,

which we would now describe as running almost north and south, would have been

described in the deeds as running sharq and gharb (Fig P1.2). To avoid the confusion and

inaccuracy that would arise from translating the directions sharqiand gharblas east and

west, the original Arabic terms will be used throughout this study. 16

To understand the method of description of the property as outlined below, keep in

mind that the aim of the documents was to account for the parts of a building or property

and its immediate context. This being done without the use of drawings.

The description of the property takes the form of an itinerary of what one would see

as one goes through the place, rather than what would be revealed by a more abstract

method of description. The pattern of description is recursive in the sense that it proceeds

from the most general to the very specific and then returns to the previous level of

App2: Mahkama 22/23: 6.
16 Al-Maqrizi, in describing the environs of Filimid al-Qdhira, uses the four directions

(north, south, east, and west) in the manner they are understood today. He explains that

the north and south were known as bahifand qibliby the people of Egypt. These are

contrary to how they were used in the deeds, and indicate that the convention within the

city differed from that of the rest of the country. Taqi ad-din al-Maqdzi, A1-mawa'iz wal-

i'tibar fi dhikr al-khitat wal-athar, (Bulaq: 1854), 2:108-109.
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generality to pursue the next avenue of specificity. For instance, after saying that a room
(general) has three doors, the formula is not to say where each of these doors leads, rather
one door is taken and where it goes is described in detail listing where that place in turn
leads, until all the places that the first of the three doors leads to are taken care of
(specifics). After that is exhausted, the description jumps back to describe where the

second door in the first room goes. This is indicative of a certain way of going through a
building, namely walking through it in a certain exhaustive sequence.

It is implicit in the structure of the texts that their readability requires the continued

existence of the building to a substantial degree. Since almost all the elements are

described in relation to what is before, next to, or after, and not in more absolute directions

such as north and south, the loss of one or more of the elements in the chain of spaces

renders the rest totally unreconstructable. Therefore, these documents cannot really deal

with drastic changes that leave much of the context nonexistent. The full readability of the

text was only intended to be possible with some remains of the buildings to act as guides.

To the extent that the deeds were found to be a workable way of describing and accounting

for buildings over a long period of time, we have to either imagine that the buildings were

quite durable or that their upkeep, together with the referral to the documents, was frequent
enough to avoid the text becoming unintelligible after a drastic change in the building.

The difficulty of reconstructing a building from a text is well illustrated in the case
of buildings with stepped or irregular street lines. One sdch hypothetical building with

two doors is shown in Figure Pl.3a. The boundaries of such a plot might be described in
a waqf deed as follows:

And it is surrounded, constrained and contained along with all of its
rights by four borders. The first border is the qibiT one and it ends to the
street separating it and the mill and has in it the windows of the building and
some of it ends to the main street and has in it one of the doors of the
building. The second border is the bahrione and it ends to the house of
Muhammad Doe and some of it ends to the alley and has the other door of
the building. The third border is the sharqione and it ends to the alley. And
the fourth border is the gharbione and it ends to the main street.

If we were to read such a text, without the help of a plan of an existing building, we
are more likely to reconstruct it as shown in figure Pl.3b. Namely we would take the two
doors to be on the qibiand bahidsides of the building, rather than realize that the building
had two jagged borders with doors opening in a qiblT and bahiudirections but actually
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"located" in the other sides of the buildings.17 In a sense the conventions used for

boundary descriptions in the deeds are the same as those resulting from drawing up four

elevations of a building and describing what is seen in each of the elevations.

We are thus stretching the uses of the documents in trying to use them for complete

reconstructions. Keeping in mind these possible sources of error we hope not to stray too

far. At least we will propose a number of possibilities.

The delineation of property in relation to its neighbors works as a system if

maintained all around and there is someone to say that, yes, this is indeed the wall of such

and such a person. This is an environment where all the participants were vigilant about

protecting their rights, or all conspired to cover their infractions. It is a system that did not

rely on markers outside itself, such as coordinates, or distances from a local benchmark.

As such, it becomes very difficult to use today to locate a place. On the other hand, this

system tells us what kind of properties were in the immediate vicinity of the described

property, information that we cannot ascertain from an absolute coordinate system. Our

modem convention of identifying a building by a street name and number fulfills the task

of locating it very well, but it does not give any indication of the neighboring properties.

Ultimately the Cairene system relied on consensus ('urf), and a collective memory.

Maintenance

Since the endowments were intended for perpetuity and for the benefit of the

founder's descendants, the maintenance of the endowed properties was of great importance

and it was addressed, in some fashion, in all the deeds. Most commonly, the deeds

stipulate that "the overseer should first spend from the income on upkeep and restoration

work, even if that were to consume all the income."18 Some deeds go further and stipulate

a specific amount to be set aside for upkeep. In an endowment set up by the Sultan

Qiytbiy for one of his Emirs, he specified that the overseer of the endowment will set

aside 10,000 dirhams annually for maintenance. 19

17 The complex of Qurqumis in the cemetery is an example of an extant building with a

a jogged facade whose waqf description employes this formula. Awqif 901 (1 Rabi' al-

Akhar, 906/1500) p: 50, or see App2: Awqiaf 901: 2. This complex is discussed in greater

detail in Appendix 1.
18 Malkama 26 (18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 707/1308), Awqif 880 (16 Jamidi al-Akhar,
827/1424), Awqif 882 (26 Muharram, 909/1505).

19 Awqif 670 (18 Jamidi al-Awal, 873/1468).
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Some founders earmarked savings for the purchase of more more properties to
expand the foundation. For example, the waqf of al-Zaini Khush Qadam in 883/1478
specified that, of the surplus annual revenue, 50,000 dirhams was to be set aside for time
of need. If not needed the following year, the money went to buy more property to be
incorporated into the endowment.20 The foundation of al-sayffAytmish contained a

similar clause. Excess revenue was to be saved until 30,000 dirhams had accumulated, at
which point the sum was to be used to buy additional properties. 21 In another example,

one founder set aside half of the income of his fairly modest establishment to finish

construction of the buildings and to maintain them. After that, the remainder of this half

was to go to the acquisition of new properties. 22

To provide a greater assurance of the endowment's affording unforeseen
maintenance expenses, the Sultin Barq5q, in the endowment deed for his complex in al-

Qihira, established a system of funding that protected against price fluctuations, while

allowing for the maintenance and subsequent acquisition of new properties. He required

that surplus income be held in escrow for two years to provide the necessary buffer.23 A
slightly different stipulation was that of Qiytbdy, who required the escrow to contain the

annual surplus of three years. The unspent sum after the three years went to the overseer
and his descendents. 24

The other approach to preserving the physical foundation took the form of

restrictions on rental periods. This was generally one year for urban properties and two

years for agricultural lands, though we sometimes see a limit of three years on lands. The
intent was to avoid the tenant becoming entrenched in the property. In fact some deeds
made explicit that properties were not to be rented to those with power and influence

whose abuse may be feared and from whom the rent would be difficult to collect (wa 15

yu'ajjar lipghib jsh wa 15 lidhi shawka wa 15 liman yumiil bil ajra wa 15 yudsfi' 'anh5 ).25

20 Awqif 188 (15 Jamidi al-Akhar, 833/1430). See App2: Awqif 188: 6.
21 Awqif 1143 mukarrar (<16 Jamidi al-Akhar, 789/1387). See App2: Awqif 1143: 3.
Susequent deeds in the same document attest to later acquisition of properties, indicating
that the waqf did in fact continue to grow after the founder's death.
2 Awqif 531 (1 Jamidi al-Awal, 784/1382). Stipulation given in the second waqf
deed in the document, dated 20 Jamidi al-Akhar, 806/1404.

23 Mal.1kama 51 (6 Sha'bin, 788/1386).

24 Awqif 886 (24 &28 Jamid al-Akhara, 879/1474), p: 247-248.

25 For example see Awqif 188 1: 244. See App2: Awqif 188: 13.
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Some founders included more specific directions for maintaining agricultural land. The

endowment of Baybars al-Jishankir stipulated that whoever rented a piece of agricultural

land could grow what they wanted on only half the land at any one time. The other half

had to be cultivated with fodder, beans, or miqithiya (barsTm wa fil wa miqithiya) "with

regard to the benefit of the mentioned properties." 26

The exchange document

In spite of all the wishes of the founders, waqf properties sometimes deteriorated to

the point where their income could no longer pay for the requisite repairs. Sometimes this

was the result of a specific calamity, such as an earthquake or fire. Often difficult

economic times lasting for many years coupled with less than scrupulous overseers

resulted in a depletion of the endowments. In such a case, the judges allowed the property

to be exchanged for another revenue earning property or for money to be used for the

purchase of another income earning property. This was done only after officially

appointed engineers (muhandisin), described as "experts in properties and their faults,

lands and their measurements, and buildings and their differences," 27 inspected the

properties and testified that the endowment would benefit by the exchange. Their

testimonial also included an assessment of the value of the property in its condition of

disrepair, and sometimes also included an estimate of the cost of restoration.

The value of the property or the amount of money for which the ruined waqf

property was exchanged exceeded that of the ruined property by about five to ten percent.

The additional amount, known as istizhir, was a surcharge on transactions where one of

the parties was intrinsically unable to completely represent their interests, as would be the

case of an endowment that was low on funds. To avoid the suspicion that the weaker

bargaining position of the endowment was taken advantage, the other party paid an amount

over and beyond the testified value of the property. Another type of transaction where an

istizhir was paid was the purchase of property from young orphans. 28

These exchange deeds, though not very common in the surviving collection, are a

very important class of document, because of the information they provide about

engineers, building conditions, and the terminology used in appraising properties.

26 Malhkama 22&23. See App2: Malkama 22/23: 8.

27 Mahkama 126 (8 Rabi' al-Akhar, 865/1461). See App2: Mahkama 126: 1.

28 I am indebted to Prof. Muhammad Amin for this explication.
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The sale document

A fairly large number of sale documents have survived from the Mamluk period.29

As proofs of ownership, they remained important at least through the life of the parties

involved. Evidence of a sale comes down to us in two forms. The first is the original sale

document, and the second is a short note, found appended to another deed, that attests to a

sale. It seems that when a property was sold, the contracting parties drew up a separate

deed. At this time, the person selling the property presented proof of ownership, typically

an earlier sale contract. The judge then appended to this proof of original ownership a

summary of the current sale deed, without listing the price.30 It seems that ownership of

the earlier updated deed also passed on to the new owner of the property. We find

documents containing updates which reveal that the property had changed hands several

times, which could only have been realistically recorded on the earlier document if the deed

changed hands along with the property, or was centrally located. On the other hand, it

appears that in some cases the document did not change hands. These are when the update

is to a large waqf deed or only a small share of a property is sold, and the original owner

still holds title to the rest or to other properties listed in the original document. It is

possible that parallel documents were created going to the original and subsequent owner.

Sale documents describe the interiors of buildings in great detail, and do not just

give their exterior limits. The amount of detail seems unnecessary. It would have been

sufficient to delineate the boundaries of the property as long as both parties attested that

they had inspected and were satisfied with what was being sold and bought. The reason

for the more detailed descriptions is that the selling or renting of air rights was common in
Egypt. As such it was possible for someone to buy from a neighbor the right to build on

part of their roof. Therefore it was important to describe all the spatial contents and

exclusions of a property to distinguish it from later additions or deletions by other owners.

In this way, later differences would be prevented from arising or could be settled in court

when they did.3 1

2 Sale documents from the Mamluk period have been the subject of a Ph. D.
dissertation by Zaynab Mahfiz Hand, Waths'iq al-bay' fimigrkhisl al-'agr al-mamlki
(Sale Documents in Egypt During the Mamluk Period), (Cairo: Cairo University, 1977).
30 For example see Awqif 651,11: 9-10 (20 Sha'bin, 723/1323). The property in this
sale deed is resold on the second of Safar, 745/1344 to the endowment of Qaldwiin. See
App2: Awqif 651: 1, 5.
31 I indebted to Ms. Mona Zakariya for this clarification.
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Uses of the archival material

The archival documents can be used in a number of ways and at a number of levels

in the study of the history of architecture. In the most immediate sense, they can be used

to identify the state of a building at the time of foundation. From comparisons with extant

buildings, the architectural terminology of the time can be understood, and additions and

changes can be identified. Archival documents also provide information about the contexts

of the monuments at different periods of time. Through them we can begin to piece

together the picture of the relation between monument and fabric in medieval Cairo.

Pictures of social, physical, and economic patterns of patronage also appear if the

documents are used as a collection and not as a single document about a single building.

By the way in which a building is described, collateral evidence is given about

surrounding buildings and immediate urban context. We learn who the neighbors were at

the moment in time, and we learn of the landmarks in the area to which the property is

referenced. A given monument may be described in detail in one deed and its neighbors

identified, and at a later point in time the same building may appear as one of the

boundaries of a property described in another document. This provides verification of

historical accounts such as those of al-Maqzi.

Testimonials of engineers, which are often more detailed descriptions of the state of

a location and might include estimates of reconstruction costs, are to be found in exchange

documents. The engineers provided the assessment of the state of the property required

before its removal from the waqf could be allowed. Unfortunately these documents are

quite rare, which might indicate the rarity of the practice. More likely, however, this type

of document was only of short-term value and did not have the same survival rate as a

waqf deed.

The archives have yet to be exploited in a manner aimed at revealing patterns and

statistics. They have been tapped primarily for monographic purposes and not for tracing

areas of the city across time. A few exceptions are to be found in the recent work of Doris

Abouseif on the foundation of the Azbakiyya quarter in the late Mamluk period, and the

work of Nelly Bolous on the Ottoman period.

Limits of the archival material

We must also consider the limits of information available from this archival

material, particularly from the waqf documents. We may break these limits into two

categories. The first concerns the limits on the information available from a document
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when it is used by itself, such as in establishing the earlier condition of a building. The
second concerns the limits on information available when extant documents are used as a
collection, such as in understanding changes in building patterns at different locations in

the city. The latter aspect is of interest if we look at the archives not to get a description of

a particular building but to get a sense of the relative numbers of different types of

buildings existing at different points in time.

We have already seen that the method followed in the documents for describing a
property leaves much room for interpretation, particularly if little or nothing remains of the

structure at hand. In the vast majority of cases, the documents provide no information on
actual sizes or proportions. A wakla may be described as "big," or an iwin as "small"

(win latf), but we never know what their sizes actually were. We can estimate relative

size by comparing existing examples to existing texts and coming up with working

averages for the size of a shop, apartment, or wak51a. Similarly, we might develop some

sense of plot exposure and proportions by comparing number of shops on the streets with

the amount of property behind. Nonetheless, much of what attracts us about Mamluk

architecture, such as the resolution of plans and the design of facades, is completely

unrecoverable from the verbal descriptions provided.

The waqf documents provide little visual information without development of a

very accurate understanding of the terminology. This requires attributing a level of

precision to terms that they may not have possessed at the time in general or in their usage

in the deeds. Many architectural elements received the same name despite differences in

appearance. For example, corbels with different treatment and articulation were still called

corbels.

The use of the archives for statistical purposes requires a deeper understanding of

how representative the archives were of the subject under scrutiny. This in turn requires a

knowledge of how representative the extant archives are of the archives that were kept in

Cairo in general. In other words, we need an awareness of the type of documents that

have survived in relation to what originally existed. For instance, of the 888 documents

listed by Amin, 291 involve properties that eventually end up with al-Ghif. While it may

be that there was an increase in waqfrelated activities in his time, it is much more likely
that his archive has survived in more intact form than that of his predecessors. There has
not been any attempt to trace and explain the collection that we have in relation to the
overall collection that would have existed at any given point in the Mamluk period.

In the case where the subject is buildings, we must try to answer the question how
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representative are the deeds of buildings in Cairo? What buildings appear in deeds, and

when (that is at what point(s) in the life of the building) do they appear in the various

kinds of documents contained in the archives? A specific example of this will be

addressed in Chapter 5 where I attempt to describe Cairo's housing stock at different

periods of time, using the archives as a basis.
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In a seminal article that appeared in 1972, Stephen Humphreys raised and discussed

the question of meaning in Mamluk architecture. 32 He acknowledged that a considerable

amount of monographic work had been done on Mamluk buildings and pointed out that

"there have been no serious efforts to penetrate beyond the description of Mamluk

architecture into the questions of why it is put together as it is and what response it was

intended to elicit from the beholder." The research lacked "serious reflection about the

pattern of meaning which this imposing group of monuments contains and intends to

convey."33 These observations served as a basis for his attempt at a reading of the

meaning that the buildings were intended to convey.

While I agree with Humphreys's assessments, I believe that there still is much that

can be done that lies between the two phases that he mentions, that is between work on

individual buildings and their physical characteristics as has been done, and work on the

social meaning of the monuments as he advocates. This work falls in the area of formal

stylistics, which is the attempt at tying together the accumulated observations about

individual Mamluk buildings into a formal system that aims at elucidating a mamluk

architectural sensibility. Recent efforts in that direction include the work of C. Kessler on

the adaptation of Mamluk religious buildings to the often divergent requirements of street

alignment and qibla orientation and the work of M. Meineke. I would also include, though

to a lesser degree, Kessler's work on the developments in Cairene masonry dome

construction and D. Behrens-Abouseif's study on the minarets of Cairo.34

This essay studies one aspect of the formal stylistics of Mamluk architecture,

namely its monumentality. Monumentality as a characteristic of Mamluk buildings is

something that has been well recognized by scholars as well as travellers to Cairo through

the ages. Words such as "imposing" and "monumental" repeatedly appear in discussions

32 R. Stephen Humphreys, "The Expressive Intent of the Mamluk Architecture of Cairo:
a Preliminary Essay", Studia Islamica 35, (Paris: G.-P. Masonneuve-Larose, 1972): 69-
119.

33 R. S. Humphreys, "The Expressive Intent": 69-70.

34 Christel Kessler, "Funerary Architecture within the City", Colloque international sur
l'histoire du Caire, (Cairo: Ministry of Culture of the A.R.E., General Egyptian Book
Organization, 1974): 257-67; Michaele Meineke, Paper delivered at Mamluk Conference
in Washington D.C. in May 1981; C. Kessler, The Carved Masonry Domes of Medieval
Cairo, (Cairo: A.U.C. Press, 1976); Doris Behrens-Abouseif, The Minarets of Cairo,
(Cairo: A.U.C. Press, 1985). George Scanlon has done much in this area that is worthy of
note even though it is not published.
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of Mamluk architecture in general and in reference to Mamluk facades in particular. At the

same time, there has been little attempt to clarify the idea of monumentality in Mamluk

architecture or to investigate the architectural means through which this monumentality is

achieved. If the Mamluks sought monumentality in their buildings, then it should be

possible to investigate the range of forms present or developed at the time and their

contribution to such a monumentality. It should also be possible to see the use of

particular forms in a given context as reflecting conscious design decisions made by the

builders to achieve a more monumental expression.

The question of monumentality is important because a detailed consideration of

non-religious buildings requires situating these buildings within the rest of Mamluk

building activity. Can non-religious buildings of the Mamluk period be considered

monumental? How are they to be compared to the religious buildings? If it turns out that

different types of buildings are equally monumental, then we would learn more about how

the whole Mamluk architectural sensibility was different from ours, and not about the

differences perceived at the time. In dealing with such questions, my interest will be

primarily in how monumentality was achieved architecturally, and only secondarily in why

it was sought. Therefore, we will be investigating monumentality in its physical sense and

not in its commemorative sense, even though the physical monumentalization of something

is often related to the commemoration of an act, place or person.

This essay proposes some criteria for pursuing the question of monumentality and

discusses the means by which Mamluk architecture achieves it. These criteria should

allow for a more meaningful discussion of the whole range of Cairene buildings and not

just its religious edifices. Since many of these criteria emerged while looking at the rab'

type of buildings, I will only be making the general statements at this point of the

presentation. I will return to a more complete application of these criteria at the end of the

study.

I define monumentality, in its physical not its commemorative sense, as the

appearance of being larger and greater than is expected or necessary. In physical terms,

something is monumental when it goes beyond what is needed to satisfy the function at

hand. This of course makes such a thing fitting for a commemorative usage where the idea

is to extend or project in time beyond one's life.

This a relative definition, for the monumentality of something is to be judged in

relation to a context, which is either the most common occurance of the thing or the

minimal form of the thing that satisfies the function at hand. Therefore, in seeking an
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assessment of the monumentality of a building that approaches the assessment passed by

its contemporaries, it is important that the context of the building be reconstructed. Since

the building type discussed in this dissertation is an important element in the urban context

of Cairo, its study will assist in the reconstructions necessary for an accurate assessment

of the role of any single building.

Any assessment ultimately reflects the contemporary discourse on the matter and

our judgements are inevitably colored by experiences of the late 20th century. Inextricably

associated with our judgements are such experiences as aerial views of cities, skyscrapers,

and enclosed arenas: forms which were largely foreign to the medieval experience. The

one constant that can be identified in this is that of the human scale, which has not changed

significantly. This constant can serve as a justification for beginning the discussion, but

the conclusions ultimately need to take account of the mentioned relativisms.

A better understanding of the above mentioned considerations will ultimately reveal

whether monumentality is a useful concept for our understanding of Mamluk architecture

or whether it is a useful concept for understanding the Mamluks' understanding of their

architecture. 35

Monumentality and Mamluk Life

Monumentality pervades many aspects of Mamluk life, and characterizes Mamluk

sensibility about space and action. This I will show shortly by referring to extra-

architectural examples. Much of this monumentality takes the form of the

monumentalization of something which is not intrinsically monumental. The

transformations involved include enlargement of size, ordering of elements, and repetition.

One example involves Mamluk attire, particularly Mamluk head covering. The attire

of almost all segments of Mamluk society included some kind of distinctive headgear, and

the size of the headgear was correlated to status.36 The turban symbolized the rule of the

35 A further understanding of the latter would also involve an inquiry into what Arabic
words were used at the time to convey the idea. While I cannot find a singularly
equivalent term, a few appear as close in meaning. These include ta'z4m and taji7, from
'aiam (to make greater) and jalala (to honor). The main street of Cairo, was called al-
shiri' al-a'zam, the "Great Thoroughfare."

36 Al-Maqrizi, in describing how a new headgear was introduced for a while at one point
in the Mamluk period, expresses surprise at its acceptance given how small it was in
comparison to what was usually worn. A1-khita, _.
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sultin and it was donned with much ceremony at the beginning of his reign. Conversely,

removing the turban was an important statement of emotion. By removing his turban

infront of someone, the sultin expressed his extreme respect, humbleness, and/or

sorrow. 37

The wearing of a head cover, must be seen in the context of what is worn over the

rest of the body. Typically this was a flowing robe, which turned the body into one piece.

As a result the uncovered head looks smaller than it would if the attire articulated the

different parts of the body. So as a minimum, some head covering was needed to add

volume to the head and to make it proportionate with the rest of the body. Baring one's

head in such a context would make one look small, naked, and inconsequential.

My definition of monumentality applies both to physical objects, such as buildings

and turbans, and to acts. The particular call to prayer known in the Mamluk period as al-

adhin al-su1.tni (the Sullini call to prayer) represent one such monumental act. In this

adhin (call to prayer) a team (usually three) of mu'adhins ascends the various balconies of

the same minaret. The first mu'adhin begins the adhin, and a short interval later, the

second mu'adhin begins his. Similarly, the third mu'adhin starts a short interval after the

second. Each man completes the call, building on his own adhin and maintaining the same

time offset from the other two mu'adhins.38 This is a monumental act in a number of

ways. Three people calling for prayer results in a higher sound volume. The offset in

voices creates an illusion of reverberation, producing a richer and more spatial experience

for the listener. Finally it is monumental in that a surplus of materials is used. The

expense to the endowment is three times that of having one person conduct the adhin.

Two more examples illustrate monumentality in contemporary Cairo. The kusharf

seller in his shop achieves this quality. Kushaiis a popular dish of macaroni, rice, lentils,

37 In the Abbisid court, government officials, while in their offices had to wear a black
turban and were not allowed to take it off. To take off the 'imima (turban) in an assembly
was a form of punishment. Muhammed Manazir Ahsan, Social Life Under the Abbasids
170-289 A.H. / 786-902 A.D. (London, 1979): 31.

While mourning the death of his son al-Sitii, the Mamluk sultin Qald'5n removed his
headcover and remained bare headed. Upon seeing him in such a state, the emirs removed
their headgears and cried also. One of them picked up the sultin's headcover and they all
pleaded with him until he put it back on. Al-Maqdzi, A1-khitat, 2:92. In relating the effect
of the loss of a son on the sultin, al-Maqdzi's emphasis is on the public baring of the head.

38 'Abd al-Ral.min al-Jazir, Kit~b al-fiqh 'ali al-madhihib al-arba'a, 3 vols. (Cairo:
1970), 'Ibid5t 270. Cited in M. Amin, al-A wqif, 189, n. 1.
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onions, and hot sauce. In the street it is dished out of a large bowl measuring roughly

three feet in diameter. Despite its size, the bowl cannot hold enough to serve all the

customers. To increase this bowl's capacity, the kushai seller inserts a number of metal

serving dishes upright, just inside the perimeter of the already full bowl. The plates

overlap each other and form a new perimeter to the bowl that is about seven inches higher

than the original bowl, increasing considerably the volume of the container.

The sellers of sweets and nuts at public festivals also display the sense of

monumentality in the display of their products. Unlike American stands in a fair where the

merchant stands behind wares placed on a table, the Cairene merchant sets up a three foot

hight platform on top of which he piles his sweets to the height of an additional two to

three feet. He sits elevated behind the display, with his head above the crowd. As a result,

he is visible from any point in the festival, and his wares are clearly displayed.

With these examples in mind, we can now turn to architecture. Monumentality in

buildings is a function of a number of factors which can be grouped into two distinct

levels. The first is the more general, and can be described as the conceptual or

organizational means of achieving monumentality. The second level is more specific and

encompasses the specific architectural elements that are the vehicles for its achievement.

Conceptual means of monumentality in architecture

The conceptual means of achieving monumentality in architecture include: size,

order, and siting.

Size is probably the most important single requirement for monumentality. The

larger the object or building, both in comparison to its more customary occurrence and in

comparison to its immediate context, the more monumental it appears. In terms of a

building's facade, height is more contributive to a monumental effect than width. This is

because the vertical dimension is the least accessible one for humans.

We perceive size both in absolute terms and in relation to the constituent elements of

the object. As such, a wall can be made to appear larger by reducing the size.of the

constituent unit. This only works, however, by controlling or restricting the observer's

viewpoint so s/he believes that the constituent unit was of the normal size. More generally,

however, the wall with the larger constituent unit will appear to be more monumental,

especially when viewed from up close. A high blank wall (mud, brick, white wash) will

not appear as monumental as one with large courses of stone. The emphasis on the

vertical dimension and proportion in many Mamluk buildings will be discussed below in
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greater detail.

Order implies either pre-meditation or allowing for an already inherent order to

manifest itself. Order in architecture is evidence of pre-meditation. Order is not to be

directly equated with monumentality, though it is a necessary ingredient. It can take a

number of forms including proportion, repetition, and symmetry.

Proportions control the location of and relation between elements in the architectural

composition. They allow for the imposition of an order to a number of separate elements,

other than that of adjaceny and access.

Repetition is a necessary operation in realizing any architecture, starting with the

placement of one brick next to another. At higher scales, repetition implies a will to order

and a control over the materials and the site. It results in an increased overall size and

affirms the non-randomness of the construction. This is a particularly effective approach

in an irregular and varied context. In such a context, any evidence of an ability to acquire a

large or ordered site inclines the resulting building to being monumental. Such cases are a

good example of the relativeness of a monumental object. An open space in the middle of

the country may not evoke a monumental reading, while the same area left open within the

city might well evoke such a reading (Central Park in New York or a mosque courtyard in

a congested Middle Eastern city.).

Ordered repetition appears in the religious part of a Mamluk complex in the

crenellations that form its parapet. At a larger scale it appears in the windows of the

residential part of the same complex. In many of the examples that we will be looking at, a

given building consists primarily of a number of equal or similar units such as stables or

apartments. At the simplest level, repetition means the translation of a single elements

across the facade or plan. At a more developed level, we find that the repeated unit is itself

composed of the repetition of yet smaller units. This might be called articulated repetition.

It allows for more than one reading of the overall composition, and adds an intermediate

scale in the whole facade. The greater complexity, coupled with evidence of intentionality,

gives a greater sense of control. A good example of this is some of the fenestration

patterns of the residential structures that are the subject of this dissertation (Fig. P2.1).

In some cases, order emerges out of the physical constraints of the system, and

monumentality is achieved simply by allowing this order to become manifest, for instance,

in the way that cauliflower heads are transported and displayed in Cairo. They are

typically stacked on a donkey cart. With these fairly fragile building blocks the driver

builds a mound several feet high, that withstands the pitching of the cart and the
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movements of child usually perched on top. The whole arrangement survives as long as

the stacking followes the optimal packing of spherical bodies.

Mirror symmetry is another powerful form of order. With it, sense can be made of

an element that is not itself symmetric or ordered. In Mamluk architecture, as in Islamic

architecture in general, mirror symmetry is used extensively.

The siting of a building sets the stage for perceiving it. Within this category fall

such considerations as approach, access, and sequence. These played an important though

not straight-forward role in Mamluk architecture. For example, axial approach, which is

the most common means in western architecture of imparting grandeur and monumentality

to a building, is not found at all in Mamluk architecture.

In contrast to the lack of external axiality, Mamluk interiors are characterized by a

pronounced visual axiality even if it is processionally denied by off-centered entries or

centered water elements. From the outside, buildings are recognized in oblique views,

which often start with a glimpse of their minaret or dome in the distance, before the rest of

the building is close enough for visual apprehension. This might well be attributed to the

urban environment, which lacked wide avenues or extended sight lines at eye level.

Buildings are rarely perceived frontally. At the same time what could be visually

apprehended and appreciated was a small and vertical slice of the building., This called for

an exterior architecture of incidents and localized events rather than one of overall

organization.

Mamluk buildings are rarely free standing objects. Even in the few exceptional

cases, such as the complex of Sultin Hasan, their layout is irregular and one cannot

presume to grasp their overall composition from one or two viewpoints. More often, the

buildings have only one elevation, even though it is irregular in plan.

Mamluk religious buildings were often elevated above the street level. From the

economic point of view, this allowed for the use of the area underneath or directly in front

of the building for commercial purposes. Raising the buildings off the street also afforded

a buffer to the constantly increasing street level, which must have been apparant at the

time.39 Of relevance to our purposes, however, is that the elevation of the buildings by

about two meters contributed further to their overall verticality.

39 In describing the customs in the main street of al-Qdhira during the Fitimid period, al-
Maqrizi relates that a group of men undertook picking up accumulated debris in the street,
"lest the streets rise." Al-Maqrizi, AJ-Khita, 2:107.
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Architectural elements of monumentality in Mamluk architecture

The discussion so far has focused on the general means of achieving monumentality

in Mamluk architecture. The more specific elements employed or developed in Mamluk

buildings include minarets, dorfies, frames, windows, coursing (be it of stone, wood, or

polychrome), and entries.40

As generally recognized, minarets and domes play an important role in achieving a

monumental effect. Studies by Creswell, Kessler, and Abouseif have traced the general

development in Mamluk architecture of these elements towards greater height and

verticality in proportion.4 1 Both features allow them to become more visible from a

greater distance. As a verticaly extended element, the dome or the minaret is easier to see

in the crowded city from a distance than a horizontal element. The relation between the

siting of these two elements has not been extensively studied.

The frame--as a rectangular border surrounding something within it--is an almost

universal element of Islamic architecture (Fig P2.2). While it may not be as exclusively

Islamic as the phenomena of the muqarnas, its development within the Islamic world is so

extensive and varied that it is remarkable how little attention has been paid to it as a distinct

element with formal properties and possibilities. This neglect is evidenced by the lack of

studies on it by scholars and the lack of reinterpretations of it by contemporary architects

building in the Muslim world and searching for an appropriate architectural expression. 42

A frame in Islamic architecture commonly serves as a border around an arched

opening. The relation between an arch and its bounding frame is one that has escaped

40 Humphreys cites four elements of the Mamluk style as expressing the striving for
effect that he sees as characteristic of the Mamluk period. These are a largeness of scale
and loftiness, carefully planned facades focusing on an imposing portal, predominance of
stone, and taste for color. Humphreys, "Expressive Intent": 97-98. George Scanlon takes
a slightly different cut at describing the monumentality of Mamluk buildings. He identifies
five elements in Mamluk religious buildings which are the monumental entrance, niching
(which I am subsuming under the heading of frames), the sabi-kuttsb, the dome, and the
minaret.
41 This point is well made in Humprheys, "The Expressive Intent": 100.

42 The importance of the frame is raised by Dalu Jones, "The Elements of Decoration:
Surface, Pattern and Light", in The Architecture of the Islamic World, ed. George Michell,
(New York: William Morrow & Co., 1978),146. It is also mentioned by Titus
Burckhardt, Art of Islam, Language and Meaning, (London: World of Islam Festival
Publishing Co. Ltd), 25.
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study. In the case of a simple arched opening in a much larger wall area, the most readable

form or figure is that of the area of the arched opening itself (Fig. P2.3 a & b). The

remaining area of the wall is more readable as a field rather than as a figure (Fig. P2.3 c).

When a rectangular frame is added to the opening (Fig. P2.3 d), two readable figures result

(Fig. P2.3 e & f). The first is the same as the previous case, namely that of the area within

the opening itself. The second is the area between the frame and the opening. The

spandrel of a framed arch has a shape of a certain character, complementary to, but

different from, that of the area within an arch. This area of the spandrel becomes a field of

elaboration by itself. Many examples exist where this area served as the primary focus of

the design in terms of proportions and decorative treatment (Fig P2.4). A study of the

proportional relations present between the opening and their bordering frames has yet to be

undertaken.

In Mamluk architecture, the frame served another use as the primary organizing

element of the facade. The use of a frame within a facade wall area allows for the

organization and ordering of elements within a wall that would otherwise appear

disconnected. Frames surround and group window and other openings in the facade. A

group of windows may appear to be disconnected in a wall if they have have no particular

relationship to the rest of the wall. Surrounding them with a frame allows them to be read

as the important element and the rest of the wall as unimportant, much in the same way that

the frame helps in the reading of a single arched opening. Often the requirements of

internal symmetry and orientation towards Mecca resulted in windows that pierced the

facade in odd locations that did not relate to other openings. In these circumstances,

enclosing a set of windows by a frame permitted the development of that area of the

building that could not be ordered as a whole. Within their frame a set openings existed as

centered and symmetric. The localizing effect of the frame also worked well in the tight

urban environment that precluded viewing the facade as a whole. This use of the frame

fits well with the earlier remarks about the localized quality of Mamluk facades.

It may by useful to compare the Islamic use of the frame with its use in classical

European architecture. In the latter, it appears as the result of the vertical lines of the

columns and the horizontal line of the lintel spanning between them. There, however, the

frame is a result or a consequence of the building system and is not pursued as an end in

itself. The column remains a vertical element and the lintel a horizontal one. Each is

expressed seperately. In Islamic architecture, the frame may have had a constructional

basis, but it is pursued for its framing qualities and does not remain a consequence of

another concern. The vertical and horizontal parts of it have exactly the same treatment. In
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other words, if you turned an Islamic frame on its side and disregarded the area within it

and the overall proportions, you could not tell that it was turned on its side. This is exactly

like a picture frame.

In classical European architecture the column or pilaster is the primary ordering

element of the facade. Specific rules about the intercolumnations guarantee that the space

in between is well proportioned. In Mamluk architecture, on the other hand, the emphasis

is on the inside of the frame, and the distance between frames is variable and not very

important. In the extreme case where the frames are close to each other and evenly spaced,

the area between the frames appears to have some character, namely that of pilasters. This

is the case in the madrasa of Sultin Hasan with its frames around the windows of the

students' cells (Fig. P2.5). This is also true, though to a lesser degree, for the facade of the

madrasa and mausoleum of Qalawun.

Mamluk architecture realized the frame in one of two ways: first, as a rectangular

niche in the wall, and second, in the form of strap-work moulding running around the

enframed area (Fig P2.6). The first usually conveys a more powerful effect, as it involves

a recess in the wall surface that reveals a depth in the wall, and because it develops much

stronger shadow lines.

As a two dimensional field, the frame is a good place to inquire into the use of

proportions in Mamluk architecture. Such a study has yet to be undertaken. Other design

principles of the frame may be more easily apprehended. The frame in the form of a

recessed window panel was almost always used to organize the facade into vertical

elements. Thus in the case of the madrasa/mosque of Sultin Iasan (Fig. P2.5a), the

frames group each window with the ones above it and below it, and not with the ones

adjacent to it. To the extent that the four sets of windows on top of each other belong to

four different student cells and not to the same space, it seems that the framing method

resulted completely from considerations of the exterior facade. In other words, its

rationale is not emanating from within the building, but is purely external.

The treitment of the entrance of the madrasa of al-NIasir Muhammad in al-Qihira

reveals the important role played by the frame in Mamluk architecture. The Gothic portal

of this building is a reused entrance taken as a war trophy from the church of St. Andrews

in Acre, Palestine.43 The builders reassembled the trefoil arch and collonettes, with their

bases and capitals, and placed them at a higher elevation to come closer to the mamluk

43 Al-Maqrizi, AJ-khita, 2:382; Al-Maqzi, Al-sulilk lima'rifat duwal al-mul ik, 951.
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sensibility of the vertically proportioned entrances (Fig P2.7). More important, however,
the whole assemblage is enframed within an added moulding that can be interpreted as an

important part of the appropriation of the foreign element. In a sense, the frame here is

acting as a controller and tamer of what is within it.

Later in this study, I will present examples of the frame in the form of strapwork

moulding used in the facade to differentiate different programmatic parts of a building.

Unlike windows to which we are accustomed, those in almost all Mamluk buildings

start from floor level, a result of ground level seating arrangements common to the period.

The opening rose to above head level, and the resulting window is considerably larger than

we are accustomed to both in terms of its size and in terms of the relative area that it

occupies in the whole facade. A good example are the windows in the complex of Sultan

Hasan.

The preference for stone in Mamluk facades represents an appreciation of a more

monumental expression. Brick, while used extensively, was reserved for the less visible

parts of the building. The use of ablaq or polychrome courses in the facade needs to be

considered in this regard. These courses emphasize a strongly horizontal direction, which

appears to work against the vertical emphasis which I have stressed as a defining

characteristic of architecture. At the same time, however, polychrome courses introduce

the reading of the facade as made up of a unit or band with a width of two courses of

stone. This larger unit makes the facade more monumental by increasing the size of the

constituent element.

It would also be appropriate to include in this category of elements the inscription

bands that often traverse extensive areas of the facades of Mamluk buildings. Here too, a

strong horizontal line is introduced in a composition, but it is usually subservient to the

vertical emphasis given to the building by the frames. This is because the inscription band

is treated as a course that conforms to the recessions and projections created in the facade

by the vertical niching, and not as an independent plane.

The last element contributing to the exterior monumentality of Mamluk buildings is

the portal. The doorway of a non-residential Mamluk building is usually within a high

portal of vertical proportions. The portal is usually high enough to contain within it a

window of an upper level space. The portal itself includes a bounding frame or is part of a

projecting block of the building. In the case of the complex of Sultan Hasan, it is not

projecting, but the kink in the facade where it is located results in a vertical line which

achieves an effect similar to that of a projecting portal (Fig. P2.5b).
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Monumentality in relation to received traditions

As with any tradition, it is fair to ask what did it build on and how did it build on it.

In the case of Mamluk monumentality, we should be able to ask, what actions and modes

of building did it rely on and how did it build on them, that is how did it change its own

context?

None of the architectural elements discussed above are peculiar to the Mamluk

period in Egypt, nor were they introduced by the Mamluks. Minarets, domes, frames,

portals, buildings elevated above shops were all present in the Ayyubid and Fiatimid

periods. Yet it is impossible to confuse buildings of the Mamluk period and those of

previous times. During the 267 years of Mamluk rule, buildings rose higher, with loftier

portals, domes on higher drums, and minarets with more slender proportions and more

levels.44 The only exterior element that first appeared in the Mamluk period is the sabil-

kuttsb combination (the public water fountain and the exterior loggia above it). However,

what can be described as a Mamluk contribution is the combination of the various elements

into ensembles and complexes, and more importantly, the monumentalization of these

received elements. Mamluk builders stretched an architectural vocabulary (often literally)

in directions which, in the end, resulted in a completely new mode of expression.

The above characterization of Mamluk architecture as one that developed previous

elements for the sake of monumentality would be strengthened if we could identify other

elements that were shed precisely because they did not lend theinselves to monumentality.

It is more difficult to identify what those elements might have been, but a possible

candidate is the hypostyle mosque plan. This formula became extremely rare in the

Mamluk period, and it was replaced by the 1win type of mosque/madrasa. This may have

had to do with the reduction in the size of plots in which case the iwin type became both

the more feasable as well as the more monumental solution.

Monumentality and the vernacular

Students of Islamic architecture have tended to separate the study of the

monumental from the study of the vernacular. The two have been seen as mutually

exclusive opposites, each with its own body of buildings and tradition of building on its

44 This point has already been made by various authors. Most of the architectural
elements of Mamluk monumental buildings were borrowed from outside or represent a
continuation of elements used in previous dynasties. Humphreys, "The Expressive
Intent," 95-96, 100-101.
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own past. The relationship admitted between the monumental and the vernacular is that of

the dilution of palatial or monumental forms into the wider public. As a result, people

interested in one are not so interested in the other. This separation is reflected in the ranks

of the scholars who are typically interested in one or the other, and rarely in both.

This attitude may be justified in some contexts or periods, but it needs to be

constantly reassessed in terms of the particular period and locale being considered,

particularly when dealing with periods of formal development and transformation. In this

dissertation I would like to reopen the discussion between the monumental and vernacular

buildings of the Mamluk period to see what in fact they do and do not share.

That there are differences between the monumental and the vernacular cannot be

denied. By its very definition, the monumental needs a vernacular texture as a backdrop

against which it can be read and appreciated. However, this is not the only relationship,

and one must inquire into any exchanges between the two that would necessitate a

continuous definition of one in terms of the other. I think that this is particularly true in the

history of architecture in Egypt, where there is a monumentalizing streak in even the most

vernacular action and a reference to a vernacular in the most monumental of activities.

This theme of exchange between the monumental and vernacular tradtions is one that I will

return to later in this study.
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Figure P2.1: Repetitive fenestration: Rab'-wakila of al-GhUri at al-
Azhar. View of courtyard.

-4

M

Figure P2.2a:

-I bi, i<);

Frames: Mustangiriyya madrasa. Baghdad, Iraq
(Michell).
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Figure P2.2b: Frames: Khwaj5 bridge, Isfahan, Iran (Michell).

Figure P2.2c:
Frame: Gate of Victory,
Fatehpur Sikri, India
(Michell).
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A

B C

D

E F

Figure P2.3: The role of the frame in openings.
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Figure P2.4a: Emphasis on
spandrel decoration: Taj
Mahal, Agra, India (Michell).

Figure P2.4b: Emphasis on spandrel decoration: Hirn Wiliyat tomb,
Isfahan, Iran (Michell).
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Figure P2.5a: Frame around windows:
Madrasa-mosque of Sultan l:Iasan. Facade of
student cells.

Figure P2.5b: Frame
Hasan. Main facade.

around windows: Madrasa-mosque of Sultan
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Figure P2.6: Strapwork
frame: Sabil-kuttib of
Qiytbdy in al-Salibiyya.

Figure P2.7: Frame around appropriated element: Entrance portal
of the Madrasa of al-Nigir Muhammad, Cairo.
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Knowledge about the rab'is greater in some circles than the published material

would indicate. This is due in part to the recent and growing interest by scholars in this

building type. Most of the published material is of a monographic nature. Mona

Zakariya's study of the rab' al-Tabbina complements the survey of the extant building with

its archival description and proposes a reconstruction of the original building.45

Flemming Aalund's study of the wak51a of Bdzar'd surveys its residential component as

part of a study of the overall commercial structure.4 The treatment of the rab' as part of

the study of the larger structure that includes apartments is to be found in a number of

other monographs such as Elizabeth Higashi's study of the wakila of Qdytbdy at al-Azhar,

Muhammad Najib's study of the complex of Qurqumis, and Sami Hasan's study of the

complex of Inal.47 In the last two instances, the rab'represents the accommodations for

the rfis associated with each complex. In a study of wider scope, Mohamed Scharabi

surveys a number of commercial structures in Cairo including their residences. 48

Laila Ibrahim published the first study to treat the rab' as a building type

investigated across different contexts. Her 1978 article surveys a number of aspects of the

rab' type and notes the verticality of its spaces, its relation to commercial constructions

below it, and its relation to the more widely known residential architecture. She also

initiated a discussion on the origin of this type of building, while pointing out the relative

similarity of the extant examples, indicating a formal stability of the type by that time (from

45 Mona Zakariya, "Le Rab' de Tabbina", Annales Islamologiques, 16, (Cairo:
I.F.A.O.,1980): 275-297.

4 Flemming Aalund, " Proposal for the Restoration and Rehabilitation of Wakalat
Bazar'a", in Die restaurierung der Madrasa des Amirs Sabiq ad-Din Mitqal al-Anuki und
die Sanierung des Darb Qirmiz in Kairo. Michael Meinecke ed., (Mainz am Rhein: Verlag
Philipp v. Zabern, 1980): 119-139.

47 Elizabeth L. Higashi, Commercial Architecture in 15th Century Cairo, the Wikalat
Qa 'it Bay at the Side of the Mosque of al-Azhar, M.A. thesis, (Cairo: American University
in Cairo, May 1979); Muhammad M. Najib, Madrasat al-amir kabr Qurqumss wa
mulhaqitiha, dir1s athariyya mi'mdriyya (Madrasa of the Amir Kabir Qurqumas and its
Dependencies), unpublished PhD. thesis No.1444, (Cairo: Cairo Univ., School of
Antiquities, 1975); Sami A. Hasan, A1-sul.n Ins1 wa 5thdrihi al-mi'mriya ifal-QThira
(The Sultan Inal and his Architectural Legacy in Cairo), unpublished PhD. thesis No.
1623, (Cairo: Cairo University, School of Antiquities, 1975).

48 Mohamed Scharabi, "Drei traditionelle Handelsanlagen in Kairo: Wakalat al-Bazar'a,
Wakalat Du 1-Fiqar und Wakalat al-Qutn", in Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archdolgischen
Instituts Abteilung Kairo 34, (1978): 127-164.
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1430 onwards). 49

The following year, Andre Raymond summarized the published knowledge and

contributed statistical data on the inhabitants of rab' structures during the late Ottoman

period.50 He cites Marcel Clerget's definition/description:

The tall tenement building or rab'is ... really a specialty of Cairo. .

The rab' is a kind of furnished hotel where up to ten or fifteen apartments

can be rented, each lodging up to ten people. It corresponds to the Roman

insulae and is located along the main streets or their immediate vicinity

between the main bazaars. Rarely does it have a courtyard... The shops or

warehouses for merchandise frequently occupy [the ground level].

Ordinarily there is no communication between the ground level and the other

levels ... It is hard to know exactly the maximum height of the rab' during

times of overpopulation ... During the Turkish period ... [travellers]

mention ... two, three, and sometimes four stories."51

From his work on Ottoman Cairo, Raymond concludes that about 15,000 of the

1798 population of 250,000 lived in rab' dwellings, They represented members of the

lower middle class population of artisans and small shopkeepers, though with a wide

range in social status. 52 ,

The following discussion and analysis of the rab' type draws on a careful study of

twelve buildings and relevant archival documents. Nine of these buildings represent all the

extant rab'examples from the Mamluk period. The remaining three are Ottoman

constructions. I include the latter because their better state of repair allows a clearer

49 L. Ibrahim, "Middle-Class Living Units in Mamluk Cairo: Architecture and

Terminology", Art and Archaeology Research Papers 14 (December 1978): 24-30.

so A. Raymond, "The Rab': A Type of Collective Housing in Cairo During the Ottoman

Period", Architecture as Symbol and Self-Identity, Proceeding of Seminar Four in the

series: Architectural Transformations in the Islamic World, held in Fez, Morocco, October

9-12, 1979. (The Aga Khan Awards, 1980): 55-62.

51 Ibid: 56, citing M. Clerget, Le Caire (Cairo, 1934), 1:316-317.

52 Based on an investigation of the inheritance register for Cairo between 1776 and

1798, Raymond finds that 29 out of a sample of 334, whose residences are mentioned,

listed as rab' inhabitants (8.7 %). In Qahira, 23 out of 173 individuals (13.3 %) were rab'

inhabitants. The average inheritance of the 29 cases of rab' inhabitants in that time period

was 22,646 para s, while the median inheritance of the whole sample was 109,101 paras.

Included a thread merchant, saddler, textile merchant, bathkeeper, and a coffee merchant.

Mostly shop keepers and average artisans. Ibid: 55-62.
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visualization of the characteristics of the type. The twelve buildings comprise the

apartments for Ufifs in each of the complexes of Barsbiy, Inil, and Qurqumis in the

cemetery; the rab' of Qiytbiy in the cemetery; the two rab'-wakilas of Qiytbdy at al-Azhar

and Bdb al-Nagr, the two rab'-wakilas of al-GhiU at al-Azhar and Khin al-Khaili; khiin

al-Zarikhisha; the rab' al-Tabbina; the rab' al-Qizlir; and the rab'of Ralwin Bey. These

are referred to in passing here, but are presented in detail in the first appendix. The

illustrations used in this chapter are "distillations" of the variations depicted by the extant

examples. In each instance, the buildings upon which a specific conclusion or point was

based are noted.

Features of the rab' type

A rab'is a block of residential units grouped together and sharing a common

corridor and access off the street (Fig. C1.1). Often the rab' was located on top of a

commercial establishment such as a waksla or a qaysiriyya (Fig. C1.1c). In such cases,

however, the rab'remained independent of the establishments below by having a separate

access from the street. This access consisted of a door which led via a staircase to a

corridor serving a level of apartments. Whenever possible, this entry was located on a side

street and not on the main avenue. This provided for more privacy and a fuller commercial

exploitation of any frontage. on the main street. 53 An apartment was identified by the

name tabaqa or a riwiq, unless it was located on the ground floor in which case it was

called a qi'a.54

It was very common for a rab' block to consist of two levels of apartments, one on

top of the other (Fig. C1.2). The rab' al-Tabbina, in its original state, is one such example.

The rab'on top of the wakilas of Qiytbdy at Bib al-Nasr and al-Azhar are two examples

of two levels of residences on top of a commercial ground floor. Tenants reached these

apartments in one of two ways. Most commonly, each level of apartments had its own

corridor, with a staircase connecting the corridors of different levels (Fig. C1.2a). This is

the case in the rab' on top of the wak.1as of Qdytbiy at Bdb al-Nasr and al-Azhar.

Alternately, all the apartments on both the lower and upper levels shared the same corridor.

53 Rab' of Radwin Bey, rab'-wakila of Qiytbiy at Bdb al-Nagr, and his rab'-wakila at
al-Azhar. While the extant part of the last building has a rab'entry on the main street, its
waqf deed indicates that there were two other entries on the side streets serving the other
residential blocks in the building.

54 An example of q5'a units are the ground floor units in rab' al-Tabbina.
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Typically this corridor was on the ground floor, the lower level apartments opened directly

onto it, and the upper level apartments were reached by stairs (one for every two

apartments) coming down to this corridor (Fig. C1.2b). This is the case in rab' al-Tabbina

and rab'Qiytbay in the desert cemetery.

The preferred orientation of the residential units was towards the street. This

permitted the main spaces to receive their light and view from the street. Given a choice of

overlooking a street or a courtyard, the former was always chosen. In the courtyard

buildings surveyed, main spaces of apartments look out onto the courtyard, only on those

sides of the building where abutting constructions preclude a view onto the street or alley

(Fig. C1.3). The remaining units look out onto the street and their access corridor looks

onto the courtyard.55

Each apartment consisted of a number of spaces organized to fit within the

rectangular perimeter defined by a single bay of the construction module (Fig. C1.4). In

one of the extant examples, each unit occupies two bays of the construction module, and

this will be discussed below. This confinement within a rectangular perimeter allowed the

rab' to be organized as a series of similar units adjacent to each other. The apartment itself

consisted of spaces located on two or three vertically stacked levels connected by an

internal staircase.

The most important space in each unit was called tabaqa or riwiq. To the

uninitiated, this space would appear as a single room with a high ceiling and a number of

niches on the sides (Fig. C1.4a). In fact, however, it was always at least two spaces

having a very specific and hierarchic relationship. The first space was called the ddr-qd'A,

and was a volume measuring about three by one and half meters and having a height of

about five meters. 56 The second, called an 1wan, opened directly off the ddr-qA'A, without

a separating party wall. Its width was slighltly less than that of the dr-qJ5' and its floor

55 See the rab'-wakila of al-GhrT at al-Azhar.

6 The dimensions of some ddr-qi'As studied are (length, width, height):
1) Barsbiy: 3.00 by 1.10 m.
2) Qiytbiy at Bdb al-Nagr: 3.20 by 1.70 m.
3) Al-Ghiri at al-Azhar: 3.20 by 1.20 m.
4) Qurqumis: 3.50 by.50 m.
5) Al-Zarikisha: 2.70 by 1.10 m.
6) Al-Tabbina: 3.50 by 1.50 by 5.00 m.
7) Al-Qizlir: 3.70 by 2.00 by 5.25 m.
8) Ra<.win: 2.70 by 1.20 m.
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level was about 15 cm. above that of the dfir-q'd. Entry into the tabaqa or riwiq was

always via the dzir-qd'. This unit may be considered a double-story space because there

was often a mezzanine level space overlooking it.

An apartment also contained an entry vestibule, which usually included a latrine, a

cooking area, and a staircase. The stairs led to one or two rooms above, which overlooked

the ddr-qd'd and straddled the vestibule and the access corridor (Fig. C1.4b & c). This

internal staircase also led to a roof terrace covering the area of the whole apartment (Fig.

C1.4c). The area of the vestibule taken up by the staircase was open and therefore served

as a kind of lightwell. This meant that the vestibule was a semi-covered space, operating

as the forecourt to the rest of the residence.

The roof area of the whole rab' block was not treated as a single area. Rather, high

parapet walls divided it into a series of roof terraces corresponding to the units below.

This allowed each unit to have an open yet private area of the same size as the apartment's

footprint that could be used for a number of uses including cooking and sleeping during

the hot months. In fact the roof area, was the largest single space in each apartment. This

was clearly an important amenity, and deeds made specific mention of it.

The rab' possessed a highly developed drainage system. Latrines in each apartment

fed into a vertical chute that dropped into a culvert running undergound for the length of

the whole block. A reduced section of the chute continued up to the roof as an aeration

shaft. 57 The optimization of this system neccessitated that latrines of two adjacent

apartments be positioned so as to share the same vertical drop chute. This could have been

achieved by alternating the location of the latrine in each apartment without altering the

plan of the rest of the apartment. Such a solution, however, would have changed the

relationship of the latrine to the entry, staircase, and other doors that led off the vestibule in

the apartment. Making each unit a complete mirror image of its two neighbors, would

accommodate this need for adjacent latrines in a more consistent manner (Fig. C1.5). This

is precisely what was done in rab' constructions, and it is remarkable to what level of

detail this mirroring was carried out. The builders executed the mirroring in the direction

of rise of the staircases, and also in the floor tiling patterns. 58

57 See the discussion of the complex of Qurqumis in Appendix I for a more detailed
investigation of the drainage system.

58 See the discussion of the rab'in the complex of Qurqumds for an example of the
mirroring reflected in the pattern of floor slabs.
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Spatial terminology

The architectural terminology introduced so far needs a closer look, especially the

terms tabaqa, riwiq, and q5'a. Tabaqa and riwiq have already appeared in two different

ways.

The terms tabaqa, riw5q, and q5'a are not synonymous, though they described

similar kinds of spaces. They share one characteristic; each word was used at two

different scales. In the strict sense, each term referred to that part of a residence consisting

of some combination of wins around a single dar-q5'. At the same time, however, each

term was also applied to the whole apartment or residence that contained such a spatial

unit. This double usage of an architectural term compares to our use of the word

"auditorium" (a specific place of congregation) to refer to the larger building containing

such a space. Another example of double usage is the term Twin which refers to a specific

architectural/spatial element. It is sometimes used to refer to the whole palace that such an

element is found in.

The word q5',-from which q'a is derived, means the bottom of something, such as

the bottom of a vessel or valley. When appearing in rab' descriptions, q5'a invariably

referred to an apartment, the main space of which was located on the ground floor.59 As

with tabaqa and riw5q, q5'a also had a specific meaning of a combination of wins around

a single dir-q5'5 on a lower level.

The word dar-q'A, is presently taken to refer to the clearestory over the central

court around which the wins of a q'a open. In its earlier usage it refered to the court

itself and its perimeter. For example, the large uncovered courtyard in the middle of

khanq5 of Baybars al-Jishankir is identified in the foundation deed as a ddr-q 'i.60

The difference between a tabaqa and a rwiq is difficult to pinpoint. The use of

both terms in the same deed to describe different parts of a building indicates the existance

of a difference in their meaning. It is easier to identify what they have in common, and to

distinguish them from a q5'a. The term tabaqa literally means a level or a grade. In

documents it appears both to refer to a floor level as well as to a residential unit. As such,

it exhibits a similarity to the word qA'a, with its double meaning: the first as the ground

level of a place, and the second as a residential unit. The term riwaq is generally

understood as an arcade, such as those around the courtyard of a hypostyle mosque. Al-

59 For an example of this see the discussion of rab' al-Tabbina in Appendix 1.

60 Mahkama 22 (Shawil, 707/1308). See App2: Mahkama 22: 2.
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'Askari (d.> 395/1005) defines it as that which surrounds the house (bayt).61 Ibn Sida (d.
458/1066) gives as one of the definitions, the section/level (al-shuqatu) that is below the
topmost one."62 He also says the riwzq of a bayt is its top.

In Medieval Cairene documents, both riwiq and tabaqa referred to residential units

that were not on the ground floor. More specifically, they referred to that part of the

apartment consisting of an win and a diir-q5'. Since the riwiq was the one more likely

to consist of two Ywins and a ddr-q 'a, perhaps the difference between the two was one of

size and embellishment. In some cases, the term tabaqa appears in descriptions of

apartments identified as riw5qs. Here, tabaqa seems to have been used in the sense of a

floor level, and indicates the presense of triplex units. 63 An extant example of this are the

riwiq units in the wak51a of al-Ghi near al-Azhar. Each apartment is a triplex and is

described as consisting of both a riwdq and a tabaqa."

It is also possible that the difference between a riwaq apartment and a tabaqa

apartment was one of use. Both terms often appear in the same document to describe

different apartments that do not seem to be distinguished by size or number of iw~ns. It is

not yet clear what such a difference could have been. In later periods (late Mamluk and

Ottoman) riw5q appears as the more common term for an apartment. This could mean that

the apartments tended to get bigger, but it is more likely that the change was in usage and

not in architecture.

In a few instances, documents refer to a place as a qA'a mu'allaqa (upper level q5'a)

or another as a tabaqa argliyya (ground level tabaqa). This suggests that along with

understanding each term in terms of it location, the meaning of each may be tied to some

function or use. That of the q5'a was typically tied to its location on the ground floor, but

in the cases where this same role was satisfied in a higher construction the term "hanging"

q5'a became necessary. Similarly, the function or use of a tabaqa was typically tied to its

location on the upper level of a building, and the term would be used for ground level

61 Abi Hilil al-'Askari, KitzNb al-talkTp fima'rifat asmd' al-ashyd'(Book of summary in
the knowledge of the names of things), ed. 'Izzat Hasan, (Damascus: Mujama' al-Lugha
al-'Arabiyya, 1969), 1:255.

62 Abi al-Uasan Ibn Sida, Kitib al-mukhapa$. (Bulaq: 1898-1900), 6:4.

63 Awqif 680 (2 Safar, 884/1479). Each of the four nwaqs in this building appears to
have had two tabaqas. The inspection is dated 28 Mulharram, 884/1479.

64 See the more detailed discussion of this building in Appendix 1.
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instances of it.65

Distribution and other characteristics

The entry vestibule served as the main distribution space in the apartment. It

provided access to the main living space (the Ywin/dr-q5'5 combination), the latrine, as

well as the upstairs room and roof terrace. The disposition of the elements and doorways

in the vestibule provided for a high degree of privacy. Typically, the staircase shielded the

main living space from view from the entrance door. A person could enter the apartment

and go to the latrine, cooking area, or upstairs, without intruding onto the main living

space. Conversly, a guest could be brought into the apartment without interfering with

most household activities. The main living space did not provide a way of reaching other

spaces. In a few instances, the main living space led to a closet.

The vertical extension of each rab'unit meant that it took up less area than in units

with horizontally distributed spaces. As a result, more apa'rments occupied the same floor.

This gave the rab' block a horizontal emphasis and predicated a higher degree of social

interaction than in horizontal apartments stacked on top of each other.

The win in a rab' apartment typically had openings for view and ventilation at its

narrow end, opposite the dr-q5'a. It is this part of the apartment that was preferrably

oriented towards the street, with it overlooking an interior court only when there was no

other choice. The dir-qi'as in the topmost level apartments took advantage of their

location by having a small opening or skylight.

Exterior expression

The typical fenestration system of a rab'unit of the Mamluk period comprised three

narrow slot windows, surmounted by three squatter openings for light and ventilation.

This was repeated for each apartment. On the outside, one sees a systematic repetition of a

slot and a squatter opening above it. These would have read as a simple repetition of

openings; however, the thickness of the party walls between apartments made the distance

between windows of adjacent apartments greater than that of windows within the same

apartment. The exterior reading instead appears as a series of windows grouped into sets

of three windows (Fig. C1.6). 66 While the triple windows were typical of buildings of the

65 For a mention of a tabaqa ardiyya, see Awqif 471 (15 Sha'bin, 886/1481).

66 For extant examples see the khanq5 of Qurqumis, the rab' of Qiytbdy in the
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Mamluk period, larger double windows were typical of the Ottoman period.67

In the case of apartments on the ground floor, window openings were small and

situated high in the wall. The privacy and security of the inhabitants of these units would

have been compromised by large windows at ground level. Access to each apartment was

from an alley in the back of the rab' block, and not off the street as with shops and stores.

These apartments needed additional illumination, and it was typically provided by light

shafts.

In buildings combining residential and commercial units, the facade of the

residential units projected out from the facade of the commercial ones below. This

projection rested on a system of stone or wood brackets and beams. Such a treatment was

a common characteristic of residential buildings in Cairo and other cities of the Islamic

world. Presumably this allowed for a greater amount of space and the possibility of side-

views. As a generally accepted activity, this projection of the upper floors also played a

role in increasing the amount of shade in the street. Viewed from the street, the projection

of the rab'resulted in a horizontal line in the facade, that is usually only broken by the

entrance portal of the wak51a below or some other singular incident (Fig C1.7).

Construction

The buildings were built using a combination of materials. This typifies Cairene

architecture and reflects a pragmmatic attitude towards construction. Stone was usually

used for the ground floor and facade. This included the roofing of the ground floor which

was vaulted. Vaulting was also typical the ground level units of buildings that did not

have commercial structures such as rab' al-Tabbina and the khanqis in the cemetery

(Qiytbiy, Qurqumis, ial). The remaining upper levels, behind the facade, tended to be of

brick, rubble infill, and reed. Roofing for the apartments almost always relied on timber

work: beams of palm trunks spanned with smaller wooden members and covered with

reeds and earth. Archives indicate that some buildings were built in brick without any

stone. The extant buildings reflect the more prestigious endowments, and represent a

higher usage of stone than was typically the case.

cemetery, and the rab'-wakdlas of al-Ghri.

67 The rab' al-Tabbina had triple windows in the original top level. The added
uppermost level has double windows. The building is dated to the beginning of the
Ottoman period.
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The construction of the apartments in a rab' employed a three pier system running

perpendicular to the facade (Fig. C1.8). The first pier was slightly set in from the inside of

the facade, so as to be in line with the facade of the ground floor. The second pier, was

about 3 meters in from the first, and the third was about 1.8 meters from the second. The

first two piers constituted the depth of the win, and the width of the ddr-qii'a was

between the second and third pier. Infill walls of reed and plaster or thin stone connected

the piers and defined the different spaces. The result was a hybrid constructional system; a

post and beam articulated to give a reading of wall construction.

The module of the habitation space was, therefore, the same as the structural module

which in turn corresponded to the module of the commercial shop or storeroom below.

Earlier examples of the extant sample

The archival collection allows the investigation of earlier examples of the extant

sample. The large numbers of described properties also allows for a sense of the relative

popularity of each type of rab'.

The arrangement exemplified by rab' al-Qizlir (1028/1618), that is a single

residential level above a commercial ground floor, was the most common one. Typically

the commercial level was a line of shops or stores organized around a courtyard. In this

case all the apartments had access to the roof which was divided up into separate private

terraces. An early example of this is a funduq standing in Giza in 720/1328.68

A free standing rab' such as that of al-Tabbina (929/1522) or Qiytbiy (879/1474)

seems to have been a less-common arrangement. This arrangment was more common in

the cemetery, where dearth of commercial activity freed the ground floor for residential

use. A rab' that was under construction in 717/1317-8 represents an early example of this

arrangement. It had three q5'as on the ground floor and a door that led up to 6 tabaqas,

and a room (khazina) for the guardian (al-rab '). A third residential level consisted of six

apartments still under construction.69 It is likely that each gi'a was two bays wide, since

there were three of them and six tabaqas above..

68 Awqif 1666 (29 Rabi' Akhar, 729/1329). This funduq consisted of 1 shop, 13
storerooms, and 16 tabaqas.

6 Mahkama 26 (18 Rabi' al-Akhar 717/1317-8). On the main street outside b5b
Zuwayla. The top level was not compeleted at the time of the deed. There was also an

apartment for the rabi'. See App2: Mahkama 26: 12-13.
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Of the extant sample, four buildings consist of two levels of duplex apartments on

top of a commercial structure. 70 While not the most common occurance of a rab', it does

appear to have been the most common one for large endowments built by rulers and emirs.

Some of the more interesting examples are: a qays5riyya built by Baybars al-Jishankir in

al-Qihira before 707/1307-8,71 a funduq standing in al-Qdhira in 723/1323,72 a funduq

known as funduq al-Fikiha standing in Migr in 729/1329,73a qasysdiyya located in Migr

and standing in the same year,74 and a place with sixteen tabaqas on two levels above

storerooms in Buliq.75

Typically rab'units were of the duplex type, consisting of the double storyed .win

and dir-qP5', and a mezzanine level room. The triplex units of the rab'-wakila of al-Ghiri

at al-Azhar appears not to have been very common. A description of a building standing in

884/14 appears to describe such a unit. The five units of this rab' each contained a

riwsq of the single Ywin type. Furthermore, each apartment included two tabaqas, reached

via two different staircases.76

The double-bay duplex apartments found in the rab' al-Radwin, do not appear in

any documents from the Mamluk period. It is likely, therefore, that this represents a

development during the late Ottoman period.77 They could be the beginning of a

70 These are the two rab'-wakilas of Qiytbiy at al-Azhar and Bib al-Nagr, the rab'-
wakila of al-GhUri at Khin al-Khalili; and khIn al-Zarikisha.

71 Mahkama 22/23 (26 Shawil, 707/1308).

72 Described in Awqif 651 (723/1323)

73 Described in Awqif 1666 (729/1329).

74 Described in Awqif 1666 (729/1329).

75 Described in Awqif 624 (810/1407-8)
76 Awqif 680 (28 Muharram, 884/1479). Located in khutt Qanitir al-Sibi' in darb al-
Marsina, and consisted of five tabaqas, a stable, and a storeroom. The apartments were
reached from an upper level corridor with four doors next to each other. The first door led
to a vestibule with a door that led to a riw5q of the single-win type. The rwiq also had
two closets and its vestibule contained a tabaqa that was reached via a small staircase.
Also reached from the vestibule was a tabaqa via a door and a staircase which also led to
the roof. Second, third, and fourth doors off the corridor led to similar riwaq units with
minor differences. There was also a staircase in the long corridor that led to a tabaqa of the
single-Twin type. The iwins in all the units looked out over the darb, and each unit had its
own seat latrine.

?? The apartments in the waqfof Radwin Bey are described in general terms and no
name is given for the space opening off the Twin in each unit. This may contribute to my
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preference for horizontally extended units as later becomes the norm.

Relation to other residences

The terms Twin, dir-q'A, and q5'a are all familiar to a student of Cairene

architecture as part of the vocabulary used in discussing the private house in the city. This

suggests the value of investigating the relationship between the two kinds of dwellings.

Does the shared linguisic vocabulary indicate a shared spatial vocabulary, or were different

kinds of spaces described by the same terms?

The examples of the private residence that exist from the Mamluk period onward are

primarily emirial residences and date from the mid-fourteenth century onward. They have

been well documented and studied over the years.78 Most of these studies preceeded the

emergance of the archives as a recognized source of information on architecture of the

medieval work. As a result, many of the spaces have been labelled or come to be known

by terms recorded by the early orientalists, which are not necessarily the ones used in the

medieval period.79

The emirial residence was generally organized around an open court, more

accurately, a yard with loosely arranged spaces around it. One of the spaces overlooking

the court was an elevated loggia known as the maq'ad. From the yard, a person moved via

a number of passages and vestibules to a large hall consisting of two Twins opening off a

higher enclosed volume known as the dir-q5'a. The hall was generally extended along

not finding earlier examples.

78 For an early survey, see Edmond Pauty, Les palais et les maisons de 1'epoque

musulmane du Caire (Cairo: 1933). For a study of early Mamluk residences, see
Alexandre Lezine, "Les salles nobles des palais Mamelouks," Annales Islamologiques 10

(Cairo: I.F.A.O., 1972): 63-148. For an architectural survey of the medieval residences in
Cairo, see Jacques Revault and Bernard Maury, Palais et maisons du Caire du XIVe au

XVIe siecle 4 vols. (vol. 3 in collaboration with Mona Zakariya and vol. 4 by B. Maury

only), published in the series: Memoires ... de 1'I.F.A.0, vols. 96,100, 102, 108, (Cairo:
Impr. de l'I.F.A.O., 1975, 1977, 1979, & 1983). For an analytical and synthetic study, see

Jean-Claude Garcin et al, Palais et maisons du Caire (Paris: editions du C.N.R.S., 1982).

79 The early orientalists I have in mind are people such as Lane, who in his Manners and

Customs of the Modern Egyptians has provided a lot of terminology. The situation is

changing as a result of the work of M. Zakariya on emirial residences from the Qiytbdy
period, and L. Ibrahim's work on architectural terminology in the Mamluk period.
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one axis, although there was an attempt at maintaining some symmetry around the other

two facades of the dir-qi'a. The dr-qi'a in the private residence usually had four doors

located on two opposite sides. The arched or trabeated openings of the two Twins filled

the remaining two sides. Of the four doors, one served as the entry. The three remaining

doors may have led to a latrine, a staircase, or a small closet. In some cases they were

false doors placed to maintain the symmetry. Most studies mistakenly use the term q5'a to

identify this hall wherever it is found in the Cairene house. In the Mamluk period, the

word q'a designated such a hall only if on the ground or lowest level. 80 The word riwaq

applied to the hall on an upper level.

In the private residence, the parts ancillary to the qA'a or riwiq were distributed in a

fairly irregular manner. A private residence typically contained one or two qA'as and a

number of riwiqs.

We have already encountered the terms Twin and dir-q5'a in the discussion of the

apartment units. To a large degree, the terms referred to spaces similar to those found in

the private dwelling. Three characteristics distinguish an Twin from a dir-qi'A in a private

residence: 1) The floor of level of the dar-q5'A was lower than that of the Twin. 2) The

width of the 1win was less than the dimension of the side of the dar-qi'A that it opened

onto. 3) The ceiling of the dar-q5'A was much higher than that of the Twin. In the iwin

and dar-q5' of a rab' apartment, two of these three relations are maintaied: the difference

in floor level and in the width. On the other hand, the ceiling level of both elements tended

to be the same, presumably to allow for the stacking of apartments on top of each other.

We can therefore say that the main living unit was comparable in the private and rab' type

of housing.

To maintain the spatial idea present in the private residence, the differences in

dimension between the Twin and the dilr-qi'a were achieved by the small width resulting

from the difference between the thickness of the party walls and the structural piers (Fig

C1.9). The Twin, in a rab' unit, is as wide as the distance between the piers. The size of

the ddr-qA'a is the distance between the piers plus the distance that results from the small

difference between the thickness of the pier and that of the party wall.

This is quite a remarkable achievement. The maintenance of the distinctions

between the iwin and the ddr-qA'A in the rab' unit shows how the spatial idea originating

80 A more detailed reconsideration of the meaning of the word q5'a will be provided in
the chapter 5.
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in one kind of constructional system can be achieved with a different structural system by

the subtle and slight manipulation of the thickness of wall and other constructional

elements. Mamluk builders managed this without compromising the structural efficiency

or logic of the system being used. For example, the beam connecting the two piers in the

dir-qii'a part had to be narrower than the ones connecting the piers in the Twin part if the

dar-q5'a was to have a reading of being wider than the Twin. At the same time, since the

two piers in the dilr-qi'a part are closer to each other than the two in the iwin part, the

narrower beam is justified on structural grounds.

In this way it remains possible to maintain the main distinctions between the win

and the ddr-qi'a while building them at a much smaller scale. We can take this reduction

in scale, while maintaining the distinctions, as an indication of the continued importance of

the two different forms and the necessity of distinction between them. Presumably the

carpeting in the apartment would have extended over the floor of the win but not over the

floor of the ddr-qii'a, which continued to serve as a kind of threshold to the main sitting

space.

In other respects, the apartment and the private residence were more different.

Since the dir-qA'a in a rab' was of the same width as the whole apartment, its two shorter

sides could not be used as entrances or doors to other spaces, and the door was in the wall

opposite the Twin. This is never the case in the q'a or riwdq of the private residence.

The placement of the pabaqa or riw5q (used here in the restricted sense of the main

living space consisting of an !wan and a diir-qi'a and not as the whole apartment) in a rab'

in relation to the other spaces constituting an apartment, we find that it is located at a

terminus of a sequence of spaces. That is, it did not serve as a way of getting to other

spaces. In the private residences of the late Mamluk period, the q5'a or the riwq often

served as a passage to a closet, latrine, kitchen.81 In the rab' apartments, the entry

vestibule served as the point of access to the latrine, the tabaqa or riwdq, or the stairs

leading to the kitchen, mezzanine, and roof.

It is both tempting and reasonable to describe the rab'unit as a miniaturization of

the Cairene private residence, and its main living space as a miniaturization of the core of

the private residence. Based on this, some observations can be made about the process

81 It should be pointed out here, however, that the q5'a in the late Mamluk period was

not as central in the whole house as it had been in earlier times. This will be discussed in

more detail in Chapter 5.
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involved in the transformation of the private residence into an apartment unit. This

transformation included a rationalization that adapted the q 'a unit of the private residence

to the constraints of having neighbouring clones on two sides. To achieve this--while

keeping the distinctions between the constituent elements--builders needed to

accommodate the predominant spatial idea within a constructional framework that

approached the post and column system rather than the masonary wall system

characteristic of building of that time. As part of the rationalization the cross axial elements

were reduced to shallow niches (not doors to other rooms or other spaces as may be found

in large houses where the ddr-qi'a has side doors leading to latrines, stairs, and other

corridors).

The rab'unit is a miniaturization of a house, not only in terms of its win and ddr-

q5'a, but also in being a living environment where one ascends to different levels before

coming to a space open to the sky. The private house started with the q5 'a, then proceeded

through various smaller spaces up to the openness of the roof terraces.

Summary

The apartments of a rab' could be found on top of a commercial structure with a

courtyard, or as an independent block along the street. In the former case, the courtyard of

the commercial structure was used for light and not for access. In the latter, shops formed

the lower level, and occasionally residences occupied that level.

From the extant sample, the rab' appeared as a rational form of housing that

incorporated the spatial ideas of the.private residence into a more regular form. The

regularity resulted from the repetition of the units and from the order imposed by the

commercial structures typically on the ground floor.
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A: Rab' above a row of shops.

B: Two level rab'.

C: Rab' above a courtyard commercial structure.

Figure C1.1: Rab' blocks.
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A: Access via corridors on two levels.

B: Access via a single corridor.

Figure C1.2: Access possibilities to units in double-level
rab'.
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Figure C1.3: Orientation of apartment units in a courtyard arrangement.
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C: Section.

B: Mezzanine level.

I 0

Dr-q'a Iwin

I

A:

~thP\

Entry level.

Figure C1.4: Diagramatic plan of a rab'unit.
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Figure C1.5: Diagramatic plan of a rab' block.
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DDD DDD00DD0DD00DDD

Figure C1.6: Typical fenestration pattern of rab'.

Figure C1.7: Fenestration pattern: Wakg1a of al-Ghdri at al-Azhar.
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Figure C1.8: Structural system of a rab.
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width of dfir-qs'a

width of lwin

Figure C1.9: Distinction between the lwin and the dilr-qi'i in a rab'
unit.
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Chapter 2

Variations on a Theme:

An Archival Reconstruction of Non-extant Rab'Variations in Cairo

1 Variations in the unit type

2 Variations in unit aggregation

3 Variations in the ensemble

4 Summary
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The previous chapter discussed some of the extant examples of the apartment

dwelling, the architectural elements of these buildings, and the contemporary vocabulary

used to describe them. The discussion now turns to the archival material for evidence of

variations in the apartment dwelling type. The variations provide evidence of the change

of the type in time or of concurrent subtypes that have not survived.

Variations in the rab' type may be grouped into three categories or levels. The first

includes variations in the design of the apartment unit itself--such as in the makeup of the

main living space, or appendices. The second comprises variations in the aggregation of

the apartment units to make up a rab' block. Finally, there are variations in the relationship

between the residential units and the remaining elements that comprise the building

complex, which in many cases were shops and storerooms as part of the same

construction.

Variations in the unit type

Most of the apartments discussed thus far, whether referred to by the name of

tabaqa or riwiq in their deed, consisted of a single iwin opening onto a dir-qi'a. As

attested to by a number of deeds, some apartments consisted of two iwains opening off the

ddr-qii'a. A couple of our extant buildings, in fact, are described as including some of

these double-iw~n units. Unfortunately, however, there is no evidence of them.82 Such

units were almost always referred to by the name riwdq and not tabaqa. This reinforces

the possibility that the difference between the tabaqa and a riwiq was that of size and scale.

A non-extant construction built by the Amir Qurqumis in the desert, is an example

of double-win units. Each of the sixteen apartments consisted of three levels. The first

level consisted of a makhzan and a latrine; the second of a riwiq made up of two iwdns

and a latrine, and the third level was a small tabaqa.83 Though usually defined as a small

storeroom, the word makhzan designated a spacious valuted space in his khanq5. This

deed used tabaqa in the sense of a floor or level.

82 See the case of wak1a of Qiytbiiy at Bdb al-Nasr and that of al-Ghidi near al-Azhar
described in Appendix 1.

83 Awqif 901 (1 Rajab, 916/1510-1), pp: 51-52. It is possible that each of these units
was meant for the dwelling of two families, since there is two sets of latrines in each.
However, they are not listed as separate units in the description, but as a unit consisting of
different elements/floors. [one at the makhzan level and one at the riwiq level]. This is like
the plan of his extant khanqi. See App2: Awqif 901: 3.
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How were these larger units layed out? The second win must have been opposite

the first one. In an apartment, however, the entry door usually occupied the side of the

ddr-qi'A opposite the win. The entry, therefore, had to be either from one of the iwns or

from the shorter side of the dir-qi'a. Figure C3.1 explores the possible arrangements. If

the larger units were entered from the dir-qd'a, it would have had to be off the shorter side

(Fig. C3. la). This would have been the same arrangement that is found in riwiq and q5'a

units of private residences. In the apartment building, however, the arrangement would

have made each unit wider, with one bay for the riwiq unit and another for the entrance.

The units could have been arranged end to end as shown in Figure C3.1b, but this would

have been a very inefficient use of the street frontage, which was held at a premium. In

these two possible arrangements, the stacking of apartments next to each other could not

have been as straightforward as in the extant examples. To provide a similar simple

aggregation of apartments, similar to that of the single-Twin units, would have required

that entry to the main living space be from the back wall of the iw~n closest to the entry

vestibule (Fig. C3.1c). This arrangment, however, would have violated the idea of the

ddr-q 'A as the center from which the wins are reached and would have been

topologically quite different from the private residences of the same period. Inspite of that,

I think that this would have been the more likely condition.

Another variation in the unit type involves apartments that did not include an Twin at

all. Instead, they consisted of an element called a majlis that opened onto the ddr-qd'5.8

These are invariably found in earlier deeds or in later descriptions of ruined or altered

properties. This suggests an earlier form of the rab' apartment, which will be considered

in greater detail in Chapter five, as part of the question of the origin and development of

the type. These is no extant rab' of such an arrangment.

The vast majority of rab' units had their own latrine. In a few cases, apartments

lacked this amenity. Instead, a common latrine located on the same floor served more than

one unit. This probably was a cheaper arrangment, needing fewer drainage chutes.

Nonetheless, other factors possibly explain the lack of individual latrines. For instance,

structures not originally designed to carry residential units would have lacked the drainage

chute running through the walls of the ground floor to a previously layed out culvert. In

such instances, the only solution might have been to have a separate latrine at the end of a

corridor. Two tabaqas in a residence standing in 707/-1308 shared the same latrine.85

84 For example see the funduq described in Mahkama 3 (1_ Rabi' al-Akhar, 600/1203).

85 Mahkama 26 (18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 707/1308). In al-Qihira in hirat Zuwayla.
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This form is more typical of living blocks for students in a madrasa, where the units are

usually single cells and not full scale apartments.

Variations in unit aggregation

The rab' blocks considered so far consisted of apartments grouped next to each

other and occasionally on top of one another. These apartments are described as

mutajiwira wa mutagbiqa (adjacent and in levels). The deeds include descriptions of rab'

blocks where the apartments are "adjacent and facing" each other (mutajiwira and

mutaqibila). The units above the large wak&1a of Barq~iq numbered 63, and are described

as such. 86 The residential block(s) was reached by four doors. The two apartments that

comprised a building in al-Qahira in 668/1269-70 stood opposite one another.87 Another

example, was a building (dir) that stood in 707/1308 outside al-Qifhira. It consisted of

four tabaqas on two levels. Each two were opposite each other.88

This arrangement presumably meant that some of the access corridors were double

loaded with apartments on both sides. If this interpretation is correct, then some of the

commercial structures had deeper blocks than any of the surviving ones.

Some residential blocks included more than one kind of apartment (in size and

kind). Typically in such a case, full-fledge apartments constituted one floor and smaller

units constituted another. Invariably, larger units occupied the top floor and they had

access to the roof. An early exampe is a funduq in Fustit. Mustarraqas comprised the first

residential level, and more elaborate manzils made up the second.89

There is little evidence of buildings that could have been higher than the rab'-

wak,1as of Qiytbdy at al-Azhar and Bib al-Nagr with their two levels of residences above

a commercial One. An exception was a funduq in al-Qihira whose rab' consisted of three

86 Awqif 51 (6 Sha'bin, 788/1386-7). The waksla had 7 doors, three of which led to
the wakila proper. The wak51a contained 45 storerooms. The four remaining doors led to
63 tabaqas. See App2: Awqif 51: 3.

87 Mahkama 11 (24 Rabi' al-Akhar, 668/1269-70). Located in al-Qdhira in rahbat Qagr
al-Shawk. See App2: Mahkama 11: 1.

88 Mahkama 26. Dir outside al-Qihira and bib Zuwayla. Consists of a q 'a reached by
one door and 4 tabaqas reached by another. The tabaqas are on two levels and described
as mutaqibilin. .

89 Mahkama 3. See App2: Mahkama 3: 4.
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levels.90 The first two levels had eight units each. The third level had five units. There is

no confirmation of the height of buildings noted by early travellers to Cairo of the tenth

and eleventh centuries. I will consider this discrepancy in greater detail in Chapter 5 as

part of the investigation of the development of the rab'.

The rab'-wakila of Qdytbiy at Bib al-Nasr represents the largest apartment

complex from the extant examples. According to its foundation deed it contained twenty

four tabaqas and sixteen iiw5qs. Qiytbdy's other rab'-wak51a at al-Azhar consisted of

thirty seven tabaqas, one riw5q, and one qd'a. Other non extant buildings had many more

units. The qaysdriyya of Jaharkas included fourty eight tabaqas;91 that of Baybars al-

Jishankir had seventy four tabaqas;92 and the rab' of Baybars al-Bunduqiri to the west of

the mosque of al-Mu'ayyad contained more than seventy eight tabaqas.93 The recently

demolished wakila of Q5n inside Bdb al-Nagr was reported to have 360 residences,

housing some 4,000 people. 94

In these large buildings we find that the residences were served by more than one

entrance. All units reached by the same door off the street are considered one rab'.

Therefore, the large qaysdriyyas and wakilas had three or four rab's above them.

90 Mahkama 26 (18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 717/1317-8). The funduq in darb al-Aswini in al-
Qihira consisted of 8 store rooms inside and had three shops outside. The residences
were reached from a separate door on the street. See App2: Malhkama 26: 10-11.

91 Mahkama 20. It had thirty one shops on the outside and nine doors/gates. Six of
these doors led to the interior of the qaysriyya which had 124 shops. The seventh gate
led to a qii'a of the single-Twin type. The eights door lead to two upper levels of twenty
eight tabaqas (four on the first and fourteen on the second). The ninth door leads to an
upper level of twenty tabaqas (eight on the first and twelve on the second). The first set of
apartments is reached via a door in the sharqiside of the building, while the second set is
reached from a door in the gharbi side.

92 Malhkama 22/23. Is one of the best description of a qaysdiyya that I've seen. 7
doors. 5 led to the qaysriryya. Had a number of farkht (open spaces?). Contained 105
shops! Also 8 shops outside. Upstairs had 8 buyit and a tabaqa for the wakil. Tabaqa
and bayt used interchangeably. Had a total of 74 (abaqas reached from two doors. Some
had access to private roofs. See App2: Malhkama 22/23: 3-5.

93 Malbkama 126. An extensive rab'complex owned by the waqfof Baybars. Not clear
if it was built by him though. Consisted of a rab', shops, and two qaysdriyyas. First floor
had 41 tabaqas plus some in complete ruin. Most of the 37 tabaqas of the second floor
were in ruin. See App2: Malhkama 126: 2-6.

94 Al-Maqizi, A1-Khita, 2:93.
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Variations in the ensemble

In the extant examples, all the rab's that did not start from the ground floor were

located on top of shops and/or stores of a wak5la. The rab'in the Rat1win complex was a

slight exception in that the units straddled the shops on the street and the stables in the

courtyard. Documents indicate that rab's were built on a whole range of non-residential

ground level functions.

A very common form of apartment building, was one where the residence was on

top of a stables. Sometimes, these were part of the residential complex of an Emir, and

they served as residences for the Mamluks of the Emir.' More often however, the building

was independent entity, and the stables, opened directly onto the street. A good example

of apartments above stables was a large property standing in 733/1333. The rab' part of

this building consisted of seven stables, three of which opened onto the street and the

remaining four opened onto a passageway that led to the rest of the property. Each stable

included a rabaqa above it, reached from within the stable. 95 Another example of this

layout was the building standing in 879/1474-5.96 It consisted of six apartments above

stables for eight horses. Another building standing in 884/1479 consisted of five riwiqs, a

stable for nine horses, and a storeroom 97 It is likely that the stables (Mamluk parking

95 Malbkama 32 (26 Dhul Qi'da, 733/1333). This was part of a larger property located

outside al-Qihira in khutt al-Kabsh and birkat al-Fil. One twelfth of the property was sold

for 180,000 silver dirhams. Studied by Z. Mahfu-z, Wathi'iq al-bay', Appendices.

96 Awqif 886 (24 & 28 Jamid al-Akhara, 879/1474-5), p:206-207. This building was a

part of the endowment of Qiytbiy and was located in khu.tt of the mosque of QUs5n. It

was reached from a corridor shared with the mosque. Consisted of a facade of cut stone

that had two doors. One of them was small and arched and led to a stable with one b5yika

for 8 horses and that had three drainage shafts for the upstairs. The b5yika had ten arches.

The second door led to a staircase that led to a rectangular naqi rubd1'iabove rawshans. In

the naqi were six doors that led to six tabaqas. Each consisted of an Twin and a ddr-qi'a

and a latrine and windows overlooking the joint corridor. Each of the tabaqas had a

wooden staircase leading to mustaraqa that had a wooden staircase leading to the roof

above that. One of the tabaqas that was at the head of the staircase, had a closet and

useages and rights and dependencies.

97 Awqiaf 680 (28 Muharram, 884/1479). The document is an inspection deed, and the

units above a stable represent the property in good condition for which the delapidated

waqf property is being exchanged for. Located in khutt Qanitir al-Sibi' in darb al-

Marsina, it consisted of five tabaqas, a stable, and a storeroom. One of the buildings four

entries led to a stable for nine horses and two rikibkhi.nas. The second door led to a small

storeroom. The third door led to another stable. The fourth door led to the upper level
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space) were for the use of the residents upstairs, and that they rented them along with the

apartment.

The rab' was also adapted to some unexpected contexts. The documents mention

fourteen residential units on top of a bathhouse, 98 two units on top of a mill,99 and six

residences.

98 Awqif 531 (1 Jamad al-Awal, 784/1382). Described in the second waqf deed in the
document, dated 20 Jamidi al-Akhar, 806/1403-4. This was located outside al-Qihira in
Buliq. There were also three shops in the front of the bath house.
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apartments on top of a sugar factory. 100

The observation that a rab' was independent of the commercial establishment below

by virtue of having a separate entrance is borne out by most descriptions. The few

exceptions to this arrangment are worth considering, however. They indicate that in some

instances apartments were more directly linked to the commercial establishment below.

One such example is a funduq, standing in 778/1376 in al-Q-hira near silq al-

Nahis-m. Two of its residences, in the form of a riwsq and a mustarraqa, were reached

from within its courtyard. In addition to these two units, it also had a standard block of

twelve residential units reached from the street.101 A wakila that was part of the waqf of

al-Mu'ayyad, had among its fifty six abaqas and six riwiqs, two riw5qs located above the

door of the waksla and reached from a staircase inside the wak51a.102 In another example,

all of the nine apartments in a buildings were reached from within the courtyard of the

khin.103 An old funduq/khin acquired by al-Ghihi before 909/1503 contained more than

99 Mahkama 11 (24 Rabi' al-Akhar 668/1269). Located in al-Qihira in rahbat Qasr al-
Shawk. See App2: Mahkama 11: 1.

100 Awqif 483 (11 Dhul Qi'da, 895/1490). There was also two shops in the facade, with
a large door between them. The door led to a vaulted vestibule.

101 Mal.kama 50 (13 Mularram, 778/1376). This building, located near the markets of
the coppersmiths and metalsmiths, was previously known as Ddr al-Anmit. It consisted of
six and two doors, one of which led to the funduq of 24 storerooms. In the $adr (chest as
in main interior facade) of the funduq was a staircase that led to two tabaqas. One of them
was in ruin and was known as a riwsq. The second door led, via a staircase, to an upper
level that contained a mustarraqa and 5 tabaqas. The mustarraqa was for the residence of
the rab' . Above that was another level containing 6 tabaqas. All of the tabaqas were of
the single-win type.
102 Awqif 938 (4 Jamad 'Akhar, 823/1420), 823, p: 13. This was a large wakila in al-
Qihira in khut.t Rahbat al-'Id. The commercial part consisted of 96 storerooms (makhzans
and hMAils) on two levels. The residences were divided into four rab' and totalled 56
tabaqas and 4 riwiqs. An additional two riw5qs were above the portal of the wak51a and
were reached from within the building.

103 Awqaf 585 (20 Jamdi Akhar, 892/1487). The ruined funduq, known as khin al-

Hajar, was part of the waqfof Khawand mother of the AyyUbid Sultdn al-Malik al-'Adil.
It was located outside Bib al-Qantara and inside Bib al-Sha'riyya, near khut.t al-Khashibin
and the head of the miydin of the citadel. A number of its shops were on the street that led
to Bdb al-Sha'riyya. In the midst of the shops was an oven/bakery that was not part of the
property. There were 5 shops to the outside and 23 stores on the inside of the funduq. A
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twenty apartments. All but four were reached from within the courtyard of the place.104

The above exceptions represent a small fraction of the total number of wakilas

described in the documents. In two of them, only a few of the residential units were

reached from within the commercial establishment. These units were probably intended

for a guardian or someone whose presence within the commercial structure was deemed

important. In the other two examples, most of the residential units were reached from

within the funduq or khin. Perhaps these were intended for travellers associated with the

establishment below. We would have to imagine that the tenants of these units lived under

a curfew, since the commercial establishment was locked up at night.

Summary

The archives revealed a number of variations in the rab' type. Some, such as the

majlis units pointed to an earlier form of the type; whereas others indicated further ways in

which the idea of the apartment dwellings coexisted with different commercial structures

built in Cairo. Unfortunately, there are no examples of a rab'on top of commercial

structures having a less repetitive layout than shops or storerooms. It would have been

interesting to see how the Mamluk builders adapted the rab' to fit on a mill, sugar press, or

bath house: all without a repetitive plan.

staircase from the yard inside leads to the nine apartments upstairs. Most of the apartments
are in ruin. There were actually a total of 22 shops on the outside.
The funduq was exchanged for 1700 Ashrafi and Zihird dinars (1600 value, and 100
istizhAr). The exchange deed is dated 20 Jamidi al-Akhar, 892. Testimonial of engineers
dated the same day.

104 Awqaf 882/883, p: 71-72, 1909 copy of Awqaf 883, p: 37-38, dated 26 Muharram,
909/1503. The funduq was known as khih Bahidur. It was located in al-Qihira in khutt
al-Kh~ikh al-Sab', on the right of one going from Dir al-Darb to the direction of the al-
Azhar mosque, and facing one as they go from the al-Azhar mosque towards it at the end
of a zuq~q known previously as darb al-Jabisa. The building consisted of a facade with
two doors. One was in the qibliboundary and led to a corridor that had a door to the left
that led to a staircase leading to the first floor which consisted of 4 tabaqas. The
apartments were in decay and without roofs and there used to be four other tabaqas on top
of them. The second door led to the funduq, which consisted of 24 storerooms. On
opposite sides of the courtyard where two stairs. The first led to 17 tabaqa and two
mustaraqas, and the second staircase led to a number of other tabaqas.
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Ian

da-q'

A: Entry off the short side of the dnr-qi'a, and apartments side by side.

iwan gfa win

U

B: Entry off the short side of the diir-qi'a, and apartments end to end.

C: Entry off the back wall of the iwan, and apartments side by side.

Figure C2.1 Possible arrangements of double-iwin apartments.
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Chapter 3

Who is My Neighbor, and How Much Does it Cost?

Social and Economic Contexts

1 The economic context

1.1 Cost of buildings

1.2 Rent of buildings

1.3 Rent of apartments

2 The social context

2.1 Rab' dwellers

2.1 Relations between residents
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In this chapter I will consider the evidence regarding the inhabitants of rab'

dwellings. Who were these buildings built for, what kind of social relations existed

between the inhabitants of the same building, and to what extent were these relations

predicated by the form of the buildings? How much did it cost to build a rab', and what

was the cost of living in one of its apartments?

The archival material is generally much less helpful in addressing any of these

questions than in providing information about the buildings and their constitution. The

waqf documents never stated who was to occupy the income generating structures, the

category under which most rab's fell. The expressed concern in these documents was

simply that units not be rented to someone for extended periods of time or to people

unlikely to meet their financial obligations. The few rab's that did not fall within the

category of income generating buildings were those built as accommodations for the sifis

and other employees of a pious endowment. In these instances, the documents provide

information about the inhabitants, whose incomes, responsibilities, and other qualifications

are listed.

The documents needed to answer the questions outlined above, for the Mamluk

period, include rent contracts, construction contracts, accounts of estates left at death, and

letters of business transactions. Though all these records existed at the time, only rent

contracts (and only a handful at that) survive in the main archival collections at Cairo.

Furthermore, surviving rent contracts describe not individual units, but large multi-

function buildings. The Geniza collections contain many samples of the necessary

documents , but they date primarily from the Ftimid and Ayyibid periods. The required

types exist as well for the Ottoman period; and scholars such as Andr6 Raymond and

Nelly Bolous have made good use of them.

Given this situation, my answers to the questions outlined above can only be

speculative, based on an analysis of the architecture of the buildings for information about

the inhabitants and their lifestyles.

The economic context

Ideally, we would like to know what segment of Cairene society lived in this type

of housing. A comparison of the rent of apartments to costs of other basic needs would

provide a way to assess the relative wealth (economic status) of people that lived in the

rab'. Since the few surviving rent contracts from the Mamluk period involve rental of

properties that contained apartments as a part of the overall transaction, it is difficult to
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determine the rent of an individual apartment unit.

Cost of buildings

Sale and exchange documents represent the most detailed sources for property

values. Both kinds of documents described properties in detail. Sale documents provide

the value of a property, while exchange documents provide the value of delapidated

properties and, occasionally, an estimate of the cost of repairs. In many cases of exchange,

the delapidated property is exchanged for another property in good condition. The value

and description of the latter property are also given by these deeds. None of the surviving

sale or exchange contracts concerns an exclusively rab' type of building. Rather they

concern buildings that combine commercial and residential functions, such as a funduq or

wakE1a. This makes it difficult to ascertain the cost of the residential component.

The currency used in the documents is either the dirham or the fir. The dirham

cited in documents, was typically the dirham nuqra or silver dirham. Since Saladin's

monetary reform of 583/1187, the silver dirham became the new monetary standard. Gold

coinage became a commodity, the price of which was calculated in terms of the dirham.105

Various kinds of dindrs were in circulation at the same time, the most famous of which

were the Ashrafi and Zhir di nrs. The cndr was a gold coin identified by the sultin

during whose rule it was issued. The value of the dinr varied between 20 and 30

dirhams.

Figure C3.1 summarizes the value of a number of properties documented in deeds

of sale and exchange. These all involve a combination of functions. The property sold in

884/1479, consisted primarily of apartments and stables. If we consider the stables as

intended for the use of the tenants, then a value of about 88 dinurs (about 2200 dirhams)

can be attributed to each apartment.

Rent of buildings

Information on rent of buildings is important because it indicates what the tenants

paid and the owner earned. The former provides clues to the tenants' standard of living,

and the latter provides information about the real estate market as an option of investment.

Reliable information on rent of buildings is difficult to find. To begin with, the

105 Hassanein Rabie, The Financial System of Egypt A.H. 564-741/A.D. 1169-1341,
(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1972), 173-174.
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number of documents is small. Unlike sale deeds, many of the rent records give a very

cursory description of the property, making it difficult to assess the relative value of a

building or apartment. To understand the relationship between the value of building and

its rent, we need both records for the same property. For the Fitimid period, Goitein was

able to arrive at an average relation between the value of an urban property and its rent.

His figure is between five and six percent; that is, a property valued at 100 dinirs, would

have rented for between 5 and 6 dinirs a year.106

Two documents supply the rental value of urban lands in commercially central parts

of Cairo. In the first, the sultin Qali'iin rents a 27.14% share in a piece of land measuring

11 by 14 dhr5's for 2445 dirhams over a thirty year period.107 This translates into an

annual rent of 1.95 dirhams per square dhri'.108 In another rent contract 8,812 dirhams

are paid over a thirty year period for the rent of 32.64% interest in a land measuring

1267.5 square dhri's.109 This translates into an annual rent of 0.71 dirhams per square

dhrd'. The document also provides scarce information on the measurement of adjacent

shops not included in the transaction. The 18 shops occupied an area of 468 square

dhri 's. The average area of each shop, therefore, was 26 square dhr's. Given that the

depth of the plot was stated as 6 dhri's, each shop measured 6 by 4 1/3 dhri', and the

rental value of the land under it was about eighteen and a half dirhams.

Al-Maqrizi mentions the rental income of a large commercial building in Cairo.

Known as dir al-Tamr, it rented for 1136 dirhams per month in 689/1290. Along with a

number of commercial spaces, it included 75 apartments (manzils) and five residential

maq'ads.110

Rent of Apartments

106 Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 4:96.
107 Awqif 723 (10 Rabi' al-Awal, 687/1288).
108 A dhr'is between 60 and 70 centimeters.

109 Awqif 718 (22 Jamidi al-Awali, 711/1311). The tenant is the endowment of Qald'iin
for his hospital in al-Qihira. The land carried the remains of a delapidated funduq known
as that of al-hijib LW15. The remains were valued at 18,000 dirhams and were purchased
on the same day as documented in Awqif 712 (22 Jamidi al-Awali, 711/1311).

110 Al-Maqrizi, A1-Khita, 2:79. It was built by the judge 'Abd al-Rahmin bin 'Ali al-
Baysini. Its commercial units included 12 shops (hnits), 4 maq'ads, 50 storerooms
(makhzans), 15 khugi (?), 6 q5'as, 1 yard (siha), and six storage areas (shuwan).
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On the basis of the Geniza documents, Goitein estimates that a master mason or

stucco worker, who earned five to six dirhams as a daily wage, could rent a modest

apartment for five dirhams a month. He estimates his daily lunch expenditure of one

dirham.111 Ashtor estimates that during the 11th, 12th, 14th, and 15th centuries, a

minimum wage worker earned 1.2, 2, 1.5, and 3.33 dinrs, respectively. Ini those

centuries, the worker spent 72%, 76%, 82%, and 93% of his income on food for himself

and his family! The remainder going for housing and clothes. Ashtor presents a slightly

better picture for the more specialized workers such as masons and carpenters. He

estimates that during the 11th, 12th, 14th, and 15th centures, such a worker earned 5, 6, 3,

and 6.66 dinirs, respectively, and spent 42%, 41%, 81%, and 51% of it on food. 112 This

clearly did not leave much for other expenses. Elsewhere, Ashtor writes that the rent of a

tabaqa varied between four and eight dirhams (rougly 0.16 and 0.32 dinirs) depending on

its size.113

Unfortunately, it is not clear that these relatively low rents reflect the costs of the

apartments analyzed in this thesis. The rent documents in the Geniza documents do not

provide as detailed a description of the apartments as is found in.the waqf documents. A

rather complete rent document in the Vienna collection does indicate a fairly low rent. In

719/1319, two apartments (tabaqas) and a stable for three horses in central al-Qdhira rented

for 21 dirhams per month. 114 This amounts to a rent of 10.5 dirhams for an apartment

with horse-parking.

The architecture of the units can be tapped for some qualified information about the

rents of the dwellings. The design of different units indicates relative differences in rent,

though it obviously cannot provide us with exact figures.

A number of scholars view the rab'as a form of communal dwelling indicative of

social egalitarianism in Mamluk society.115 A casual view of the modular quality of the

111 Goitein, "Cairo: An Islamic City in the Light of the Geniza Documents," Middle
Eastern Cities, edited by Ira Lapidus (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1969), 89.
112 Eliyahu Ashtor, "Diet of Salaried Classes in the Medieval Near East," Journal of

Asian History 4, (Bloomington, Indiana, 1970): 11, 13.
113 Ashtor, Histoire des prix et de salaires dans l'Orient m6di6val, (Paris: SEVPEN,
1969), 360, as cited in E. Higashi, Commercial Architecture, 1: 60.
114 Ach 10727 (14 Jamdi al-Akhar, 719/1319). See App2: Ach 10727: 1.
115 Mr. Z. Ragih presented such view in a workshop on the Islamic City held during the

15th World Congress of the International Union of Architects, held in Cairo in January
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construction does indeed give such an impression, but a more detailed consideration of the

buildings and their archival descriptions indicate variations in the units of the same

building that contradict the notion of a homogenous constituency. Within the same

building there were units that faced the street and others that looked onto the courtyard. It

is clear that the former arrangement was seen as more desirable.116 Invariably in a

courtyard arrangement, some units in the corners only faced a light shaft. These are

described in the deeds as habis, which literaly means "imprisoned". 117 These must have

been the least desirable. Sometimes the same building contained units with double Twins

(usually called riwdqs) and others with single Twins (usually called tabaqas).118

Multi-level rab' buildings, provide ample evidence that the topmost apartments were

more desirable. Usually they are described in more detail and were finished with better

quality wood and plaster. They had access to private roof terraces, which the lower

apartments rarely could get to. The upper units could also include skylights and

windcatchers in their ddr-q5', thus providing more of the amenities of a private

residence. 119 Given these differences between the intermediate and top residential levels, it

is no surprise to see that in many buildings the first residential level consisted simply of a

number of mustarraqas, or small rooms/mezzanine spaces, whereas the full fledged

apartments were only on the top level.120 This preference for the top floor is an interesting

1985.
116 Rab'-wakila of al-Gh~iri at al-Azhar.
117 Awqif 886 (24 &28 Jamidi al-Akhar, 879/1474), p: 199. See Appl: Awqif 886: 3.
118 Bibliotheque National __ (28 Rabi' al-Akhar, 890/1485). See Appl: Bibliotheque
National _: 1-2.

119 An example is the large qaysdriyya built by Baybars al-Jishankir and described in
Mahkama 22/23. It had 74 residential units reached from two entrances located on its
various sides. A couple of units were specifically designated for the guard and wakd7 of
the qaysiriyya. Both are described as small (tabaqa latifa). Some of the units had direct
access to a private roof terrace and some had windcatchers. Also some of the units had
kitchens. Clearly there was a range of amenities available. See App2: Malikama 22/23: 3-
5.
120 For example see the funduq described in Maikama 3 (1_ Rabi' al-Akhar, 600/1203).
Located in Fustit, it had two residential levels. The first level consisted of twenty one
mustarraqas, or small mezzanine rooms, while the second one consisted of twenty three
manzils, each consisted of a majlis and a diir-qi'A, and contained closets. Each manzil was
roofed with naqiwood, and had access to a private roof terrace; clearly more complete
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contrast to the urban apartment houses that first appeared in European cities. There, the

preferred level was the first floor or piano nobile and the topmost floor was relegated to

the lower income inhabitants. It was only with the advent of the elevator that this was

reversed in Europe.

Based on these examples, I assume that different rents were charged for different

units of the same building.

The social context

The rab' type in its variations served as a residence for a variety of segments of

Cairene society, including Mamluks, artisans, Ufis, travellers, and merchants. I have

noted that the rab' block could be incorporated as part of any number of buildings, and this

sometimes corresponded to a specific group of inhabitants. I have cited examples of a rab'

block built on top of the stables of a large private residence. In such an instance it seems

that the apartments were inhabited by the mam15iks of an emir. In the case of a rab'

constituting the khanqd part of a religious complex, the units were clearly meant for the

residence of Sifis and other employees of the foundation. The extant examples of this

include the complexes of Bdrsbdy, indl, and Qurqumis.

The vast majority of rab's, however, were located on top of a row of shops or a

commercial establishment arranged around a courtyard, such as a qaysirlyya, wakila,

khin, or funduq. Scholars generally accept the view that these buildings operated as a unit

in the sense that traders and artisans sold their goods downstairs while residing upstairs,

near their wares. This view compliments the understanding of the term wakila or

qaysdriyya as applicable to the whole building with its commercial and residential

components.

This idea of a unity of work and residence, is not supportable in the city of Cairo. It

derives from generalizations of observations made about commercial structures, such as

hospices along trade routes, in other Muslim lands Raymond's statistical work on the

Ottoman period shows that the inhabitants of Cairo generally did not live near the

workplace. They commuted between work and an average of 500 meters or more.12 1

units. See App2: Mahkama 3: 4.
121 Andr6 Raymond, The Great Arab Cities in the 16th-1 8th Centuries, an Introduction,

(New York: New York Univ. Press, 1984), 58.
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Texts of the Fidimid and Ayyibid periods, as well as the architectural evidence from the

Mamluk period, indicate an independence of the the upper- and lower-level parts of the

same construction. The documents distinguish between the lower level commercial spaces

and the upper level residences. The terms wakila and qaysilryya refer only to the lower

levels, not to what is above. The terms rab' or ibdq define the upper levels. The building

as a whole is usually referred to by the word makin (place).

Other evidence supports this interpretation. The apartments were almost invariably

reached by a door separate from the one leading to the commercial spaces. This was a

small door, located either at one end of the facade or on a side street.122 Such an

arrangement indicates that the dwellings could function independently from the wakila or

qaysdriyya below. This separation was further reinforced in cases where access to the rab'

was from a side street or alley: independent access enhanced the sense that the units above

were a different entity from the commercial life below. It would be more accurate,

therefore, to see such a combination-building as directly analogous to a modem apartment

building with retail businesses on the ground level: two kinds of structures serving

different purposes and ends, but located on the same site.

Such a distinction between the upper and lower floors does not preclude the

possibility that someone living upstairs earned their livelihood below. A merchant may

have lived above his shop. A travelling merchant may have rented an apartment above the

wak,1a where he stored his wares. The point is: merchants did not have to live above their

work, and the design of the rab'indicates that this was not a pattern that needed to be

addressed in the design. The out-of-town trader could take up temporary lodging in a rab'

unit, but it was likely to be in a building different from where he left his wares. In one of

the tales of A Thousand and One Nights, a merchant stayed in khin Masrr and did most

of his business at the qaysdrlyya of Jaharkas. These buildings stood about 350 meters

apart. 123

There is evidence to show that some apartment units were integrated with the

commercial activity below. In Chapter 2, I referred to the presence of upper level

residential units reached from within the commercial structure. Typically this commercial

structure was a wakila, khdn, or funduq. Such apartments must have been reserved for

122 The apartments above the funduq in Mahkama 3 were reached via a door off the side
street that leads to a staircase directly up to the residences.

123 Night number 102, Kitzb alflayla wa layla (The book of a thousand and one nights),
edited by Muhsin Mahdi (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1984), 292.
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the habitation of employees or merchants. This was rare however, and usually only

applied to a few of the residential units within the building.

A rab' block often included a apartment designated for a rab', or "rab'man." The

documents neither list the responsibilities nor indicate the salary of this person.

Presumably, responsibilities included supervision of the building and its common areas. It

is possible that tenants paid the salary. The apartment was usually a small one, sometimes

only a room.124 The reduced size of the apartment of the rab'irelative to the other units in

the building, indicates that the building was meant for tenants of a different class. The

apartment of the rab'Twas typically located at the first level of the residences near the

staircase leading to that level.

A rare, surviving inspection deed sheds light on the inhabitants of a rab'. The deed

documents an inspection of delapidated properties in the endowment of Baybars by a team

of engineers (muhandissin).125 The first property inspected was an extensive rab'-wakila

complex to the west of the Mu'ayyad mosque. This rab' consisted of more than 78

tabaqas on two levels above the qaysirlyya. Thirty of these were empty at the time.

Doormen (rab'i) inhabited two of the units, and the others were occupied by men and

women from a variety of professions. Women headed the households of seven of the

apartments. In two instances, a woman occupied one apartment and her son lived in

another (noncontiguous) unit. Three apartments were occupied, by a woman, her father,

and her grandfather. One person occupied three noncontiguous apartments. Occupants

included a blacksmith, a religious scholar (faqih), a tile layer, and a felt maker. Since

trades were geographically localized in the city, these people could not have been

124 The qaysariyya built by Baybars II in al-Qihira had two units for the guardian and the

wakil of the qays&riyya. Each was a small tabaqa (tabaqa latifa),and they were reached

from within the building; Mahkama 22/23 (26 Shawal, 707/1308). See App2: Mal.1kama

22: 3.
The waksla of Qiaytbdy at al-Azhar had a doorman (bawib) who was expected to live in

the place. His income is not given. Awqif 886, p: 244. See App2: Awqif 886: 4.

In a rab' described in 707/1308 there was an apartment for the rab'. Ma1kama 26 (18

Rabi' al-Akhar, 707/1308 ). See App2: Mal.kama 26: 12-13.
The rab'in a funduq in al-Qihira had 11 tabaqas and a mustarraqa. The mustarraqa is

specified as for the residence of the caretaker of the rab' (al-rab'i); Mahkama 50 (13
Muliarram, 778/1376).
125 Mahkama 126 (8 Rabi' Akhar, 865/1461). See App2: Mal.kama 126: 3-5.
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employed in the building below.126

Did these apartments serve as a temporary form of housing for travellers or were

they more typically for long-term rent? As an income generating building, the rab' fell

under the typical stipulation that it only be rented for a period of a year or less. The aim of

this limit was to avoid tenants becoming entrenched in a place and eventually aquiring

ownership rights. However, there is no reason to believe that such tenants could not

renew their lease repeatedly. The presence of three households representing three

generations of the same family in the rab'discussed above indicates that occupancy must

have extended over long periods of time.

Did families live in these apartment buildings, or was this semi-communal form of
housing only for men? A number of architectural considerations make it clear that the

apartments were meant primarily for the residence of families. First, each unit posessed

almost all the amenities of the larger private residence, though in a reduced form. They

included a private roof terrace, a latrine, and, notably, a cooking area. These could not

have been intended for the comfort of one person, nor is it easy to imagive that a number

of unrelated men shared such a particularized area.

For family life to be tenable in a rab', it had to be tenable at the unit level. The

access corridor was a fairly public space, and there is absolutely no evidence that

apartments opened directly onto each other. Aside from the provision of a latrine, cooking

area, and roof terrace, a requirement for a Muslim family dwelling is that spaces be
isolatable and that the circulation not interfere with this. This is achieved by having the
vestibule space serve as both the buffer, and the distribution point for the main living space
on the lower level and the more private, upper level rooms. Nonetheless, life in a rab'

apartment could not have afforded the same degree of privacy as found in the private

residence. Sounds could be transmitted between units, and the public corridor must have
engendered a fair amount of social interaction. Furthermore, the horizontal emphasis of
the rab' block meant that more units were on the same level, increasing the chances of
interaction amongst the neighbors. In presently inhabited rab's that I have visited, some of
the household activity occures in the corridor or near the stairwell. This includes cleaning
vegetables, cooking, and clothes-washing. These activities take place the time when men
are away at work.

126 The information about inhabitants may be qualified by the fact that the building was in
bad repair with many inhabited units. Its inhabitants may not be representative of similar
buildings in better shape at the time.
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Studies of inhabited rab's reveal that it is considered by the inhabitants, as the worst

housing option. They would rather move to a newer apartment building in the same area.

Lack of space and privacy are cited as primary complaints amongst the residents. Present-

day use patterns and reactions cannot be projected back in time, however. The upper

levels of extant rab's are quite delapidated and most roof terraces are unuseable. Similarly,

the introduction of fixed furniture into the apartments has made them much smaller. The

architectural evidence of the medieval apartments indicates that they provided for a more

affluent segment of society than presently inhabit them.
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Figure C3. 1: Value of multi-unit residential properties in Cairo
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Date Residential Commercial Price Location Document
&

A.H./ Dirham/ Location, number, &A.D. Dinir type

723/ 8 9 1 1 3 18 15,500 Awqif 651
13- Sale

778/ 13 1 6 24 23,000 Malbkama 50
1- Sale

798/ 71 10 q~'as 54,000 Awqff 67
- Exchange?

884/ 4 1 9 ? Good Awqif 6801- hom 440 Exchange

892/ 9 5 23 ? ? Delapidated Awqif 462
1- 1600&100 Exchange

912/ 9 4 Good Awqif 371
1 390 Sale

914/ 22 31 4 Good Awqff 376
1 3100 Sale
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I have identified a range of ways in which Mamluk builders realized the idea of the
rab'. The variants corresponded, to some extent, with the needs of the different dwellers.

In general terms this was a type that was deployed on top of a whole range of urban/public

functions (shops, mills, stores, bathhouses). As part of a religious complex, a large

residence, or on top of a commercial establishment, the rab' served gUfis, maml5ks of an

emir, or the general public. However, we have not yet systematically identified where this

type or one of its variants was located in the city. Where and in what concentration the
medieval inhabitant would have seen a free standing rab', one on top of a wak51a? These

apartment buildings also played a role within the system of pious endowments. Almost all

of our archival records on these buildings derive from this fact. However, we have not yet

investigated what patterns of rab' building the patrons of these endowments might have

adopted as an actual utilization of the income generating potential of this building.

This chapter aims, therefore, to investigate more precisely the relationship and

contribution of the apartment buildings to the urban setting of Cairo: whether these

variations played a role specific to a particular part of the city or neighborhood. At the

same time, this chapter investigates the role these buildings played in the scheme of pious

endowments; whether they played a role specific to a particular patron and endowment.

Again, the investigation relies to a large degree on archival documents from which we can

partially reconstruct various areas of the city. With the aid of these reconstructions, we try

to understand both the relationship between the apartment buildings and their surrounding

structures and the relationship between the apartment building and other structures of a

given endowment.

Locations within the city

The commercial areas of 15th century Cairo extended along the central route of the

city from Bdb al-Fut5h to Bdb Zuwayla. From Andre Raymond's mapping of the

commercial structures recorded by the 15th century historian al-Maqrizi, it is easy to

visualize the commercial concentrations within the city (Figure C4.1).127 This map locates,

127 This map is an aggregation of the information in the map in A. Raymond & Gaston
Wiet, Les marches du Caire, traduction annotee texte de Maqrizi. vol. 14 of series: Textes
arabes et etudes Islamiques, (Paris: I.F.A.O., 1979), maps: 1-3. I have not kept the
distinction between qaysfriyya and khin, that Raymond maintains. Since al-Maqizi lived
at a time before all, but one, of our extant examples were built, I have taken the liberty of
adding later Mamluk buildings to Raymond's map. These additions are indicated by a
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qaysiyyas, khins, and wakilas, some of which also included rab's. This information is

filtered and represented in Figure C4.2 so as to distinguish between three different kinds

of income generating constructions: residential apartment buildings, non-residential

commercial buildings, and mixed residential/commercial buildings. 128 Solid, hollow, and

semi-solid circles indicate structures falling within each of the three categories. From the

comparison of the two maps we see that most of the commercial buildings had dwellings

above and this combination predominated in the main market areas of the city. The purely

residential buildings, on the other hand, were located in a wider area of the city.

There were no exclusively non-residential areas in the city. Areas that were heavily

commercial on the ground floor, such as the Qagaba and the Bdb al-Wazir areas, were also

heavily residential on the upper floors. On the other hand, certain areas, such as the

Kharanshaf area to the north west of the Qala'Un complex, the area to the southeast of Bdb

al-Nasr, contained mainly private residences. These areas did not seem to include

apartment buildings.

Patterns of endowment

Apartment buildings often constituted a major part of the urban income generating

properties for an endowment. It is, therefore, important to understand what pattern

existed, if any, to the types of building specified in the endowments. The rab' was only

one of a number options available to the endowment system of the Medieval period. Other

income producing properties included agricultural lands, lands for brick making, urban

lands for rent, qaysdriyyas, funduqs, bathhouses, mills, sugar cane presses, shops, and

storerooms, to name a few. It is therefore reasonable to inquire about the role that a rab'

had within the larger number of options. It is also reasonable to expect that there would be

a logic or a pattern to the type and location of buildings endowed to support a specific

construction. After all, the waqf system played a pervasive role in Mamluk society. The

participation of people in it entailed premeditation and planning of acquisitions and their

location; it wasn't simply a matter of endowing whatever the individual happened to own at

that point in their life.

hollow circle.
128 I have added on this map, rab's attested to in the deeds, and/or mentioned by

historians.
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The extant archival collection covers endowments of rulers as well as of individuals

of more limited means. Examples range from endowments comprising many properties
spread out across Egypt and beyond, to endowments of a single income generating

property. Therefore endowments encompassed a range of properties. Invariably the

properties reflected something about the founder and his or her positions or roles in
Mamluk society. At the very least they indicate the extent and location of the patron's

holdings, and can often be traced to their biographies. For instance, out of the roughly
thirty eight propeties set up to pay for the endowment of Qurqumis, six were rural and
urban properties in Syria.129 Many years later, the waqfof Raclwin Bey included a

number of houses in Mecca.130 For a number of years, Radwin led the annual

pilgrimmage caravan from Egypt that carried the coverving for the Ka'ba.

It is necessary to look beyond the individualistic aspect of the endowments to

identify more general patterns that would reflect the Mamluk period as a whole. One

method would involve mapping the endowments of a representative sample. There are a

number of problems with such a method. Some of the urban properties cannot be

precisely pinpointed with our present knowledge of Cairo's topography, This is especially

a problem for earlier deeds.131 Though some properties can be located in a neighborhood,

they cannot be located more precisely because their described boundaries do not

correspond to anything extant. Non urban lands are even less possible to locate much less

delineate in terms of extent.

The analysis pursued here relies on a much more limited mapping exercise. I will

only map the properties of a given endowment located inside Cairo. Properties outside the
city are mentioned for reference and comparison. Unlocatable properties are listed

separately. In some cases, where unlocatable properties are of particular interest (such as

when a number of them are clustered next to each other), they are mapped in relative terms

using the boundary descriptions in the deeds without precisely pinpointing their location in

the city. As for the examples chosen, the endowments represent those of sultins and

129 Awqif 901.
130 Awqif 996,997, 998.
131 This problem can be overcome in time if the archival collection is taken as a whole
and used for purposes of reconstructing the urban topography at various moments in time.
By looking at enough documents, loose ends in location can be tied up and the thing
would close onto itself. Such a project would require a concerted effort amongst a number
of people.
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emirs.

Endowments of rulers/sultins

Qaliwiin (Figure C4.3)

Qaliwin ruled from 678-689/1280-1290. His complex in the heart of al-Qdhira

presently consists of a madrasa, a mausoleum and the remnants of a once extensive

hospital. Little remains of Qaliwn's endowments for this complex, either in physical

form or in waqf description. It is therefore impossible to discuss his foundation in the

context of its overall support structure. However, the few properties described in the

extant deeds are sufficiently interesting to warrant consideration.

Abutting the southern wall of his madrasa, Qaldwin built a large qaysariyya,

containing 110 shops and maq'ads. A few meters to the south of this building and across

the street, he located a second qaysfiriyya. The site of this building was between the

nearby madrasa of al-S1ii Najm al-Din Ayyib and the bain al-Qasrain. It had sixty three

shops and four maq'ads. A row of more than thirty six wooden shops (maq'ads) abutted

the street facade of both the madrasa and the mausoleum. A bathouse and another shop

also stood next to the hospital part of his complex. An open ruin on the northern side was

probably meant for future development. Less than 200 meters to the north of the complex,

and along the same street stood another qaysdriyya, containing seventy seven shops, a

maq'ad, and an unspecified number of mustarraqas above the shops. Finally, further

south (about 600 meters) there was a rab' containing nineteen tabaqas and fifteen

mustarraqas above forty four shops and two maq'ads. 132

Al-Mu'ayyad

Al-Mu'ayyad ruled from 815-824/1412-1421. His surviving architectural legacy in

Cairo includes his large mosque with its two minarets on top of bib Zuwayla, a nearby

bath, and the now delapidated hospital near the citadel.133

The waqf of al-Mu'ayyad lists roughly fourty five different properties in Egypt and

132 Mal.kama 15 (12 Safar 685/1286). Published by M. Amin in appendix to his edition
of Ibn IHabib's Tadhdrat al-nabih. The rab' was known by al-'Alami. Many of its
residences were in ruin and it was clearly a recent acquisition that needed to be rebuilt
before it could contribute income to the endowment.
133 Index nos. 190, 410, and 257 respectively.
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Syria.134 Eighteen of these were built properties in Cairo and its environs. The remainder

were agricultural lands in Egypt and Syria and urban properties in Damascus.

Of the eighteen properties in Cairo, seven stood in the immediate vicinity of the

mosque. Across the street on the gharbi side of the mosque stood a building with 29

shops and 33 apartments (tabaqas). Along with the two minarets he built, al-Mu'ayyad

added nine tabaqas next to the mosque on top of bib Zuwayla. At another side of the

mosque stood a tannery, a stable and a tenement consisting of four tabaqas and four

riw5qs. There were also five shops. Another place across the street from the mosque. 6)

Near the western side of the mosque, stood eight unfinished q'as and three shops. At the

bari side of the mosque, he built a large bathhouse, the remains of which are still visible.

(Fig C4.2).

In the city, though not in the vicinity of the mosque (inside bib al-Sha'riyya), he

endowed six shops, a number of qA'as, a tabaqa, and a cistern. Of interest is an extensive

wakila to the north in khutt Rahbat al-'Id. The wak51a was organized around two

courtyards. It contained a total of ninety six makhzans hi.ils, two shops, six riwiqs,

fourty six tabaqas, and a stable. 135

Some 120 years after QalRin, and in a much more congested context, we see

again in al-Mu'ayyad's endowment a strong proclivity to surround a pious complex with a

variety of income generating structures.

Qltbiy

Qiytbay (ruled 872-901/1468-1496) was a prodigious builder even by Mamluk

standards. Other than his madrasa/mausoleum complex in the cemetery, he built three

other mosques in Cairo and its environs.136 Even though a number of extensive deeds

have survived, our knowledge of his extensive endowments is still incomplete.

Since Qiytbiy built his main pious foundation in the cemetery area, in the desert to

the east of the city, away from the heart of the commercial activity, we cannot expect it to

be surrounded with income generating structures. His deed reveals that most of the

134 Awqaf 938 (4 Jamlidi al-Akhar, 823/1420).
135 Awqif 938. p: 12-14.
136 These are a mosque on the island of al-Rawcda, one at birkat al-Kabsh, and one at b5b

al-Kharq. He also built a small mosque outside bib al-Qarifa. Muliammad Ibn Al.mad
ibn Iyis, Badi' al-zuh5rfi waqA'i' al-duhdr, (Istanbul: Matba'at al-Dawla, 1936), 3:321.
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supporting buildings were in the city.137 Interestingly, however, the absence of

commercial buildings around the complex did not mean that it stood by itself. The deed

mentions a residential complex across the street from his endowment. It had not been

completed at the time of the deed and is only described as consisting of an ablution place

(mTydi'), a burial place [?] (fasqiyya), and an unspecified number of tabaqas and a riwa-q

to accommodate the sifis and their sheikh.

Qiytbiy could have probably acquired enough land in a single parcel to incorporate

all the functions he wanted in his complex. However, he seems to have preferred to

acquire land on opposite sides of a street, thus allowing the programmatic parts of his

complex to span the street. As a result, his endowment engages the street more directly

and reveals a desire to define the public space and to determine its character.

Al-Ghii (Fig. C4.4)

Al-GhiH ruled from 906-922/1501-1516. His complex situated on both sides of

the main artery in al-Qihira is documented in his deed, along with its related buildings. A

partial accounting of his properties reveals a number of commercial constructions in the

vicinity of his mosque. These included a whole market (45 shops) part of which the

madrasa is located on top of. Around the madrasa was an area for ablutions, a water well,

a market of 91 shops, and twenty apartments.

It is clear from the properties surrounding his complex that al-GhUri owned enough

property to build his complex on one side of the street. He chose not to, however.

Endowments of emirs

The emirs chosen were all powerfull members of the Mamluk aristocracy, with

access to large resources.

Jawhar Lila

Jawhar Lila was a powerful Mamluk eunuch. He built a madrasa to the south of al-

Qihira. A large part of his extensive endowment deed survives.138 It shows that Jawhar

located his madrasa near his residence. Also the madrasa complex contained a q5'a for his

use. Across the street on the sharqi side stood a bathhouse that was part of the waqf.

137 The experience of Barqiq who wanted to move some of the markets next to his
complex in the cemetery. It failed and the others probably learnt from it.
138 Awqif 1021 (6 Jamidi al-Awal, 831/1428).
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There was also a tabaqa to the bahif side of the qA'a he built. He reserved the q5'a for his

use while he lived, and, following his death, for the imiim of the madrasa. Since his main

residence was nearby, he probably only used the q5'a when he visited the madrasa.

Al-Maqrizi documents an earlier example of a patron building a mosque next to their

residence. Tatar al-Ujijiziyya built an extensive palace next to her extant madrasa in the

Gamihyya quarter of al-Qiahira. The palace was part of the endowment, and after her

death it was rented by emirs. 139

Qijmis al-Ishdiq

Qijmas al-Ishiqi was a powerful emir in the late Mamluk period who led the

pilgrammage in 883-884/1479.140 He built his religious complex in a tight but very

prominent location outside al-Qihira. Located at a fork of the road in the darb al-Al.mar

area, it occupies a triangular site and part of it spans the street via a bridge.

Four surviving documents attest to Qijmas's acquisition of four plots of land for

and around his mosque. All of the parcels were waqf properties belonging to different

endowments, and their buildings stood in a ruined state. Qijmis acquired them through the

legal instrument of istibdil (exchange) over the course of five months. Three of these

plots were valued at 1850 dinars, and Qimjis acquired them in exchange for a number of

income earning properties in various parts of Cairo and valued at 2200 din-rs .141

Qurqumis

139 Al-Maqrizi, A1-khita 2:72.
140 Ibn Iyis, Bad5'i' al-zuhir, 3:146.
141 Awqif 684 (27 Dhul Jijja, 883/1479). A ruined property valued at 500 dinars is
exchanged for one valued at 700 dinars.
Awqif 680 (28 Muharram, 884/1479). A ruined property valued at 350 dinars is
exchanged for one valued at 400 dinars.
Awqif 689 (29 Rabi' Akhar, 884/1479). The values of the exchanged properties in this
document are not legible.
Awqif 671 (10 Jamad 'Awal, 884/1479). A ruined funduq valued at 1000 dinars is
exchanged for four properties valued at 1100 dinars. Renewed and made waqf by Qijmas
in 29 _, 886/1482.

It is possible that there was an element of coersion in these exchanges. During the late
Mamluk period, many waqfproperties were acquired after pressuring the overseers,
witnesses, and judges.
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The emir QurqumiJs built a pious complex in the cemetery that consisted of a

madrasa, a mausoleum, a khanqi, a burial area, and a residence for the founder. This

complex resembles the complex of Qdytbiy in a number of ways. The relationship of the

entry to the madrasa and the mausoleum is the same. The complex stands on the same side

of the street, several hundered meters to the north. It also originally included a large

residential block across the street. This was a line of sixteen tabaqas meant for the living

of the ffis. 142 These units were larger than the nine on the side that has survived, and

must have extended for at least 65 meters.

He financed his complex by a number of properties in the city. These properties

were distributed in various parts of Cairo, and no particular pattern or logic is discernable.

They included an extensive wakd1a right across the street from the al-Hakim mosque.

Conclusions

From the above examples, we can conclude that a religious complex of the Mamluk

period was rarely built by itself, but was usually surrounded by other structures related to

it. Typically these comprised commercial structures, but they could also include a form of

subsidized housing if the structure stood outside the city, away from the economic centers.

These residences in the cemetery began at the ground floor since there were no shops. In

the city, the apartments rested on top of shops. Often maq'ads lined the exterior wall of

the mosque itself to provide more commercial space.

The presence of many distant properties in endowments indicates that funds could

be monitored and collected from far flung areas. In fact, a patron could have funded a

pious complex exclusively by properties distant from the complex, such as agricultural

lands and properties in other parts of the city.143 However, the Mamluk patron preferred

142 Described in Awqaf 901 (1 Rabi' al-Akhar, 906/1500). It consisted of a surrounding
facade of cut stone, and another facade reached from a stone tunnel/vault. The second
facade was in the qiblidirection from the qiblifacade reached from the tunnel. Sixteen
doors each led to a storeroom with a latrine and a staircase which led to a small tabaqa, and
a door which led to a riw~iq with two iwins and windows that looked out over the street
between the place and the madrasa complex. Each of the tabaqas had a large lightwell that
overlooked a yard in that direction. See Appl: Awqif 901: 2-4.
143 The mosque of sultan Hasan in Cairo appears to have been funded almost exclusively
by agricultural lands and villages in Egypt and Syria. Mal.kama 40 and 365 (15 Rabi'
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to include properties directly adjacent to the pious complex. A number of reasons can be

given for this. First, a complex represented an infusion of vast amounts of funds, in the

form of salaries, supplies, and handouts into a specific area. This commitment to a specific

area undoubtedly increases the value of land around the monument. It therefore made

economic sense for the founder to capitalize on the appreciation by acquiring adjacent areas

for commercial purposes. Second, there was a tangible connection between income

generation and income consumption, with shop owners, and apartment dwellers well

aware of what their payments were supporting. Third, the immediate and sensible

relationship between the sources of income and the locus of its expenditure facilitated the

role of the supervisor in terms of oversight and collection. Fourth, grouping the

constructions allowed for a more monumental realization of the pietistic impulse.

It is difficult to compare the earnings from agricultural lands with that of urban

constructions. In terms of quantity alone, many deeds list more rural lands than urban

ones. Nonetheless, urban properties gave the endowments its identity and image with the

pious foundation as a focus.

Two examples, representing two different extremes of the urban context of an

endowment, provide further evidence of the conscious preference for a clustering of

constructions around a pious building. The complexes of Qiytbdy and Qurqumis

represent the first extreme. As buildings away from the commercial centers of the city and

built on open land, each could have easily been built as a complete complex on one side of

the street. Instead, the patrons preferred to locate some of the functions (primarily

residential) across the street.

The foundation of Qijmis al-Islqi represents the second extreme; a construction in

an already crowded urban context. The four deeds documenting his acquisition of

properties in the area for a price higher than their assessed value indicates the importance

of making room for income generating properties around a pious foundation.

The Mamluk pattern of endowment indicates a sophisticated understanding of

economic considerations in the city, and an awareness of both the economic and

expressive potentials of the endowments. The Mamluks understood that a pious building

served as a node that improved an area. The building of shops and apartments benefited

directly from the improvement. At the same time, the Mamluks realized that a pious

Akhar, 760/1359).
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building could not stand isolated in an underdeveloped area. The result of all these

considerations was a geographically sensible patronage system. Clearly these were

investments in the true sense of the word. The monument depended on its surrounding

buildings for support, and the surrounding buildings benefited from the environmental

improvements brought on by the mosque.
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C4.1a: Commercial structures in Mamluk Cairo outside al-Qihira as
mentioned by al-Maqrizi (after Raymond)
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Figure C4.1b:

0
0

Commercial structures in the Mamluk period inside al-Qihira (after
Raymond).
At the time of al-Maqrizi.
After the time of al-Maqrizi.
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Figure C4.2: Distribution of residential (rab') and commercial structures in Mamluk Cairo
(after Raymond)

* Purely residential (rab')
e Residential/commercial
o Commercial..
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Figure C4.3: Endowments of QalI'un:
1) Hospital. 2) Madrasa. 3) Mausoleum. 4) Qays~riyya. 5) Qaysdryya. 6) Line of
shops. 7) Qayssriyya. 8) Bathhouse. 9) Rab'.
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Figure C4.4: Endowments of al-Ghiri:
1) Madrasa. 2) Mausoleum, sabi-kuttsb, and khanq. 3) Ablution place. 4) Water well.

5) 45 shops of siq al-Jamaldn. 6) Market (91 shops) and rab'(20 units). 7) Waksla. 8)

Wakla. 9) Khsn al-Zarikisha.
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Chapter 5

To Sit in the Majlis or Look Out of the Iwin:

Origin and Development of a Type
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1.3 Is a multi-storied building an apartment building?

1.4 Proposed sequence and reasons for development
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2.5.1 Deir al-Bandt

2.5.2 Q5'a of Al.mad Bey Kohya

3 Early rab' units

4 Reasons for the Development and Relationship Between Residential
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4.2 From looking in to looking out

4.3 From two axes to one

4.4 From center to periphery

5 Summary
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I demonstrated in Chapter 1 that the rab'had for the most part stabilized as an

architectural type by the period of the Buril Mamluks. The variations cited in the

discussion of examples in the second chapter did not reflect, for the most part, a

development of the basic unit. Rather, they revealed how the type had already developed

to accommodate a number of different social and economic contexts.

The present chapter investigates the history of this type. How far back in time were

apartment buildings built in Egypt, and what did the early examples looks like? Did they

first appear in the Fitimid, Tulinid, or early Islamic period? How did this type of

residence develop, and what relationship did it have to other kinds of dwelling;

contemporaneous with it and earlier ones? This chapter investigates whether the

characteristics of miniaturization and rationalization, with which I characterized the

relationship of the rab' apartment to the private residence, are also valid for the earlier

periods. The investigation of relies, to a large degree, on textual sources.

Emergence of the rab'

In investigating the question of the origins of apartment constructions in Cairo, one

can no longer assume that the term rab' always meant "apartment building," or that an

apartment building was always known by the term rab'. It is therefore necessary to look

for descriptions of buildings that could be interpreted as apartment buildings, as well as to

look for early occurrences of the term by which the apartment buildings came to be

known, namely the term rab'.

Figure C5.1 illustrates the possibilities that arise from this disassociation of label

and form. Each of the five options depicts a relative time line that compares the meaning

of the word rab' with the presence or absence of structures that would qualify as apartment

buildings. The first three depict cases where the term rab' did not always mean "apartment

building." The fourth and fifth describe two different cases where the term rab' did

always mean "apartment building." An example of the last option is the word "television."

The appearance of this term is chronologically coincident with the appearance of the

television set. In such a case, a good way of dating the appearance of the physical object

"television set" would be by identifying the appearance of the word "television" in the

language.

Etymology

The word rab'is an old Arabic word found in early Arabic lexicons. Al-'Askaii
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(d.> 395/1005) writes that, "a diris also called a rab', and saying that this is the rab' of

such and such means their residence." 144 Ibn Sida (d. 458/1066) writes that, "a rab'is a

dir."145 In a hadith attributed to 'A'isha, the Prophets wife, she is said to have wanted to

sell her dwellings and used the word ribA' to refer to them.146

The word derives from the root r_b_, which means to settle or become at ease. An

early 14th century lexicon defines a rrab'of a group of people as the place where they

reside. The plural, ribA', means residences or properties. The word al-rrab'u means a

group of people.147

These sources clarify that the word rab' and the other derivations from the same

root did not have the specific meaning of an apartment building as it acquired during the

Mamluk period. However, some of its many meanings revolved around the ideas of

residence and a grouping of people. In the plural it referred to the property holdings of a

person. Given that the name did not always refer to an apartment building, we are faced

with one of the first three possibilities diagramed in Figure C5. 1:

1) The point in time when the term came to be used to refer to apartment buildings was the

point at which they appeared (Fig. C5.1a).

2) Apartment buildings existed before the usage of the term rab' changed to apply to them.

In this case other evidence for the appearance of the apartment building is necessary (Fig.

C5. 1b).

3) The apartment buildings existed before the appearance of the term rab', and when the

term rab' appeared, it referred to something else and at a later point came to refer to the

apartment building (Fig. C5. 1c).

The third situation is unlikely since the word rab'is an old Arabic word and there is

no evidence that apartment buildings existed that far back in Egypt.

Early uses of the term in Egypt

Evidence of the architectural usage of the word rab' in Egypt appears as early as

144 Al-'AskarT, Kitdb a1-.alkig, 1:255.
145 Ibn Sida; Kitsb al-mukhaa$, 116.
146 Ibn al-Athir, A1-nihiya fighaib al-hacffth wal-athar. Ed. M. al-Tanihi and T. al-Zdwi.
2:189.
147 Ibn Manzir (d. 711/1311); Lisin al-'arab (The tongue of the Arabs), (Beirut: Dr

Sidir, 1956), 8:102.
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11th century. The term occurs repeatedly in documents of the Geniza collection. Its usage

in these and other Fatimid sources indicates that it did not refer to an apartment building

per se. It seems to have referred to residential properties or estates in general, and perhaps

also to other properties which earned rent.148

For example, one of the official positions in the Fatimid court was that of the

"keeper of the rab"' ($5hib al-rab'). Al-Qalqashandi cites the text of the deed of investiture

for that position, which enjoined the appointee to protect the royal rab's in the Fatimid city

(al-q1hira al-Mu'izziyya), oversee their conditions, extract their income from its

inhabitants, see to their maintenance, and relay their revenue to the treasury. From this

text, it is clear that this official was in charge of royal estates (al-ribs' al-sultiniyya)

generating rental income. The word inhabitants in this context did not refer exclusively to

residences/dwellings, but also to other forms of space occupation, such as shops, factories,

and bathhouses. 149

In another example, an accounting of construction costs, dated 506/1112-1113,

indicates that the record was kept for the rab's in the emirial register (al-rib5' fia1-diwin

al-amiri).150 The usage here is again that of estate.

In the later Fitimid and the Ayyibid periods, the evidence is less equivocal on the

usage of the term. Many descriptions still be referred to estates in general, but other cases

seem to warrant a more specific reading of the term to mean apartment building.

In the waqf deed of the Ayyibid sultin al-'Adil, the word rab' appears repeatedly

as part of the identification of the boundaries of a location, such as the saying that the qibif

side of the property ends to the rab' of Ibn Quraysh or the rab' of the Blessed Wall (ribA'

al-sdr al-mub&rak).151 The word never identifies any of the locations being endowed,

except once, eventhough they often included residences. This suggest that the term still

148 Goitein and Gill have noted that the word was used to refer to properties in a broader
sense than in referring to a specific type of residential building. They translate the word as
"compound" or "estate". S.D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, 4:14.
149 Abi al-'Abbis A1mad al-Qalqashandi, $ubh al-a'shA f1 inA'at al-inshi (Cairo: 1910-
20) 10:449-450.
150 ACh. 10217 (506/1112-1113). In the Papyrussamlung. I am indebted to Ms. Shaun
Marmon for a knowledge of this document.
151 This refers to the wall of Cairo, as rebuilt and extended by Saladin at the beginning of
the Ayyubid period. Historians relate that he endowed a vast number of rab's (ribi') for
the maintainance of the walls.
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meant an "urban estate." The boundaries are identified as the estate of Ibn Quraysh or as

that belonging to the wall of the city, and not as the apartment building of Ibn Quraysh or

the apartment building of the city walls. In one case, a rab' property turns out to be a

stable, and in another it was the lower part of a house. 152 Other than the shops, mills, and

bathhouses, most of the urban properties are identified as a dir. This did not mean a house

in the strict sense of the word, but referred to any large construction. Hence in one

description a dir consisted of storerooms and upper level units.. 153

In his book on taxes, Al-Makhz~imi (d. 585/1189) provides a model of the

document for recording a property's income, to be written by the official in charge of the

rab'. This document includes the identification of the specific place (dir), the name of the

representative in charge of renting it, the total rent of the inhabited parts of it, a detailing by

unit (manzil), a listing of the property's q 'as and fibiq (plural of tabaqa), a mention of the

ornament of each manzil and an inventory of its wooden members doors and other

removable items, the name of the inhabitant, and the receipt of his rent. All this seems to

fit a residential description. Yet, when giving a more specific example of the contents of

such a document, al-Makhzimi uses a shop (hinht) for purposes of illustration. 154 So

here again it seems that rab' was a term that covered a range of built rental properties.

The Iraqi physician and traveller, 'Abd al-Latif al-Bughdidi (557-668/1144-1217)

visited Cairo before in 597-598/1200-1201. In his account of the troubles the city was

facing in those years, he uses the word rab'in the plural and singular on more than one

occasion. He remarks that one rab'containing around 50 units (bayt) was unoccupied,

except for the four units of the guards. 155

It is therefore clear that during the Faiimid period and through most of the AyyUbid

period, rab' did not refer specifically to an apartment building, but to the more general

152 Mahkama 2 (29 Ramadan 613/1217).
153 Ma1hkama 2.

154 Abul Hussain 'All bin Abi 'Amr 'Utmin b. YUsuf al-Makhzdimi, A1-minhij i 'im al-
kharsj, Ms. British Library no. Add. 23, 483. Text is cited in Ayman Fu'd Sayyid, La
Capitale de I Egypte a l'epoque Fatimide al-Q5hira et al-Fusftt, essai de reconstitution
topographique, unpublished PhD dissertation, (Paris: University of Paris, 1986), 3:726.
155 'Abd al-Latif al-Bughdidi. Kitsb al-ifa-da wal-i'tibiir if al-umr al-mushshada wal-
hawidith al-mu'iyana bi arl migr (The book of benefit and wisdom in the observed
matters and witnessed events in the land of Egypt), (Cairo: Matba'at al-Majala al-Jadida,
1931): 55, 58.
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category of urban income generating properties. The word probably underwent a gradual

change in its usage. This may have occured earlier in some segements of the society, such

as the popular level, than in the official registers. The question now is whether there was a

formalized apartment dwelling at the early period when the word rab'had a more general

meaning? I will address that after considering the evidence of early multi-level buildings

in Cairo.

Is a multi-storied building an apartment building?

As early as the 10th century, accounts of the urban settlement on the Nile mention

multi-storied buildings. Speaking about Fusti4, the chronicler al-Istakhii (fl. circa

339/950) remarks about the height of buildings which were in excess of seven levels. 156

Ibn Hawqal (fl. 331-366/943-977) describes the houses (dir) of Fustit as consisting of

seven, six, and five levels (tabaqit), with as many as 200 people living in a dir.157 Al-

Muqaddasi (d. >377/987) likens the four and five level buildings in Fustit to minarets. He

also writes that they were lit from the inside and that as many as 200 people lived in one

dir.15 8

Nigir-e Khosriw, who visited Egypt in 439/1047 speaks of buildings in Fustdt of

seven and fourteen floors. He mentions hearing from "a reliable merchant" that the city

had many buildings with rooms for rent, measuring thirty by thirty cubits and

accommodating 350 people.159 He stayed in a house in al-Qdhira of four levels, and he

relates that the houses of this city were not adjacent to each other. 160

156 Abi Ishiq bin Mulammad al-Farisi Al-Istakhri, MasXlik al-Mam5lik. Ed de Goeje
(Leiden, 1870), (Cairo: 1961): 39.
157 Ibn l;awqal, $rat al-ard. Ed. J.H. Kramers, (Leiden: 1938-9), p: 137 in Cairo
edition.
158 Al-Muqaddasi, Ahsan al-taqisim fima'rifat al-'aqlfm(The best of classification for
the knowledge of regions), ed. De Goeje (Leiden: E.J. Brill 1906), second edition: 197.
The statement about being lit from inside presumably means that the buildings had
courtyards.
159 Nigir-e Khosriw, Safamameh.: 58. It is not clear whether the measurments and
number of inhabitants refer to the whole building or to each room. The former seems
more realistic, though in Thackston's edition it is translated it as referring to the rooms.
W.M. Thackston, Niger-e Khosrw's Book of Travels (Safarnima), published as number
36 in the Persian Heritage Series (New York: Bibliotheca Persica, 1986): 53.
160 Ibid.: 50. Again Thackston's edition gives a different reading. In his translation it is
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These accounts are difficult to reconcile with the archaeological evidence and the

archival records starting from the 11th century. The houses excavated in Fustit, dating

roughly from the Ti1inid and Faiimid periods (9th - 12th cent.), could not have stood

higher than three levels. 161 These excavations are in a relatively limited area of the whole

city and may not be representative. At the same time, the vast majority of residential

buildings described in the documents from the Fatimid, Ayy-5bid, and Maml6k periods

consisted of two residential levels on top of a commercial level. On rare occasion we find

a description of a building containing three residential levels above a commercial one. 162

This amounts to three or four floors, including the ground level--a far cry from the

numbers conveyed by the historical accounts.

It is possible that the travellers counted each of the mezzanine levels present in a

typical apartment as another floor. It is not unreasonable that they would have counted

them as such because units often had two sets of windows on top of each other. Using

- such a convention, a building described by travellers as six storied would represent three

residential units on top of each other, which corresponds with the heights recorded in the

archives. The fourteen levels mentioned by Niger-e Khusraw, however, cannot be

reconciled with the archival descriptions.163

Another way to reconcile the difference between the early accounts of high

buildings and the lower heights found in later documents supposes that the building stock

had changed dramatically from high towers to lower and more closely knit fabric in the

interim. That is, the kinds of buildings described as typical of Fustit up to the 11th

century differed from the buildings recorded in the Geniza documents and later deeds,

namely those dating from the 11th century onwards. Goitein has proposed that the

not clear that Ndgir-e Khosriw stayed in this building.
161 As argued by Antoni A. Ostraz based on the width of the open courtyards, in "The
Archaeological Material for the Study of the Domestic Architecture at Fustat," Africana
Bulletin 26 (Warszawa: 1977): 81-82.
162 An example is a funduq in in darb al-Aswini in al-Q-hira described in Mahkama 26
(18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 717/1317-8). The funduq consisted of 8 store rooms inside and had
three shops outside. The residences were reached from a separate door on the street. See
App2: Malhkama 26: 10-11.
163 Another possibility is that there were additional floors built out of temporary materials
which were not described in endowment deeds. This is unlikely to have been practiced
extensively without some indictation of it in the archival records.
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buildings of the earlier historical accounts were tower houses similar to those still found in

southern Arabia, reflecting the habits of the early Arab settlers in Egypt.164

Proposed sequence and reasons for development

Even though the word rab' does not appear in Fatimid and Ayyibid documents in

specific reference to apartment buildings, there is ample evidence of the existence of

structures meant for the housing of a number of people. Some of the above mentioned

accounts refer to multi-level buildings rented to hundreds of people. Detailed archival

descriptions reveal that private residences often had two doors. One served the lower level

(sufl or qi'), and the second served the upper level ('ulu). The latter sometimes consisted

of a number of units (manzils, tabaqas, or riwiqs).

This second access differed from the one known as bib al-sirr (secret door),

commonly found in the houses of the Mamluk period. The bib al-sirr served as an

alternate entrance and exit to the same house, whereas the second door of these

descriptions provided access exclusively to the upper floor of the house. There is no

indication that one could reach the upper level residences from the lower level ones. A

document of 717/1317, describes a dir as having two doors. The first led to a q5'a and the

second to four tabaqas. This place was not identified as a rab'. It was called a dir.165

Based on the evidence outined thus far, a sequence of development can be proposed

that ties in general terms the form "apartment building" and the label rab'. The

development occured as a transformation of the courtyard house, which was probably the

earliest type. At this early time, the term rab'referred to houses and estates in general. In

response to the increase in the density of the city and its development as an important

trading center, rooms in private houses were rented out. As this practice became more

common, private residences were built with the prior conception that a part of them would

be rented out. This was done by providing a separate entrance for the upper stories. At

this time, the term rab' still referred to estates and properties. In time, buildings appeared

that were exclusively for rent. The upper parts of residences were developed and built as

entities onto themselves independent of what was below them. They were now built on

top of other non-residential constructions. By the end of the Ayyibid period, this type of

construction came to be known as a rab'.

164 Goitein, Mediterranean Society, 4:58-59.
165 Mahkama 26.
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In trying to explain the development of this type of housing in Cairo we must keep

in mind that the settlement was constrained by the Nile flood plain to the west and the

desert and the Muqqatam hills to the east.166 This constraint coupled with the intensely

commercial character of the city resulted in a very dense fabric, with vertical extension as

the reasonable solution.

The paying of rent for a dwelling or place of work was a common practice in many

early Muslim cities. What eventually distinguished Cairo was the presence of full-fledged

apartments built exclusively for that purpose. This must be taken as an indication of the

existance of a sizable portion of the native population with cash resources. Their income

was not sufficient to purchase or build their own residence within a reasonable distance

from their employment, and they were not servants or dependents of any segment of

society that would provide them with accommodations.

The development of the Cairene 95'a: some considerations

I have explained the appearance of the apartment building as a formalization and

transformation of the upper parts of the private dwelling. To discuss this further,

especially in terms of what early apartments looked like, the changes in the residential

architecture in general must be considered.

In a lecture delivered at Princeton University in 1947, the late K. A. C. Creswell

discussed developments in the study of Islamic art. One of the questions he presented for

resolution was how the Fusti type of house gave way to that known as the Cairene

type.167 Almost forty years later, the question remains unanswered. While more

excavations have been conducted since those cited by Creswell, they have all taken place in

Fustat and have not revealed anything indicating a transition to the later Cairene type.168

At the same time, a number of new studies have greatly improved our awareness and

166 Any outward expansion had to be in a north south direction, and the northern one was

the historical one, probably because that was the general direction of travel.
167 K. A. C. Creswell, "Problems in Islamic Architecture," The Art Bulletin 35, no. 1
(March 1953): 1-7.
168 Since the work of Aly Bahgat and Albert Gabriel, separate excavations have been
conducted by Hassan al-Hawary, Gamal Mehrez, and George Scanlon. The archaeological
evidence is well summarized in Antoni A. Ostrasz, "The Archaeological Material for the
Study of the Domestic Architecture at Fustat," Africana Bulletin 26 (Warszawa: 1977): 57-
86.
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understanding of the Cairene residence dating from the Mamluk period. 169 The gap

between the two--that is, the late Fitimid and the Ayybid periods--has remained outside

our grasp.

The aim here is not to answer the question posed by Creswell, at least not

definitively. Rather, I present new evidence that sheds light on the development in the

residential architecture of Cairo and Fustit. This evidence has been gleaned primarily from

archival sources, and has been complemented by the re-presentation of three extant

buildings that are relevant to the subject at hand.

The houses of Fustit

The dwellings excavated in Fustdt represent the first of the two types of dwelling of

relevance to the investigation of the changes in Cairene housing (Figure C5.2). The

excavations by Bahgat, Scanlon, and others show that each of these houses, built in the

Tildnid and Fdtimid periods, consisted of a large courtyard which could not have been

permanently covered. The courtyard contained one or more of what might be called Twins

opening onto it. More important, however, was the presence of an element, that may be

superficially described as an iwin separated from the courtyard by a tripartite portico.

Creswell called this arrangement the T-plan or the Simarri bayt, as it was found in

Abbdsid Simarri.170 Typically there were two of them on opposite sides of the courtyard.

The openings on the remaining sides of the court were often positioned so as to maintain a

symmetry in the elevation of the courtyard walls. The courtyards have a major axis, and a

minor cross axis. The T-plan element(s) formed the major axis, and smaller side Twins

formed the other.171 The spaces around the court depended on the courtyard for their light,

169 For an early survey, see Edmond Pauty, Les palais et les maisons de l'epoque
musulmane du Caire (Cairo: 1933). For a study of early Mamluk residences, see
Alexandre Lezine, "Les salles nobles des palais Mamelouks," Annales Islamologiques 10
(Cairo: I.F.A.O., 1972): 63-148. For an architectural survey of the medieval residences in
Cairo, see Jacques Revault and Bernard Maury, Palais et maisons du Caire du XIVe au
XVIe siecle 4 vols. (vol. 3 in collaboration with Mona Zakariya and vol. 4 by B. Maury
only), published in the series: Memoires ... de 1'I.F.A.0, vols. 96,100, 102, 108, (Cairo:
Impr. de l'I.F.A.O., 1975, 1977, 1979, & 1983). For an analytical and synthetic study, see
Jean-Claude Garcin et al, Palais et maisons du Caire (Paris: editions du C.N.R.S., 1982).
170 K.A.C. Creswell, The Muslim Architecture of Egypt (Oxford: The Clarendon Press,
1932-40) 1:121, 128.
171 The degree of biaxiality varies from building to building. Some, such as House VI
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as they were often surrounded by building on the other three sides. The size and

arrangement of this T-plan element suggests that it was the most important element in the

houses of Fustit. The courtyard of this house served as a distribution point to most other

parts of the residence. From the dir-qA'a one reached the latrine, other rooms besides the

T-plans, and the upstairs spaces.

Laila Ibrahim, in concurring with Creswell in pointing out the similarity of the

Fustit plan with the plans of the residential units uncovered in Simarri, has suggested that

this plan was most likely introduced into Egypt from Iraq in the time of Alhmad Ibn Tiiln,

who had been sent to Egypt as representative of the Abbisid Caliph in 254/868.

According to the very interesting and unique account by the 10th-century historian al-

Mas'idi (d. 346/957), this unit had been adopted in Simarri from the Iird region of

northern Iraq only a few years before, under the Caliph al-Mutawakkil (232-247/847-86 1).

The importance of his account warrants its citation in full:

And al-Mutawakkil originated in his days a construction that people
had not known. And it is known as the hii with two sleeves and (several)
porticos (kummayn wa arwiqa). And it is that one of his storytellers told
him that a Nu'mini king of al-Ifira from Ban! Nagr introduced a building in
his habitat which was al-Hlira, in the image of war and its form because of
his fascination with it and his leaning towards it, so that its memory would
not part from him at all times. And so the portico had in it the seat (majlis)
of the king which is the chest ($adr) with the two sleeves (kummin) to the
left and right. And in the two bayts that are the pair of sleeves would be his
close attendants (khawiig), and in the right of the two of them is the
clothing closet (khazdnat al-kiswa) and in the left what is needed of drink.
And the space of the portico is taken up/permeated by the chest ($adr) and
the two sleeves, and the three doors are over the portico. And this
construction was called to this day "the hiriwith two sleeves" in reference to
al-Hira. And the people followed al-Mutawakkil's lead in this and it became
famous to this end. 172

are clearly axial in layout. Others, such as House III are more bi-axial. For a detailed
discussion of the axiality of the different houses, see Ostrasz, "The Archaeological
Material,":72-77.
172 My translation from Ab al-Iasan 'Ali al-Mas'5di, Murij al-dhahab wa ma 'din al-

jawhar (Beirut: Dar al-Andalus, 1966) 4:4-5; Cited in L. Ibrahim, "Residential
Architecture in Mamluk Cairo," Muqarnas 2 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984):

59, nt: 32. My translation is more literal than that of Ibrahim to leave open the
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The ramifications of this evocative account deserve extensive analysis. I cite it here,

however, for the purpose of later showing that the connection between the type of

residence described by al-Mas'di and that found in Fustit was a contemporary one and

not just the result of our finding similarities in the plans from Fustit and Samarri.

The houses of al-Qhira

The Mamluk residence from the the mid- 14th century represents the second type of

residence of relevance to the discussion of the development of the Cairene house. As a

more recent type with numerous extant examples, it is better documented. The main

characteristics. of this type of house have already been dealt with in Chapter 1. The area of

the Mamluk house analogous to the courtyard of the Fustit house is not the open yard.

The kind of order seen in the Fustit houses was found in the qi'a of the Mamluk house

with its covered ddr-q 'i.173 Light entered the q'a from a number of sources, including

the clerestory around the dr-qii'a, windows at the end of wins, and other openings off

the side of the dir-qii'a and the Ywiins.

The ddr-qJ'a of the Cairene q5'a also served as a distribution point to other spaces,

but not to the same degree as the uncovered courtyard of the Fustit house. However, it is

not a cul-de-sac in the way that we have seen in the rab'units.

A number of questions present themselves at this point. Where there apartment

units to speak of at the time that the private residence consisted of T-shaped spaces

opening onto an uncovered courtyard? If so, did these apartments resemble the private

residence of their time, in the same way that later apartment units resembled Mamluk

houses? In other words, was an apartment always a miniaturization and rationalization of

the private dwelling? Finally, did both types of dwellings undergo the change from T-plan

to Twin at the same time, or was there a significant time lag?

I will show, by looking more closely at the T-plan and win elements, that the

change from a residence based on the former to one based on the latter was not a trivial

one. It was not simply a matter of removing a portico and ending up with an Twin, and it

interpretation of some of the terms.
173 Bi-axial qi'as are very rare in the Mamluk period. The side opening are vestiges of
Twins. In religious buildings, we see a greater degree of bi-axiality in the layout of the
central space.
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should not be seen as a stylistic choice between similar elements.

The majlis vs. the Twin

My analysis of the changes relies on documents that span the period from the 11th

century through the whole Mamluk period. It is therefore important to identify the

contemporary name of the so-called T-plan element or the Simarri bayt Early Mamluk

waqfs and Solomon Goitein's work on the Geniza documents reveal that the primary

candidate for the name of this unit is majlis, an Arabic word from the root jalasa, to sit.

The term literally means a seat, a place of sitting, or a gathering of people. As such, most

scholars have interpreted its usage as referring to the act of gathering and not to the space

in which the gathering happened. Those that took it to refer to a space did not generally

see it as having a specific form. They have simply translated it as an "audience hall" or

"sitting room".174 In the few instances where scholars understood it as referring to a

specific kind of space, they misinterpreted it as some kind of iwin.175 Goitein remains the

main exception who has correctly identified the term with the main element of the Fustit

house. 176

A Geniza document dated by Goitein at around 1190 A.D. describes a house in

Fustt as containing a large qi'a consisting of two majlises opposite each other.

According to the document, folding doors with carved soffits and exteriors covered each

majlis. Each also contained a marble panelled windcatcher (bd5hanj) with folding doors.

One majlis, described as longish with marble-covered walls, contained two carved wooden

maqpl's (lateral section or screen?). Each maqta'had a door leading to a single sleeve

(fardat kumm) adjacent to it (We note here the use of the word kumm or sleeve, which had

appeared in al-Mas'iid's account). The qi'a also contained two suffas facing each other--

recesses in the remaining two sides of the courtyard which are probably what have been

174 For example see J. Bloom, "The Origins of Fatimid Art," Muqarnas 3 (Leiden: E.J.

Brill, 1985): 28.
175 For example see J.C. Garcin, "Habitat M6didval et Histoire Urbaine a Fustit et au

Caire," Palais et Maison du Caire, 1:143-216. The plan on page 172 labels both the Twin

and the majlis in a Cairene building (Deir al-Bandt) as a majlis. This building will be
discussed below. The plan on page 179 labels the smaller of the two Twins in another
Cairene building as a majlis.
176 Solomon Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, The Jewish Communities of the Arab

World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, vol. 4 Daily Life (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1983): 65.
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understood as the small !wins in the Fustil houses. The courtyard, apparently unroofed,

contained a fountain and had marble floors and walls. 177

Documents repeatedly mention folding doors of carved wood over the majlis and its

sleeves ('alayhi wa 'a1s kummayh abw5b manqisha or 'alayhi wa 'a1i kummayh abw5b

mitwih).178 We may conclude, therefore, that doors were a common feature of this

architectural element, though in some cases a majlis is explicitly described as having no

doors. Often in such cases, the description explains that the facade of the majlis was

supported on two columns or four double columns. 179

Two deeds dated 658/1260 and 684/1285, refer to the majlis element by the full

name of al-majlis al-hHii bi kummayn, which translates as "the Hiii type of majlis with a

pair of sleeves." 180 This corroborates al-Mas'idi's account in its indication that it was

commonly accepted that this type of unit had been taken from al-Hiri. Further

confirmation comes from the thematic dictionary of Ab5 Hilal al-'Askari (d. after

395/1005), who defines the word 'araqa as "the piece of wood that crosses the door of the

uri." In a footnote, the editor states that the word majlis appears near the word al-hi.181

Since the manuscript he edited is a copy made in the 6th-7th century/12th-13th century

from an original that had marginal notes by Abi Man Ur Mawhib al-Jawiliqi, a linguist

177 Geniza document in the Taylor-Schechter collection TS K 25, f. 251. Published by S.
D. Goitein, "A Mansion in Fustat: a Twelfth Century Description of a Domestic
Compound in the Ancient Capital of Egypt," The Medieval City, edited by Harry Miskimin
et al (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1977): 163-178. The description given is my
translation from the Arabic text provided by Goitein of an Arabic document written in
Hebrew characters, as is the case with most of the Geniza material. Here again, I present a
more literal translation of the text.
178 For mention of a majlis with doors over it and its sleeves, see in the Dar al-Wathi'iq
collection: Mahkama 4 (24 Dhul Qi'da, 637/1240), Mal.kama 7 (12 Rajab, 659/1261),
Mal.1kama 11 (24 Rabi' al-Akhar, 668/1269). The date given with each document is that of
the earliest deed in the document.
179 For mention of a majlis without doors over it and supported on columns, see in the
Ministry of Waqfs collection, Awqif 706 (23 Dhul Iijja, 684/1286).
180 Karaite documents numbers 5 and 17 as summarized in Richards, "Arabic
Documents," 109, 112.
181 Al-'Askadl, Kitsb al-talkhT$, 1:296 and n. 1. Incidentally, the word hirf is not defined
in this lexicon, which along with its citation as part of the definition of another term
('araqa) indicates that it was widely known and therefore did not need explanation.
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from Baghdad who died in 540/1145,182 the word majlis is most likely a clarification from

that date at the latest.

In fact, rereading many of the well-known sources for Islamic history with this

revised understanding of the word majlis--as an architectural space of known

characteristics and not as a generic seat or gathering--not only supports this revision, but

more importantly, results in a better understanding of those texts. For instance, in his

memoirs, the Syrian amir 'Usima Ibn Munqidh, relates an incident that occured while in

Cairo from 1144 to 1154. He was a guest of the Fatimid Caliph al-Hiafiz and was staying

in a house in al-Qihira. During a day of civil strife in the city, a Sudanese, fleeing some

attackers, reached the top of 'Usima's house and jumped off the edge of the q'a to a high

fig tree growing in the court. He climbed down, entered from a sleeve (kumm) of a majlis

near him and, after stepping on a copper light fixture, hid behind luggage in the majlis. 183

Clearly the court of this house that contained a majlis was not covered.

We also find the word majlis in a number of stories in The Thousand and One

Nights (Alf layla wa layla ) in a number of contexts: one enters a majlis, or someone is

outside the door of the majlis. The word fwin also appears, but in different stories, and its

context is quite distinct from that of majlis. One ascends to the Twin, and doors are never

associated with it.184

The majls also apprears repeatedly in the more established historical sources, such

as in the descriptions of the Fiimid palaces and ceremonials that have come down to us

through the works of al-Maqrizi and al-Qalqashandi. A majlis is noted as the main element

of what was called Qi'at al-Dhahab (Golden Q5'a) in the Fitimid palace, built by the

Caliph al-'Aziz (365-386/975-996) and renewed in 428/1037 by al-Mustangir (427-

487/1036-1094). During the reign of al-Amir (495-524/1101-1130), it replaced the great

Twin as the site of the primary audiences of the Fatimid court. Ibn al-Tuwair's account of

the Caliph's twice-weekly audience portrays him enthroned inside the majils while the

wazir and the rest of the court stand outside. The doors of the majls are closed with

182 Ibid., editor's introduction, 1:18.
183 'Usima Ibn Munqidh, Kitzb al-I'tibdr edited by Philip Hitti (Princeton: Princeton

Univ. Press, 1930): 9-10.
184 Kit5b aiflayla wa layla (The Book of a Thousand and One Nights) edited by Muhsin

Mahdi (Leiden: Brill, 1984): nights numbers 166, 172, 149*, 151*, 158*, and 159* for

majlis and nights numbers 34 and 216 for Twin. I am indebted to Mr. Mohammad Al-

Assad for most of these references.
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curtains draped over it. At a signal given by the guardian of the majlis (gzhib al-majlis),
the two attendants pull the drapes, revealing the Caliph inside. After verses from the

Qur'in are read, the wazTr enters the majils and greets the Caliph.185

Important to my argument for the formal specificity of the term majlis is that it

practically disappears from the descriptions of buildings found in later deeds in Egypt.

When used in later documents, it invariably refers to older buildings that are either in ruin

or under renewal, with the majlis being converted into an Twin. 186 This implies a close

185 As transmitted by al-Maqiziin A1-khija4,1:385-386, and al-Qalqashandi in Subh al-
a'shi, 3:494-496.
186 An example of such a renovation is found in Awqif 627 (23 Jamidi al-Akhar,
753/1352), which describes a house located outside al-Qdhira below the citadel. When the
property is sold in 753/1352, it contained a "hanging" q 'a that consisted of a majlis and
an win. When it is made waqfin15 Shawil, 832/1429, the same place is described as a
riw5q consisting of two wins. One of them is large and the second is smaller. The
smaller win had a clothing closet in it. A small deed attesting to a sale dated 15, Rabi' al-
Awal, 79(6)/1394 refers to "what was renewed" as part of the sale. The conversion of the
majlis into an iwin may well have been part of this renewal. If so, then it would have
happened before 796/1394. See App2: Awqif 627: 1-6.

Another example is documented in Awqif 624 (3 Rabi' al-Awal 810/1407). Here, a
recently renovated house is described in both its pre- and post-renovation states. The first
description says that it consisted of a qA'a and a large .abaqa and related spaces. Each of
the qii'a and the tabaqa consisted of an Ywin, a diir-qd'a, and a majlis. After renovation,
the place consisted of a q'a and two tabaqas. The qd'a seems unchanged except for the
addition of doors that were missing over its majlis. The tabaqa, on the other hand, is
replaced by two tabaqas, each of the single-iwin type. See App2: Awqif 624: 1-2.

Another example is found in an endowment deed dated 1 Rabi' al-Akhar, 837/1433. Here
one of the properties had a tabaqa consisting of an win and a majlis, which was then
converted into a double-win riwiq with the converted one described as small (latif). This
was a residence outside al-Qihira in khutt darb bin al-Bibi in the Salibiyya area. It
consisted of a stable, riwsq and two tabaqas. The stable had place for four horses.
Another door led upstairs to a riwiq that used to be a tabaqa. The two tabaqas are above
the riwiq and had not been finished at the time. Awqif 188, 11: 206-214 See App2:
Awqif 188: 13.

Yet another case of the conversion of a majlis into an win is documented in Ibn Duqmq,
Kitzb al-intigr li-wisitat 'aqd al-am gr (Bulaq: 1893) 4:96-7. Here the ustaddr 'Alam al-
Din Sanjar al-Maghribi rented a property in Fustit in 654/1256 and built on it a house with
an eastern win and a western majlis. The property changed hands twice and ended up
with al-$ihib 'Izz al-Din who tore down the majlis, raised its roof and rebuilt it as an Twin.
All of this was prior to the end of 677/1279 when the property changed hands again. I am
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association between the term and the form, since the term dropped out of use with the

gradual disappearance of the form. It was not forgotten, however, presumably in part

because a number of examples of it continued to exist.

There might be justification for extending a typologically specific reading of the

term further back in time. We may, for instance, interpret al-Mas'idi's text as

distinguishing the bfritype from a type of majlis built prior to al-Mutawakil's innovation.

With time, the ifriqualifier would have been dropped as that type became the predominant

form, and it was referred to simply by the term majls.

The Geniza document discussed earlier described a residential unit comprising two

majlises facing each other across a courtyard. On the other hand, a number of early

documents in the A wqif collections describe the main parts of a house as consisting of an

Ywin and a majlis with a djr-qi'a in between. 187 Thus at different points in time Cairo had

houses with majlises, houses made up of wins, and houses combining a majlis and an

win. In the miore grandiose houses, the q5'a consisted of up to four main spaces. The

qd'a of a large house belonging to Ardakin consisted of two majlises, an win, and a deep

$uffa.188

Having learnt more about the majlis from the documents, and having seen it coexist

in some buildings with the win, it is necessary to review the main characteristics of the

two forms.

The majlis depended on the courtyard for its light and view. This is because it did

not have windows in its back wall, and its only openings were the doors onto the

courtyard. These doors (particularly the high central one) served as the inlet of light and

also provided privacy. The win is quite the opposite. It never had doors onto the ddr-

q'a and surprisingly it typically had windows looking out on the street. It received light

from both directions and was more public in comparison to the majlis becaue it was

visually directly accessible from the ddr-qd'a.

This is a very peculiar and somewhat contradictory situation. One would expect the

win, that was so open to the interior of the house, to be closed off from the outside and

indebted to Nasser Rabbat for this reference.
187 Karaite 5, Karaite 17, Malkama 4, Mahkama 7, and Makama 11 as cited above.

188 Mahkama 26 (18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 707/1308 ). See App2: Mahkama 26: 1-2.
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not have windows in its back wall. 189 Similarly, we would expect that the majlis, which

was somewhat removed from the dr-qi'a by the screen wall and could have been closed

off completely, would have openings on the other side. This paradox suggests that, along

with the change from one form to the other, other factors determined the final treatment of

each of them, and that these factors operated at roughly the same time that one form was

dropped for the other.

Changes in Cairene housing

A statistical survey of the archival documents provides a clear picture of the

constitution of houses during the late Fatimid, Ayyubid, and early Mamluk periods--that is,

during the period when the changes are occurring. I have compiled descriptions for 917
residential units located in 88 residential properties or compounds. 190 A compound may

be a large house, apartment building, or other structure and would normally consist of

lower-level units, going by the name of q5'a, and upper-level units, going by the name

tabaqa, riwdq, or manzil. I have summarized this information in two different formats.

The first format, shown in Figure C5.3, presents information on different types of

units by the date of the document in which they are described. The information is

aggregated into 50-year increments, except for the period 1150-1250 A.D. which is

aggregated into 100 years because of the relative scarcity of descriptions from this period.

The graph shows what percent of the units mentioned in the documents within a given

time period were of the single-majlis, the double-majlis, the majlis-Twdn, the double-Twdn,

or the single-win type. To maintain the distinction between the lower- and upper-level

units, they are shown on two different lines. All the qi'as described in one time period are

represented by a bar of a unit dimension with its differently shaded subdivisions indicating

the different types of qA'as that fall in that time period. In other words, the shaded

subdivisions of each bar indicate what percent of the q'as of a given time period are of the

single-majlis type, the double-majlis type, the majlis-lwin type, the double-iwin type, or

the single-Twin type. The same system is followed in representing the information about

189 In fact the treatment of the Twin in other parts of the Muslim world, is much more as
an introverted form. This can still be seen in the iwihs of surviving Damascene houses.

190 The descriptions are taken from the following 40 documents: Ma1kama numbers 2, 3,
4,7, 10, 11, 15, 16,20,21,22,26,32,33,38,45,46,47,48,50, 51,52, 56,229,274,
and 366; Awqif numbers 67, 153, 184, 531, 610, 623, 627, 651, 706, and 1143 mukarrar
; Karaite numbers 5 and 17; Geniza number TS K 25, f. 251; and document number A.Ch.
10727 in the Papyrussammlung of the Austrian National Library.
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the composition of the upper-level units (manzil, tabaqa, or riw5q) of each compound. The

two numbers separated by a slash and appearing above each time period indicate

respectively the number of units and the number of properties in that sample.

The information in this graph can be seen as potentially representing the constitution

of the housing stock in Cairo at different points in time. I say potentially because we must

first consider the extent to which the extant archives represent the housing stock in Cairo.

The answer to such a consideration lies in two questions: to what extent were inhabited

residential buildings represented in documents, and to what extent do surviving documents

reflect the original archival collection?

The different types of documents that were kept as records directly pertaining to

buildings were many and have been discussed in Preliminary Remarks I. A rental

property would appear repeatedly in rent contracts which were usually annual. As such,

they would seem to be an ideal record for our purposes, but very few of them survive.

Owner-occupied buildings did not appear in rent contracts, but it is likely that many of

them were eventually made waqf and would therefore be represented in waqf deeds, which

constitute the vast bulk of the extant archival collection. Although buildings appeared less

frequently in sale contracts than in rental ones, a sizable number of sale contracts exists,

though most document properties that subsequently became waqf 19 1 At the end of its life,

a waqfproperty, if delapidated, may appear in an exchange deed, a few of which survive.

Even if it can be established that the extant archives reflect a representative picture

of the kind and relative number of properties built in Cairo, some of the newer buildings

described would have to be excluded from the sample before it can be taken as a direct

representation of the housing stock at different points in time. To understand why this is

so, let us assume that all the extant deeds referred to buildings that had just been built, as is

often the case with mosques or madrasas. In such a situation, the descriptions could not

be taken as indicating the general state of mosques or madrasas, but only the state of the

new ones. Ideally, therefore, our sample for a given period would not include a greater

proportion of newly built residences than would have been newly built at the time. .

While it is not yet possible to know how representative the extant records are, it is

my impression that they are biased toward newer constructions. This is due to the

191 For an extensive study of sale documents with texts of some sixty deeds, see the

unpublished dissertation of Zaynab Mahfuiz Hand, Wathi'iq al-bay' fimirkhil51a al-'agr

al-maml5ki(S ale Documents in Egypt During the Mamluk Period), Ph.D. dissertation no.

2336 (Cairo: Cairo University, 1977).
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relatively greater number of waqf deeds, which do not give much information about those

buildings several hundred years old that did continue to exist.

The first format, which presents the housing stock in Cairo at different periods in

time, imposes a number of limitations on the kinds of questions we can ask about the

movement from a majlis- based to an win- based residential architecture. Though it
demonstrates that the change did occur, it masks some information that could be relevant to
understanding the reasons for the change. Because we are looking at the state of the

housing stock at different periods of time, and not at the building activity, we do not know

whether we are seeing the result of a sudden and universal change in building taste under

slow building rates, or the result of a very slow change in building tastes under rapid

building activity. Either could yield the same rate of change in the state of the housing

stock.

Taking a more ambitious direction, we could consider what was being built at what

time rather than what existed at a given point in time. This would require our looking at
the dates of construction rather than the dates of description. With knowledge of these we

could trace the era and location of changes as well as the pace at which they spread

throughout the society. Such information could indicate how resistant the tradition was to

change: did both types continue being built for some time, or was it a sudden shift as if

following a decree or a building regulation? The task, then, would be to find out the age of

each building at the time of the deed, so that it can be put it in its proper chronological

order. The obstacles to this are numerous, however. Unlike pious buildings, which were
usually built by the founder, income-generating buildings, of which the houses are a part,
were often purchased from someone else, inherited from a parent, or acquired in some
other way; thus their age at the time of a deed could vary extensively.

We can make some headway by a close reading of the texts, which occasionally hint
at the state of the building at the time of the deed. Some indicators are such descriptions as

al-dir al-mustajadda, a "renewed residence," or muzminat al-bind', of "old construction."

In other cases, parts of a building are in some state of ruin, which we might in general
ascribe to age rather than to some specific recent calamity. Relative descriptors are helpful,
but they do not give a concrete indication of the number of years involved. In a few
instances, however, the property discussed is famous enough to be mentioned in other
historical sources that indicate its age. For example, the qaysdrlyya of Jaharkas is
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described in detail in a deed dated 707/1307.192 We learn from Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir via al-

Maqrizi that this building is attributed to the amir Fakhr al-Din Jaharkas, who built it in

592/1196, about 110 years before the deed that describes it.193 Another example is the

qaysriryya of Bani Hishim, of which we have a description in a waqf deed dated

795/1393.194 Again with the help of Ibn 'Abd al-Zhir via al-Maqrizi, we learn that this

building was attributed to Sharaf al-Din Ibrahim Ibn Quraysh, who had renewed it. He

lived from 572-643/1177-1245, and so we can use the date of 1210 as an approximate date

of his work, which is about 180 years before its deed.195

At this point in the research, I have used an adjustment age of five years for

renewed buildings, ten years for unspecified buildings, and fifty years for older buildings.

Using these fairly conservative estimates, the result is Figure 3. The pitfalls of this method

are numerous. I have already mentioned that it requires knowledge of the date of

construction. It also assumes that we can ascribe a single date to a whole compound--a

tenuous assumption. It is clear from the documents that the upper floors were more likely

to deteriorate than the lower levels. Given this, it is reasonable to assume that the upper

parts of a house generally represent a later building date than the lower parts. 196 To correct

for this in our graph, we would have to show different dates for the two parts of the

building. Similarly, to lump all the q 'a units of a single residence in one time period may

also be incorrect. The compound may have been assembled from a number of properties

of different ages, and some may have been rebuilt more recently. These are all

considerations that mitigate the usefulness of the information as presented so far.197

192 Mahkama 20 (14 Muharram 707/1307).

193 Al-Maqrizi, A1-khitat 2:87-88.
194 Awqif 153 (18 Rajab, 795/1393).

195 Al-Maqrizi, Al-khitat, 2:93. The qaysariyya is mentioned as one of the boundaries of

a property in Mahkama 2 (dated 19 Ramadan 613/1216), so the building was up by then.

196 The fourth property described in Mal.kama 16 (dated 27 Rajab, 687/1288) contains a

qd'a and two tabaqas. The tabaqas are described as renewed and their construction was

not yet complete (mustajada ]am takmal 'imiratiha yawma'idh).
197 Actually two other considerations bias the data given above, stemming from the

vicissitudes of my work on the Cairo archives on three different occasions. In the first

two efforts, my emphasis was on later deeds (mostly after 784/1382) and descriptions of

apartment buildings. During the third period of research, my emphasis was on the majlis

and its characteristics, resulting in less attention to descriptions of win- based units in the

same deeds. This incompleteness keeps me from putting forth the further conclusions that

one is tempted to read from the graphs. I hope to rectify this situation in a future encounter
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Despite all of these qualifications, we can still see some clear developments. First,

there was a gradual change from the majlis- based residential unit to an Twin- based unit.

This transformation went through an intermediate form where the majlis and the Twin were

both present in the same unit. Second, the upper-level units, which tend to be smaller,

underwent a more immediate change from a single majlis to a single Twin. Third, the

intermediate majlis-Twin configuration appears to have been the preferred configuration for

large q'as built in the hundred years between 1250 and 1350.

Transitional examples

Two buildings in Cairo fit the description of the transitional qi'a to a remarkable

degree. They appear to consist of both a majlis and an win. These are the Convent of St.

George known as Deir al-Banit and the mosque of Al.1mad Bey Kohya.198

Deir al-Banit

Deir al-Banit (Fig. C5.5a, b) is not firmly dated but is believed to be from the

Ayyubid period. It is presumed to have been a house that was converted to a convent.199

Its ddr-qi'a has an !win on one side, and a tripartite facade on the other side. Doors cover

the three openings. The middle opening is the largest and its doors are of the folding type.

The central section of this tripartite division is presently a chapel. We now can be sure that

this space is a majlis.

05'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya

The mosque of Alimad Bey Kohya is one of a number of examples in Cairo of

residential qi'as that were subsequently converted to a mosque/madrasa (Fig C5.6a-d).

This contrasts with those q5'as built initially as mosques or madrasas which are therefore

properly oriented toward Mecca. This q5'a, dated by the Comit6 de Preservation des

Monuments Arabes to 710/1310, resembles Deir al-Banit in that it consists of an Twin on

one side and a tripartite facade on the other side. Presently there are no doors over the

three openings (Fig. C5.6d), but there is strong reason to believe that such doors originally

with the archives.
198 I am indebted to Mrs. Laila Ibrahim for bringing the existence of the q 'a of Kohya to
my attention, and to Khalid Asfour for assistance in its survey.

199 Ibrahim, "Residential Architecture," 53.
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existed. A close inspection of the soffit of the central opening reveals two quarter-circle

recesses with a circular hole in each that corresponds in location with hinges for two doors

(Fig. C5.6g). Furthermore, it is sure that the doors were of the folding type, because of

the distance of each recess from the side of the soffit. This offset of the hinge location

from the side wall would have allowed the first fold of the door to tuck behind the second

fold when the door was completely open (Fig. Ch6.5h), like the doorway of the majlis at

Deir el-Banit. Again, the walled-off space facing the win across the courtyard must be a

majlis.

The plan of the space behind the portico is corresponds typologically to that of the

Fustat houses, but with different proportions. Since it is the only example, it is difficult to

say whether it represents a development of the plan of the majlis that was typical at the

time, or represents later modifications. It is also not clear whether there originally were

small rooms on either side of the central part of its majlis.

The khanq5 of Baybars al-Jdshankir (706-09/1306-10) near Bb al-Nasr is the only

extant building in Cairo with a majls whose contemporary description has also survived

(Fig C5.7a). The foundation deed describes the property as consisting of two Twans (qibi

and bahri) and two majlises (sharqiand gharbi).200 In this case, the majlis refers to each of

the two halls with tripartite openings off the longer sides of the courtyard (Fig C5.7b)!

The space behind the three openings is a single rectangular hall. Here again, we wonder

whether its plan form represents a development of the plan from the Fustit examples. I

think that it is likely that the rectangularity of the plan was specific to this building, with

the term majlis applied to the resulting form because it was the closest one applicable to

this layout, which was somewhat peculiar in Cairo. What is important to take from this

example is that it seems that the presence of a screen wall with three openings leading to a

space behind it was generally the necessary, and perhaps in this case the sufficient,

condition for applying the term majlis to an architectural space in relation to a courtyard.

Early rab' units

We can now return to the question of early rab's, after having acquired an

understanding of the developments in the Cairene house and of the majlis type of space. I

have already mentioned in the second chapter the existance of rab' units consisting of a

majlis and a ddr-q5', and we can now look at these examples more closely. An Ayyibid

200 Malhkama 22 and 23 (26 Shawil, 707/1308).
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sale deed from 600/1204 details a funduq that contained, among other things, twenty three

units (manizil). Each consisted of a majlis and a djr-q1'a.201 The waqf deed of Qali'Un

includes a description of a rab' that contained in 685/1286 six tabaqas, each with a majils

and a ddr-qd 'a.202 The description in the waqfindicates that the building was rather old,

describing the upper levels in ruin and the units missing doors.

Another example is a funduq standing in al-Qihira in darb al-Aswini in 717/1317.

The three levels of residences in this building were cited earlier as one of the highest

residences recorded in Cairo. The first two residential levels contained eight units

(manzils), consisting of an win and a dir-qd'a. The third level contained five units

(tabaqas), each with a majlis and a dir-qd'a. Each majlis had a pair of doors over it.203

Since the top units were usually the most desired ones, it seems that in this case the majlis

based units were more desirable than the newer Ywin based ones.

Another example is a funduq known by al-$dhib Bahi' al-Din that was standing in

Fustit in 744/1343.204 It had two doors, one for the lower part, which consisted of twelve

storerooms. The second door led via a staircase to the upper level which consisted of

twelve manzils on one level (five to the left and seven to the right). They were all of the

majlis type.

Many more examples of the majlis type exist if we consider those buildings not

described explicity as rab's, but that clearly had apartments for rent. These were the

private residences that incorporate apartments on the upper floors with a separate entrance.

One such example is described in a deed dating from 668/1270.205 Located in al-Qdhira in

rabbat Qasr al-Shawk, the building consisted of two apartments (tabaqas) located above a

mill and facing each other. The tenants reached the upper floor by a separate door off a

small alley. The first tabaqa overlooked the road (baiff direction). It had a latrine, kitchen

and two majlises with "sleeves" (kummayn), as well as "rights, dependencies, and

appurtenances." The second tabaqa also consisted of two majlises, and had a latrine and a

201 Mahkama 3 (1 Rabi' al-Akhar, 600/1204). The manzils were on the top level, and the
level below was 21 mustarraqas. See App2: Makama 3: 4
202 Mahkama 15 (685/1286). Published by Muhammad Amin in the Tadh1drat al-nabh.
Extract of it in my App2: Mahkama 15: 8. Note my proposed rereading of parts of that
deed that I've enclosed in angle brackets <>.

203 Mahkama 26 (18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 717/1317). See App2: Mahkama 26: 9-11.
204 MaIkama 33 (25 Jamidi al-Awal, 744/11343). See App2: Mahkama 33: 1-2.
205 Mahkama 11 (24 Rabi' al-Akhar, 668/1270). See App2: Mahkama 11: 1-2.
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kitchen. The document does not mention any windows for the second unit but specifies a

dir-qd'a.

Other apartments contained the transitional configuration illustrated above by the

q5'a of Kohya and Deir el-Banit. A funduq standing in al-Qdhira in 723/1323 had nine

apartments (tabaqas). Three of them consisted of a majlis and an win along with the

usual dependencies. 206 The mention of repairs needed on the upper floors at the time of

the deed indicate that this was an older building. Another example was the rab'part of a

larger property standing in 733/1333. Each of the seven apartments (tabaqas) consisted of

a majlis and an iwin.207

The rab's described in the deeds to which I have referred were in some state of

delapidation and were therefore older constructions. At the moment, there is no record of a

rab' built in the Mamluk period (after 648/1250) that contains a majlis as part of the unit

main space. On the other hand, there is evidence that some majlis based residential units

were built in the early Mamluk period in private residences. One such residence is

documented in an endowment deed of 746/1346. The q5'a of the residence contained a

majlis and an win. The deed attests that prior to its "renewal" by the founder, the

property consisted of a stable.208

The documents provide little information on the extent that a majlis in an apartment

unit resembled or differed from the one in the private residence. The width of an

apartment unit would probably have not allowed for a majlis like that of the Fustit house.

There simply would not have been enough room for the majlis to consist of a deep central

space flanked by two shallower wings forming a triple portico without the central sitting

206 Awqif 651 (20 Sha'bin, 723/1323). A funduq in the Kharashtaf area of al-Qihira

near the secret door of the Qali'Un hospital. Its facade that consisted of more than 18
storerooms. The first door led to a funduq contained 13 storerooms. The second door led

to four tabaqas, and two stairs. The first of the stairs led to two tabaqas on top of each

other. They were of the majlis and fwin type. The second stair led to three tabaqas. The

first of these tabaqas was of the majls and win type, and the other two were of the win

and (missing a word) type. The residential part of the building also contained a maq'ad

with an win. The funduq appears to have been renewed at the time, but some of the

upper floors were still in bad shape. See App2: Awqif 651: 1-2.
207 Mahkama 32 (26 Dhul Qi'da, 733/1333). The property was located outside al-Qdhira

in khug al-Kabsh and birkat al-Fil. Text published in Z. Mahfu-z, Wathi'iq al-bay',

Appendices.
208 Mahkama 38 (29 Shawal, 746/1346).
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area becoming unusable. Perhaps the plan was more like that of the majlis in the qd'a of
Kohya, with a deep portico that resulted in a more rectangular space. More likely,
however, the majlis in the apartment units was a rectangular room separated from the dir-
qd'a by a screen wall with three openings as in the example of the khanqd of Baybars al-
Jishankir. Whatever the plan of the majlis, it is almost certain that it was separated from
the dair-qd'd by a screen wall.209 Though often not stated, the majlis in an apartment unit
presumably had windows looking out to the street or the courtyard of the building.
Otherwise, an apartment would have been quite dark given the covered dar-q5'a and the
screen wall of the majlis. The topmost apartments may have well had uncovered ddr-

qd'ds, and their majlises may not have had windows onto the outside.

These examples show that the constituent spatial elements of the rab' apartments

were the same as those of the private residence in all of its changes. They also shows that
some of the variations that I discussed in Chapters 1 & 2, namely the adaptability to
different contexts, were already present in the earlier examples. Did the changes happen in
both types of dwelling at the same time, or did one lead the other? I will deal with that
question shortly.

Reasons for the development and relationship between residential types

Five main changes distinguished the Fustit house from the Cairene one. First,
majlis-based units evolved into iwin-based ones via the intermediate majlis-win

configuration. Second, the open court became a closed ddr-qd'I. Third, the main spaces
shifted in orientation from the interior of the unit to the exterior. Fourth, the qs 'a changed
from a bi-axial arrangement to a strictly axial layout. Fifth, the q 'a came to play a new

role, from serving as the main place of distibution in the residence, to becoming an end in a
sequence of spaces. The rab' played an important role in most of these changes. I treat
these changes as separate, though in reality they were probably all related.

From mailis to 1win, and from watching the stars to looking at the ceiling

Al-Mas'Ud's earlier cited account offered an intriguing reason for the appearance of
the hiitype of majlis. An equally whimsical one may explain the replacement of the majlis

209 The presence of the screen wall is implied in the descriptions that state that the units
were without doors. I take that to be a reference to door leafs of the majlis, though it could
have been referring to the aparments not having doors. See App2: Malhkama 15: 8.
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in Cairene architecture with the iwin. At the moment, however, there is no indication of

what such a reason might be.

One explanation derives from a the view that influence filters down from the top.

Within this framework, one might try to relate the change, from a majlis to an win, to the

contrast of Mamluk ceremonial to that of the Ayyibids and that of both of them to Fatimid

ceremonial. A commonly accepted view falling within this framework is that "the Twin

was transplanted from Mesopotamia to Egypt during the Ayyubid period", and that "the

introduction of those proud princely vaults into Egypt marked the rise of a military

aristocracy."210 This could be seen as part of the process of Turkofication of Egypt

beginning in the 12th century as evidenced by the increasing introduction of non-Arabic

terms into the language especially in reference to household objects. In other words, the

iwan was brought in from outside Egypt by a new ruling elite also coming from outside.

Acceptance of this viewpoint in relation to the iwin requires evidence of win- based

residential architecture in Syria and Iraq predating those in Egypt--that is, before 1150.

While this approach could be developed further, there are several problems which

should be considered by those pursuing this line of explanation. When working with

extant material in the form of palaces, on one the hand, and texts describing courts of

rulers, on the other, it is tempting to explain the specifics of the palace setting in terms of

royal lifestyle and court ceremony. Without the presence of contemporary small-scale

residential buildings, the tendency has been to over-ascribe the forms of the palatial units

to the court ceremonial. To argue that inhabitants of smaller residences modeled them on

palatial forms, means that they also adopted some version of their rulers' lifestyle

Otherwise, we would have to imagine people living in spaces that have become merely

symbolic rather than useful and livable, unless it can be shown that the forms at issue are

sufficiently resilient to be adopted for different uses at different scales in the same society.

In our case the question would be this: if the rulers adopted the Twin to fulfill some

ceremonial or lifestyle, did the lower classes also adopt aspects of the ruler's lifestyle along

with their forms, or was the form of the Twin so resilient as to be workable at a reduced

scale--and for a lifestyle different than that for which it was initially introduced?

The explanation of the differences and similarities between the palatial and common

residential settings is more complex than is implied by a unidirectional line of influence. I

see the distinctions between the two as falling generally into two categories: distinctions of

210 Goitein citing Ahmed Fakhri, A Mediterranean Society 4:67 and n. 107 on p. 366.
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scale and distinctions of typology. When we see a doorway or a window in a small
residence, we do not say that it came from a palace simply because there was a gate in the
palace through which the monarch rode or a window from which he looked at his city.
Rather, we understand the door and window as elements present in the buildings of the
society at large, and we see the difference between the two settings in terms of the
difference between a simple unembellished opening and a monumental aperture. Similarly,
we don't explain the corbelling of upper stories of Cairene residences on stone or wood
brackets as the result of a reduction of corbels found in royal palaces, such as the
monumental ones remaining from the palace of al-Niir Mul.1ammad in the Citadel.

In other elements, the distinction between the palace and the common residence is
not in terms of scale or embellishment, but in terms of the presence of the element in one

and its total absence in the other. For example the maq'ad, found in the houses of the
well-to-do of the Mamluk period (houses with an open yard) was completely absent from
smaller dwellings that did not contain an open yard at all. Similar distinctions might be.
found in the presence or absence of such dependencies as a stable or a place for a musical
band, a prerogative of amirs of a certain rank.211

The question of the Twin and its presence in residential architecture falls into the

former category of distinction between the palatial and the residential--the category, in
which the difference is one of scale and extent of embellishment and not one of type. This
is because the win became a constituent element of all residential units in Cairo from the
large palace to the smallest apartment unit. Clearly, more was shared in terms of lifestyle
and use of space than can be accounted for by the notion of lower class emulation of
upperclass forms.

Therefore, to explain the replacement of the majlis by the Twdn, we need to look for
trends operating within the whole society and not just in the upper echelons of new elite.
In addition, it appears that the Twin was known in Egypt throughout the Fitimid period
when the majls was predominant. 212 My pursuit, therefore, is of explanations within
Cairo for the emergence of an win-based architecture as a replacement for the majlis-
based residences.

211 L. Ibrahim, "Residential Architecture in Mamluk Cairo," Muqamas 2 (New Haven:
Yale Univ. Press, 1984): 55.
212 An example is the Ywin in the Fiimid palace mentioned above. Also the presence of
another element known as the suffa which was a smaller, and often shallower, version of
an iwdn.
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The early houses had uncovered courts and the large folding doors over the majlis

likely served, among other purposes, as a form of climatic control. The doors would have

been closed at times when outside conditions were too cold, windy, or dusty, particularly

at night when the doors were not also a source of illumination. This situation probably

changed in response to two related factors: land pressure and greater externalization of the

house. As the plot of land decreased in size, the central courtyard could no longer serve as

the main focus of its surrounding spaces. This resulted in a greater dependence on the

outside or the street for light and interest. At some point, decreases in the size of the dir-

q5'a and the resulting verticality due to land pressures began to change the role of the q 'a.

It became possible to roof it permanently and thus acquire it as an indoor space to a greater

degree than when it was open to the sky. As its character changed from an open to an

enclosed volume, the character of the spaces around it also changed. The doors to the

majlis, which had provided a means of separating the majlis from the exterior elements,

were no longer necessary. Furthermore, as the area became smaller, the majlis (with its

tripartite subdivision of a side of the dar-q5'a) became smaller, providing to a lesser and

lesser degree a central sitting area flanked by lateral wings. Given these trends, the 1win

become a more favorable space. It was protected from the elements and it provided a

larger area.

This argument can be easily turned on its head. It is possible that the incorporation

of the Twin was the cause and not the effect of the transformations I've just described. An

Twin in an open courtyard was workable but not ideal in Cairo. This required roofing the

court, which necessitated a reduction in its size if the roofing was to be widely feasible. A

roofed and reduced courtyard might have rendered the majlis anachronistic and then

obsolete. From this perspective, urban pressure and reduced courtyard size would

contribute to an explanation of the wide acceptance of the win and not provide the actual

reason for its introduction in Egypt.

Whichever scenario is closer to the truth, it can be said that the existence for a

period of about 150 years, as revealed by the documents and represented by Deir al-Banit

and the q5'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya, of an win-majlis combination served as a transitional

form between the Fustit type of house and the Cairene q5'a. It is transitional not just in

that it was an average of two extremes, but more importantly, becasue the Twin-majlis

combination provided the framework in which the patterns of the household evolved. The

living space changed from a space that could be closed off from its courtyard, with all of

the consequences of such a separation, to a space that is almost always open to the court in

front of it.
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It is difficult to determine from the archival record whether the change from the

majlis to the win occured first in the private residence or in the apartment building. The

time difference is too small to resolve from the sparse records that we have from the late

Ayyiibid and early Mamluk periods. However, the change in the apartment was more

direct, from a single majlis to a single Twin. Only a few large apartments contained both a

majlis and and lwin. If the reductions in the size of the residences caused the change, then

the apartments might have played a leading role in the change. This is because a reduced

area and a covered ddr-q5'A (in units stacked on top of each other) were an earlier

characteristic of apartments.

From looking in to looking out

The third difference between the Fustdt and Cairene residence, the change from an

inwardly oriented residence to a more externally oriented one, is indicated by the increased

dependence on windows that look out onto the street. This change probably began with

the addition of windows to majlis units and spread at the same time that the win grew

more common. Urban pressures probably played the main role in the greater

externalization of the house, but there may have been other contributing factors.

Additional factors may include social and cultural changes in the. population.

The change is reflected in the dichotomy that existed between the majlis and the

Twin. As discussed above, the majlis rarely had windows in its back wall. The win in

Cairo, on the other hand, usually had a set of windows in its back wall. In the transitional

majlis -win type of qA 'a, it is the Twin that had windows onto the street or garden and not

the majlis. A good example is found in a tabaqa standing in 717/1317.213 Another place

had windows in the large win looking out. The smaller iwin, which used to be the

majlis, didn't have any windows.214 Rab' units must have had windows early on, as their

arrangement precluded for the most part their getting light any other way. The exception

would have been the topmost units, which may have had open ddr-q5'As.

From two axes to one

The shift from a bi-axial qi'a to an axial one can be seen as a streamlining of the

plan. This change has been attributed to reductions in plot size and is held as an example

213 Described in Malhkama 274 (26 Rabi' al-Akhar, 717/1317).
214 Awqif 627. See Appl: Awqif 627: 4.
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of adaptation of a spatial idea to tight urban conditions. This view emphasizes the

reduction in the overall area available. An analysis of the rab'units will help refine this

view.

I have argued so far that the tabaqa unit in.a rab' was a miniaturization of the qi'a

unit in the private residence, with the overall apartment design a result of the regularization

of various elements found in the private residence (latrine, roof terrace, etc). From this

perspective, it is a fortunate coincidence that the form of the q'a (extended along one axis

with windows at either end of the wins) happened to be adaptable to the demands of an

apartment unit.

I want to now question this assumption and to propose an alternative interpretation.

This relies on "reading" the conditions underlying the development of a particular

architectural element from its formal qualities and the use possibilities the element

engenders. For example, we generally accept the form of a shop (a rectangle that is open

on the narrow side) as fulfilling the requirements of occupation, work, and relation to the

street as the source of livelihood. We can also "read" in its rectangularity an indication of

its formative parameters, namely suitability for repetition in a linear fashion, the creation of

markets and bazaars, and the allowance for the maximum numbers of tenants.

The same reading can be applied to the plan of the Cairene qA'a. It has generally

been seen as an adaptation of a biaxial courtyard plan to a tighter site, such as would be

found in a dense city like Cairo. We can, however, look at the qa'a plan as not adapted to

a small area, as much as it is adapted to a particular kind of area. In this case the adaptation

resulted from the requirement of repetition and the need to maximize the number of units

on a particular frontage, much like the constraints on a market street. In other words, the

lack of space in the absolute sense did not determine the development of the qJ'a. The

q5'a filled the need for an arrangment that was repeatable and stackable. The rectangularity

of a qa'a, therefore, allowed for a number of them to be placed next to each other. Its

interior disposition allowed for its view of the outside to be from its narrow dimension

(the occurance of a qi'a positioned with its length parallel to the street, is very rare).

Comparison of the Mamluk qA'a to another contemporary space, the maq'ad, strengthens

this analysis. The latter represents an architectural form adapted to maximizing the

frontage of the unit, hence its opening onto the courtyard along its long wall (Figs. C5.8b_

& C5.9).

Further light is shed on the formal properties of the qii'a by looking at the its rare

occurances at the corner of a building with a view overlooking two streets. The corner
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q5'a does not open out to the two streets in an equal manner (Fig C5.8c). The windows at

the side of the 1win are not just openings in the wall as are the ones at the end of the Twin.

Instead, the side windows are within a frame which opens off the iwin in much the same

way that an iwin opens off a ddr-qi'a; it is subservient to it, or nested within it. A good

contrast to this is the treatment of the sabi17-kuttib in Cairene architecture (Figs. C5.8d &

C5. 10). Mamluk builders usually located this element at an exterior corner of a building.

Its design reflects that position by opening out to both sides in an equal fashion. Similarly

we can contrast the Cairene q5'a to the main rooms in the houses of Rosetta (Rashid).

Many of the houses of this delta town commanded corner sites. The rooms have windows

on two sides to take advantage of the location (Figs. C5.8e & C5.1 1). The qA'a evolved as

a space meant for windows at the far end of tihe Twin, and side windows had to be treated

in a special way.

By the late Mamluk period, the qA'a plan had developed as an adaptation (extended

in one direction and situated orthogonally to the view and light) to a specific context,
namely allowing for repetition and some visual access to the street. This is another

fundamental characteristic in the design of apartment units, be they in a rab' or as smaller

upper level units in a large residence. Therefore, the Fustit dwelling, with its bi-axial plan,

was first streamlined in the upper level dwellings. The new design then affected the lower

level q'a as a response to urban pressures.

From center to periphery

The dr-q5'a acts as the heart of the Fustdt house: the focus of its activities, the

source of light and air, and the central point from which most of the rest of the residence

was reached. The qA'a in the Cairene house is located at a later point in the sequence of

spaces that constitute the residence. Its diir-qi'a is a focus only for the !wins opening off

it, and it is possible to circumvent it. In the Cairene house, the role of distributor was

taken over by the open yard near the entry.

This characteristic of the main living space not serving as a circulation space, is

clearly an attribute of apartment units with limited area. It is unlikely that in the apartments

of the majlis type, one went through the dr-q5' to get to the upstairs spaces or other

rooms. The presence of neighboring units precluded doors on two sides of the ddr-q5'.

Therefore, also in this regard, the conditions of a rab' apartment anticipated the changes in
the larger unit of the private residence.
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The rab'had a key role in the five areas of development discussed above and,

therefore, cannot just be seen as the miniaturization of developments in the private

residence. In more than one instance, the conditions of a rab' presaged conditions that

would later hold for a wider range of dwellings. The covering of the ddr-qd'a would

likely have occured earlier in rab's than in private houses, because units were stacked on

top of one another. It is also likely that such dwellings depended on windows to the

outside to a greater degree than did houses, which had relied on courtyards for light. In

the rab', conditions of adjacency and distribution of frontage amongst a number of units

resulted in a unit plan of rectangular proportions and arranged with the narrow side along

the facade of the building.

Summary

The analysis of the development of the Cairene q'a situated the rab'in its historical

and typological context. I have argued that the rab', as a type of residence emerging out of

a congested commercial context unique to Cairo, played an important role in the

development of residential architecture in that city. Its apartments, evolving to fit within a

slot of pronounced rectangularity, responded to most of the conditions that later came to

affect the larger qd'a of the private residence. The use of archives has both necessitated

and permitted a better understanding of the contemporary terminology for residential

spaces. The recognition of the word majlis as referring to a space of a specific typology

has served as a key to the use of historical sources for tracing developments in building

styles, extending our sample far beyond the number available in extant buildings.215 While

the question of the development of the Cairene q5'a remains an open one (in terms of why

the Twin replaced the majlis in Cairene architecture), I have offered a new explanation of

the changes that occurred in the residential fabric of Cairo during the Ayyubid period. For

215 The case of the general misreading of the word majlis offers lessons about textually-

based architectural reconstructions. The misreading resulted from two factors. First, the
word is purely Arabic and refers to an action or use. Second, the form fell out of use by
the late medieval period and so is not part of the legacy of forms that have come down to
us and documented by early orientalists such as Lane. Non-Arabic words such as dihliz,

or win. have fared better precisely because their foreignness prompted early attempts to
understand them. Another architectural form of linguistic construction similar to that of

majlis did not share the same fate: the maq'ad from the Arabic root qa'ada. Its prevalence
in late Mamluk and Ottoman architecture in Cairo allowed it to be properly understood as

referring to a specific form.
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somewhat didactic purposes, this explanation looks at factors affecting not just the
society's upper echelons, but the society as a whole. Much work remains to be done,

however, before students of Cairene architecture can accept or reject this view.

Further research in two directions, archaeological and textual, would be helpful.
Greater archaeological knowledge of the residential architecture in Syria and Iraq in the
later Abbisid period is needed. On the textual front, we can apply the new understanding
of the word majls to a re-reading of historical sources with the aim of identifying further
distinctions between the majlis and the iwin, particularly in terms of differences in
lifestyles associated with each of them. Using both the archaeological and textual
evidence, we can map out the geographical extent of the appearance of the two forms in the
Islamic world, and to see how this mapping changed with time. This would result in a
better understanding of Egypt's role in these changes; whether as recipient or as innovator.
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0 5 1.0 20 METRES

Figure C5.2: Houses of Fustit. (Ostrasz)
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Figure C5.3: Housing stock in Cairo as reflected in deeds dating from 1150 to 1400 A.D.
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'1

Figure C5.5b: Deir al-Banit. View of the majlis with central folding doors.
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Figure C5.5a: Deir al-Banit. Plan.
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Figure C5.5c: Deir al-Banit. View of the win.
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Li i i II

Figure C5.6b: QA'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya. Section (present state).

$ I II, I

Figure C5.6a: QE'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya. Plan (present state).
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Figure C5.6d: Q5'a of
Ahmad Bey Kohya. View of
the majlis.

Figure C5.6c: Q5'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya. View of the Twin.
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Figure C5.6e: Q5'a of
Ahmad Bey Kohya. View of
the iWan.

Figure C5.6f: Qd'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya. View inside the 1win.
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Figure C5.6g: Q5'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya. Detail of soffit of the majlis showing recess
for door hinge.
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0

Figure C5.6i: Qd'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya. Section (reconstruction).

~LmLJ~

I LJ I

Figure C5.6h: Qii'a of Ahmad Bey Kohya. Plan (reconstruction).
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Figure C5.7a: Kh5nq5 of Baybars al-Jdshankir. Plan. (Brandenburg)
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Figure C5.7b: KhinqA of Baybars al-Jshankir.
courtyard.

View of majlis in

Figure C5.7c: Khinq& of Baybars al-Jshankir. View of iwin in
courtyard.
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b: Maq'ad overlooking a courtyard.

a: Qa'a orthogonal to street.

c: Qa'a in an exterior corner condition.

d: Kuttab on a street corner.

e: Main room in Rosetta (Rashid) house.

Figure C5.8 Architectural spaces in responce to siting conditions.
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Figure C5.10b Corner sabil-kuttb, looking out from inside..

Figure C5.11 Sitting room in Rosetta house.
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Chapter 6

An Articulate Monumentality:

Mamluk Architecture Reassessed

1 The public presence

1.1 Street frontage

1.2 Neighborhood development

2 Relations between elements of an architectural Tradition

3 The reading of Mamluk buildings

4 Mamluk architecture and the city
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Most characterizations of Mamluk architecture have come out of the study of its
religious monuments and private emerial residences. These have presented Mamluk
architecture as variations on a small number of themes that are developed and expanded
with each new building for greater effect. 216 Such variations can be taken as evidence of
the resilience of the architectural vocabulary and of the interest on the part of the society to
adapt existing premises to new ideas. Though this analysis has been based on a small
number of all the buildings built in the Mamluk period, the sample is arguably
representative of the religious buildings of that period. Lacking from the sample, on the
other hand, has been the vast number of other buildings of the Mamluk period, which
made up most of the fabric. These other buildings must be taken into account for any
urbanistic assessments of the architecture of the period.

The apartment building, the subject of this study, constituted a significant part of
this context. It is now possible to include this type of building in discussing Mamluk
architecture. In so doing, some of the accepted characterizations of this architecture will be
modified, some will be reinforced, others will be challenged, and some new
characterizations will emerge.

Monumentality is one characterization of Mamluk architecture that needs to be
reconsidered in light of the information about the apartment building type. If, as we had
earlier claimed, monumentality was a characteristic of Mamluk sensibility in general, how
then did this tendency find expression in the non-religious buildings? Can the term
monumental be used to characterize non-religious architecture, or should it be reserved for
buildings with a clear commemorative intent? Does the concept help in understanding the
apartment buildings directly, or is it only in contrast to the religious buildings?

The public presence

The public presence of Mamluk buildings need be considered to understand the
urban attitude of the periods. Comparing different aspects of different types of buildings
allows for an assessment of their combined effects and purpose.

Street frontage

The first generally accepted characterization of Mamluk buildings that can be

216 Grabar; "Reflections on Mamluk Art", in Muqarnas 2: 1-12; Humphreys, "The
Expressive Intent," 97.
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challenged is that irregularities in the alignement and location of the facades of religious

buildings reflect irregular street property lines. According to this view, the irregularities

emerged as a result of incremental encroachments on the public way as temporary

structures became permanent and thus served as the basis for the next cycle of intrusion.

The assembly of a large parcel from a number of smaller ones, each with its own history,

would have presumably resulted in an irregular property line along the street as well as on

the other boundaries. 217 Scholars have applied this explanation to such chronologically

distant Mamluk buildings as the complex of Qaldwin and that of al-Ghuri.

This view must now be confronted with the remarkably straight facades extending

over a considerable distance that characterize the residential/commercial buildings we have

examined. If we compare the street line of a few of these commercial/residential structures

with their contemporary religious ones, we find that the facades of the commercial

buildings are often considerably longer than the facades of the religious buildings.

Figure C6.1 compares the street line of the two large wakslas of Qiytbiy at al-

Azhar and Bdb al-Nagr with that of his religious complex in the cemetery. Qiytbiy built

the first two in the crowded urban center, the third in the desert cemetery. The two

commercial buildings have a straight facade, though they were built in some of the most

congested urban spines. The facade of the religous complex is divided up into three parts

that correspond to its mausoleum, madrasa, and khanqi, though it was built in the less

crowded cemetery area. Figure C6.2 provides a similar comparison of the buildings of al-

Ghri. Not only are the facades of the commercial buildings straighter than those of their

contemporary religious ones, but they are also longer. That this was not an anomaly of the

few extant examples is indicated by the many waqf descriptions that explicitly state that the

shops were in one row. While there may have been a kink in such a line of shops, there

were no setbacks like those found in religious buildings, because such a shift in plan

would have been picked up by the conventions used by the deed writers.218 The patrons

were able to assemble fairly regular frontage at the street side if they wanted. The street

facade could be as straight as they wished.

217 Parcel subdivision would have also contributed to the irregularity of the interior of the
plots. This process in well described by Saleh al-Hathloul in Tradition, Continuity and
Change in the Physical Environment: the Arab-Muslim City, unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, (Cambridge: M.I.T., 1981) 55-61.
218 See Preliminary Remarks I for a discussion of how medieval legal writers described
setbacks in a property.
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Given these comparisons, we have to look elsewhere to explain the jogs in the street
facades so characteristic of the religious buildings. A possible explanation may be the
necessity for the re-orientation of the interior of the building towards Mecca as has been
pointed out by Kessler. In the cases of extreme deviation in orientation between the
exterior and the interior, the difference could not be accommodated simply by varying the
wall thickness, without the wall getting unmanageably thick. In this case, jogging the
facade was a more appropriate response. Examples include the mosques of Khairbek and
al-Maridini.

This explanation is not sufficient, given the presence of many buildings with jogged
facades, but with only a slight angular difference between the street and the qibla. The
complex of Qald'Un in al-Qihira stands on two street lines; the entrance, mausoleum, and
minaret part are set back some ten meters from the madrasa part. The walls are also
slightly tappered to accommodate the qibla orientation on the inside. The complex of al-
Ghiri sits as two buildings across the street from each other on the main commercial spine
of al-Qihira. The walls are all qibla oriented but the massing is broken down into a
number of components, expressing the minaret, the sabil-kuttib, and the madrasa. Clearly
the builders sought something else in these jogs.

To propose a possible explanation of this situation we need to imagine the streets of
Cairo as they were then rather than as they have come down to us. Shops topped by two
or more levels of apartments lined the main commercial streets. In the case of the wakilas

of Qiytbiy and al-Ghiri this translates into a street facade rising some sixteen meters
above street level. Interspersed along the main streets were the religious and pious
foundations, and it is within this context that they had to stand out and be noticed as
monuments.

One feature that contributed to the prominence of the religious buildings was their
elevation above the street level. This allowed for greater commercial exploitation of the
plot of land and also provided a separation from the ever rising level of the street. Even
with such a device, however, the total height of many of these urban religious buildings
was not much higher than that of the surrounding commercial structures. Height alone
could not be counted on to distinguish the monument from its fabric. The minaret and the
dome, as vertical elements, certainly played a role, however, their sphere of influence was
more at a distance.

The primary solution to the problem of distinguishing a pious foundation from an
equally lofty commercial/residential fabric was the emphasis on the vertical within the
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composition of the facades. We have already seen this exemplified in the monumental

portal and in the vertical framing of windows and other aperatures with rectangular

niching.2 19 Beyond organizing the facade into comprehensible and ordered units, the

frame introduced a strong vertical direction. However, an even more effective vertical

emphasis is achieved by breaking the facade so as to have an irregular or stepped street

frontage. Each setting back or thrusting forward of a component of the building plan

produces a vertical line, providing a stronger vertical emphasis than achievable with a

frame. The subdivision of the facade into masses, corresponding to the various

components of the plan, also assists in the organizational role served by the frames. This

is precisely the technique that the Mamluk architects employed for the religious building.

The non-religious buildings did not receive such a treatment for their facades.

Instead, their street frontage followed a single line, and they employed a different way of

modulating the facade. The projection of the upper levels of these buildings on corbels

resulted in an irregular section instead of an irregular plan. This meant that horizontal

lines, not vertical lines, cut the facade.

These two methods of breaking up a facade are mutually exclusive. The use of one

systematically, precludes the use of the other. Mamluk architects both recognized and

exploited this situation to the fullest as a way of distinguishing between two different

categories of buildings. Projections in a building facade introduce horizontal lines in the

elevation--the exact opposite of the effect of verticality sought by the framing and setback

of masses. \ Qorbels or projections are extremely rare in the religious architecture of

Mamluk Cairo. They only occur in some kuttsbs and in wooden shading devices

overhanging the top of the building. Even when they do occur in kuttsbs, they do not go

to the corner, which is allowed to continue up vertically. On the other hand, jogging the

facade of a commercial building would result in vertical lines which are contrary to the

horizontal emphasis inherent in the vocabulary of the row of corbels supporting the upper

floors. Therefore, commercial buildings were erected on as straight a run as possible, not

only because it was cheaper to repeat a unit without incurring unnecessary corner

conditions, but also because it would contradict the horizontal character deemed

appropriate for them. Conversely, religious buildings, built to stand out from their context,

were designed with irregular plan outlines to produce added vertical lines.

To restate the preceding argument more strongly, the street frontage of a complex

219 See the discussion on "frames" in Preliminary Remarks II.
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such as that of al-Ghd does not at all reflect street boundaries of the properties involved.

Rather, the street was completely reformulated by a building on either side, planned in a

manner that would distinguish them from their context. All that seems to have been

maintained of the orginal street are some minimum width and its function as a passageway

(Fig. C6.3)

An interesting question to investigate is whether such modulations of the facade

were at the expense of the public way or the patron's property? In other words, builders

gained the necessary space in one of two ways. They either appropriated part of the public

way by building out on it, or they built the space behind the property line. Unfortunately

there does not seem to be any documents that shed light on this point. It is likely that none

ever existed. The mosque of al-Maddini in the Darb al-Ahmar area of Cairo is a good site

for the investigation of this question (Fig. C6.4). It's qibla facade is broken up into a

series of setbacks that gives it a sawtooth plan. I would maintain that these setbacks did

not reflect the property line of the original property. It is possible, that the triangular

spaces between the setbacks were areas that could have been incorporated in the building,

but were intentionally left to the street.220

This formalized and self-conscious treatment of building facade is well illustrated in

a few buildings that incorporate elements of different building types. One such example is

the incorporation of the sabi-kuttib in commercial buildings. Patrons endowed sabil-

kuttibs to provide public water and a school for orphans. It is typically incorporated as

220 The siting of this building has never been investigated. A look at an overall plan
suggests that this whole mosque was built on an open area at the oblique crossing of two
streets. It also seems to be projecting into what would have been a path connecting the
darb al-Ahmar area with siq al-Silih. Presently, many people take a shortcut by passing
through the mosque. Could it be that its sharqiand gharbigates were built with such a
circulation path in mind? The articulation of levels in the courtyard of the mosque does
suggest such a passage. Unlike most hypostyle mosques, where the distinction between
the courtyard and the arcades is indicated by a drop in the floor level, the floor level of that
entry bays of the arcades is the same as that of the courtyard. This means that there is no
level change in traversing the mosque and its courtyard from its sharqigate to its gharbi
gate. Furthermore, the sanctuary arcade is screened off with a high partition of turned
woodwork, that appears to be original. This separation is quite atypical in Egypt, and
suggets that, in this building, one was not considered in the "mosque" yet if they were in
the courtyard. This allowed the crossing the whole mosque courtyard without removing
one's shoes, and thus it could be taken as an access route, much in the same way that the
Ummayyad mosque in Damascus is utitlized.
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part of a pious construction, such as a mosque or madrasa. The standard treatment of this

element yields one continuous vertical surface punctuated by the window grille of the sabil

on the lower level and the double arched opening of the kuttib on the upper level. In a few

cases, the kuttsb has a projecting balcony, but always within the confines of a

continuously vertical wall surface on its two sides. We also find the sabJ-kutt~b appended

to or an integral part of a non-religious building. Its treatment, there, illustrates the degree

of formalization and self-consciousness in maintaining a distinction between different

types of buildings.

One of the more elegant examples of the synthesis of pious and

commercial/residential elements can be found in the facade of the rab'Qizlir, with a sabil-

kuttdb occupying one of its central bays (Fig A1.3a, b, & g,). The apartments all project a

given distance out from the shops below them, according to the usual formula. The sabT

(the lower part of the sabil-kuttlb pair) is set forward from the shops to either side of it, by

exactly the same distance as the projection of the apartments. As a result, the kuttdb, which

rises straight up from the sabi7, is in the same plane as the apartments on either side of it.

The verticality of the sabil-kuttab type and the horizontality of the residence-shops type is

elegantly fused into one building with a distinctive T in the facade. The wak.1a of Qiytbiy

at al-Azhar, which has a sabil-kuttib at its north-western corner, evinces the same

distinction and fusion (Fig. A1.10c). In this case, the sabil is in the same line as the

ground floor, and the kuttib rises straight up from it and is set back from the apartments

which have a distinctive projection.

These two examples underscore that each type of function or building developed a

particular street expression. The different types of constructions were sometimes mixed

with other types of structures that did not share the same street expression. In the mixing

of more than one type, each maintained its specific expression, but there was great

attention paid to the overall composition. In other words their synthesis allowed the parts

to look like they belonged together, while avoiding any loss of specificity in expression.

The incorporation of residential units within religious complexes represents another

case of mixing of two types of buildings. This study serveyed three extant examples: the

rab's in the complexes of Barsbiy, Inil, and Qurqumis. In each case, the rab' block

served as a khanqi for the Uffs associated with the foundation. I have presented these

rab's in isolation. It is now worthwhile to look at the overall grouping with an eye

towards distinctions between residential and pious uses. The residences in Qurqumis and

Barsbiy are a single block, next to but on a different street line from the rest of the

building. As a single block of buildings in one line, they fall within the conventions of
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treatment of residential units. Unlike the purely residential buildings, however, their upper

level does not project on corbels, and if there were any projections, they would have been

individual wooden elements covering the windows. The facade expression of these

residential units is different from that of the remainder of the complex. The windows of

the apartments are not enframed by rectangular niches. So even though this part of the

complex does not use the technique of the overhang to produce a horizontal emphasis, the

reading of these residential blocks is distincly horizontal.

In one sense, the treatment of the khanqi within these religious complexes is half-

way between the treatment of purely secular residences and purely religious buildings.

The lack of projecting upper stories sets the khanq5 apart from the more common

residential block.22 1 The lack of vertical framing distinguishes it from the madrasa and

mausoleum parts of the complex. Judging from the location and orientation of the

entrances to each of the mosques of Barsiy and Qurqumis, the architects intended the

horizontal khanqi block to act as a backdrop for the more important and vertical parts of

the complexe, the madrasa and mausoleum. This is also true of the complex of Qdytbiy in

the desert, which had a rab' part similar to that of Qurqumis. These examples illustrate the

same manner of combining different elements found in the examples of the sabl-kuttib.

Neighborhood development

I have looked at the religous buildings in the context of their surrounding buildings

in order to see stylistic relationships. I will now look at them in the context of their overall

endowment. In Chapter 4, the study of the geography of endowments revealed a clear

tendency to cluster income generating and income consuming properties in one area. This

revealed a conception of the symbiotic relationship between the different components of an

endowment.

The waqf of the Sultan Husim al-Din Lajin sheds light on an interesting historical

fact documented by many historians. Lajin, who ruled briefly from 696/1297 to 698/1299,

executed extensive restorations of the mosque of Ibn TFii1n and built the domed ablution

area in the middle of the mosque's courtyard. According to the historians, this was in

fulfillment of a vow he took while hiding in the then delapidated mosque should he

survive the troubles and become ruler.222 He also set up an extensive endowment to

221 The rab' al-Tabbina is an example of a purely residential building without
projections, but it appears not to have been the common treatment.
222 Al-Maqrizi, A1-khitat, 2:268-269.
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finance the continuation of the work and to maintain the mosque. His waqf deed reveals

that a large proportion of the endowments for the mosque consisted of numerous shops

encircling the mosque. They included a water well and wheel, thirty two shops to the qibli

side of the mosque, three shops opposite the water well, seven shops at the qibliside of

the mosque towards its gharbi side, six plots of land around the mosque, as well as five

plots of land with maq'ads built on them in the same area.223 Lajin acquired or built all of

these properties as as part of the fullfillment of his vow to renovate the mosque. For this

patron, the renovation of the mosque was not simply a matter of committing funds to it.

The actual revitalization of the area around the mosque had its own incalculable

contribution to the realization of his endeavor.

To realize this urban ideal of a pious foundation surrounded by income earning

buildings, Mamluk patrons required a larger building site than would be needed by the

pious foundation alone. Clearly this was difficult to realize in a fairly congested city with

high property values. The result was probably some kind of compromise between the

ideal and the minimal.

Relations between elements of an architectural tradition

In an earlier section, I delineated elements of the religious buildings that made them

monumental (portal, frames, minaret, and dome). The residential and commercial

buildings of the period contained none of these elements, with the exception of the portal.

Does the absence of these elements, particularly in their verticality, mean that the

commercial/residential buildings are not monumental? Lacking the elements associated

with Mamluk monumentality, their patrons nonetheless intended them to be monumental,

though to a lesser degree and in a different way. It is precisely in this difference that I

locate the remarkable contribution of the Mamluks to urbanism and architecture.

They achieved monumentality in the rab'-wakilas, not by the enlargement of

elements or the verticalization of composition, but by regularization and repetition of a unit

found in the vernacular. The buildings read as monumental because the beholder always

had this vernacular as a reference. We find the repeated unit the projecting upper floor and

the windows of the main living space (the win). The windows of the apartment unit in

our two earliest examples (Barsbdy and Indl) took the form of a long central window

flanked by two smaller ones. In the later Mamluk examples (Qiytbiy onwards) the

223 Mahkama 17 & 18 (21 Rabi' al-Akhar, 697/1298).
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openings became three equally sized windows. The multiplication of this latter

development yields a more monumental effect than the multiplication of the earlier ones.

This monumentalization by the ordered repetition of a found artifact replicates that

found in the Sultini call to prayer. I have already described this call to prayer as

monumental because it goes beyond the narrow function of announcing the time of prayer.

Its monumentality is also due to the specific relationship that it had to the normal or more

vernacular call to prayer and the urban circumstances of Cairo. Given the abundance of

minarets in the city and their close proximity, at any location, a number of calls could be

heard emanating from different minarets and proceeding at different rates and rhythms.

While probably somewhat cacophonous (it is hard to imagine that they could have all been

coordinated), the multiple calls nonetheless provided a sense of being immersed in an

event with spatial characteristics. The Sultini call to prayer took an already existing

incident, ordered it, and amplified it to achieve an effect not possible by the random

vernacular. What the SultRni call maintained from the original contex, however, was the

spatial sense that results from voices arriving to the ear at different times.

Analogously, the rab' building type repeated the vernacular dwelling with its

projecting upper floor. In the vernacular dwelling, the projection gained more space for

the dwelling and provided a view down the street. The rab'repeated this formula in a

regular fashion, with the possibility of a side view lost for all but the end units.

The similarity between the plans of Mamluk mosque/madrasas and the q5'a plan has

been noted by scholars. Numerous examples of conversion of a residence into a madrasa

further support this observation. In terms of exterior expression, madrasas share very little

with Cairene residences. Mamluk religious architecture had a clear style of its own that

could not be confused with Mamluk residential architecture.

The reading of Mamluk buildings

Most scholarship on Mamluk architecture tends to read the buildings of that period

both as entities separate from their context, and as entities complete and unified unto

themselves. The first tendency has been less indulged in more recent scholarship, but the

second continues to be a characteristic of art historical monographic studies.

An investigation of how the contemporaries saw their buildings, based on their

descriptions of them, reveals that they often did not see the buildings as the unified entities

that we have tended to see. Buildings of the Mamluk period comprised different formal

and functional parts, combined into ensembles, while still retaining their individual
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legibility. The answer to the question "what is this building" is not a simple one, such as

"this is a mosque" or "this is a madrasa." In the eyes of the contemporaries, the building

remained a mosque, a madrasa and a mausoleum, or a madrasa and a khanq5 or a wak51a

and a rab '.224

This multiplicity of reading appears quite glaringly in the archives. A large building

is often referred to simply as a "place" (makin) that consisted of a wakila, a rab', and a

tgiin. For example, in one document we find the statement "the renewed funduq and the

rab' above it."225 In another document, the funduq is distinguished from the shops outside

it, and the rab' above it.226 This division of the building into parts was not just a

convention adopted to facilitate the task of accounting required by a legal document. It

was a part and parcel of the Mamluks conception and perception of their buildings. Non-

archival evidence also supports this view. The architectural evidence includes the

strapwork around the commercial part of a wakJla. In the rab'-wakila of al-Ghiri at Khan

al-Khahii, the residential units do not project out from the plane of the shops. The whole

facade is on one plane, which might have caused some confusion in the reading of the

parts of the building. This was avoided, however, by the presense of strapwork moulding

that runs horizontally above all the shops, jogs up to include the portal of the wakila, and

comes back down to run above the shops on the other side of the portal. In so doing, the

strapwork moulding separates the lower level commercial structures from the upper level

residences. The historical evidence includes Maqrizi's description of the Qalawun

complex. He wrote of a door to the maristin with the madrasa and the mausoleum being

reached from within that door, and not of a door to the whole complex.

The problem for medieval Cairene architects was the accommodation of various

necessary functions in a single building program or construction as a response to the

crowdedness of the city. The rab'-wakila combination emerged as one solution, the rab'-

stables as another. In these solutions, the architects attempted an overall composition, but

close scrutiny of the facade treatment reveals that they maintained the distinctions between

224 This re-reading is already occuring in recent scholarship, where people are more

aware of the multiplicity of functions in a building that cannot be reduced to a singular one.
Doris Behrens-Abouseif, "Change in Function and Form of Mamluk Religious
Institutions", Annales Islamologiques XXI, (Cairo: I.F.A.O., 1985).
225 Awqif 651 (20 Sha'bin, 723/1323), 1: 8. See App2: Awqif 651: 1.
226 Malhkama 50 (13 Muharram, 778/1376). This funduq was previously known as dir
al-Anmit.
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the different programmatic elements. This combination of different types into larger urban

agglomorations is another Mamluk contribution to architecture and urbanism that calls for

further study.

My study looked at different groupings of buildings to study their residential

component. The very possibility of conducting the research along such lines is an

indication that Mamluk buildings can be looked at as made up of different constituent

parts, each with its own logic and history.

Mamluk architecture and the city

Various studies have addressed the issue of encroachment in the Islamic cities. The

process, described formally by Sauvaget and analyzed legally by al-Hathloul, yielded, over

time, the same urban pattern, whether the city was of Islamic or Hellenistic origin.227 The

Fitimid part of Cairo represents a city that was founded on a fairly regular layout, and that

was transformed by subsequent dynasties and changes in use. There is evidence that the

streets of the city were originally much wider than their Mamluk counterparts. The

subsequent accretions have generally been attributed to the piece-meal construction of

residences and commercial structures.

227 Jean Sauvaget, Alep, (Paris: 1941), 66-67; J. Sauvaget, "Esquisse d'une histoire de la
ville de Damas," Revue des Etudes Islamiques 8 (1934): 441, 452; al-Hathloul, Continuity
and Change, 24, 29.

In most Muslim cities, properties were fragmented by the way in which the Islamic
inheritance laws were applied. Typically upon the death of an owner, his/her property was
physically divided amongst the heirs in proportion to their relative interest. The creation of
autonomous units from a larger residence often necessitated the opening of new doorways,
and sometimes new alleys.

In Cairo, the inheritance laws were applied differently. Heirs became partners in the
property which remained undivided. Shares could be bought, sold, or further divided by
subsequent inheritance, and could even be made waqf This specifically Cairene
implementation of the inheritance laws was probably a response to the necessity of a
vertically extended city, where the vertical layering of functions and the overall density
made physical subdivision of properties unworkable. At the same time, this system
allowed for the development of multi-use constructions and decreased the likelihood of
irregular plots.

The medieval Iraqi traveller to Cairo, 'Abd al-Latif al-Bughdidi, noted this difference in
inheritance. It is also documented by numerous deeds of sale, rent, waqf that involve
fractions of a property.
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My observations about the relation of monument to fabric in Mamluk architecture

suggest a contrary attribution of responsibility for the reformulation of the street in the

medieval city of Cairo. A monumental religious building, while usually longer lasting and

therefore more stable, in effect served the function of fracturing the street. It fragmented

the street by setting up new end-conditions to abut to. The jogs in the facade of a religious

building meant that one end was on a different street line than the other. Subsequently,

buildings on either end would most likely abut the new edges set by the monument.

Examples of this include the Maridini mosque in the Tabbina area, and the mosque of al-

Ghiri in al-Qihira. Commercial buildings, may not have lasted as long as the religious

structure, but as buildings that favored a continuous line, they served the function of re-

forming the street and consolidating it, or at least maintaining it.

The "ins and outs" of Mamluk religious buildings arose as a response to

increasingly crowded urban conditions, motivated by a desire for individual notice. An

appreciation of unintended effects resulting from additions to existing buildings possibly

also contributed to the development of this sensibility. For instance the religious complex

of the Ayy5bid al-Silih Najm al-Din Ayy5b in the heart of al-Qdhira was initially built

without the mausoleum (Fig. C6.5). The first part presented a linear facade running some

ninety meters. Added later to one end of the facade, the cubic mausoleum projected onto

the street. The final configuration resembled the variegated street line of later Mamluk

buildings. Such additions might therefore have served as the inspiration for an aesthetic

which gave to buildings an irregular front.

The "means" of fitting a building in an urban situation became the "end" in the

sense that the jagged fronts became an integral part of a period's feelings about the

treatment of building masses. This is best revealed by the examples of Mamluk complexes

built in the open spaces of the desert/cemetery outside the city, where the constraints

existed more in the builders' minds than in the locale. As discussed earlier, these example

all show a preference for a varigated facade with the setbacks corresponding to the

different spatial groupings constituting the complex. The residential components in a

sense create a fabric or a context for the more monumental components of the complex. I

would argue that the religious complexes in the desert embody/exemplify the whole

Mamluk urbanistic view: a horizontal context serving as a backdrop for a forward

thrusting and upward reaching monumentalism.
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11 I I

a: Wakila of Qdytbiy at al-Azhar.

fmI

b: Wakdla of Qiytbdy at Bab al-Nasr.

c: Complexof Qdytbay in the cemetery.

Figure C6.1: Comparison of street frontage of three buildings of Qaytbiy:
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a: Waksla of al-Ghdri (al-Qutn) at al-Azhar.
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b: Waksla of al-Ghiri (al-Nakhla).

c: Madrasa/mausoleum of al-Ghiri in al-Qdhira.

Figure C6.2: Comparison of street frontage of three buildings of al-Ghiri:
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Figure C6.3: Madrasa/mausoleum of al-Ghiri: plan (Branderburg) and site plan (Parker
and Sabin).
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Figure C6.4: Al-Maddini mosque: plan (Branderburg) and site plan (Parker and Sabin).
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Figure C6.4c: Al-Maiidini
mosque. View from Darb al-
Ahmar looking south.

Figure C6.4d: Al-Maridini mosque. View across courtyard
towards entrance.
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Figure C6.4e: Al-Maddini mosque. View
from Darb al-Ahmar looking north.
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Figure C6.5: Madrasa of al-Sii. Najm al-Din Ayyib. Plan and elevation
(Hoag).
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Conclusion

This study used the investigation of the rab' as an entry point to a more general

discussion of architectural production during the Mamluk period. The rab' provided a way

to increase both the depth and breadth of our knowledge of Cairene architecture and

urbanism. Commonly accepted characterizations were questioned and new ones were

proposed.

A few examples of extant rab' buildings and their extant waqf documents served as

keys to identifying and understanding the contemporary architectural terminology of the

rab' type. I characterized the rab' as a grouping of residential units stacked horizontally

and vertically as we would stack shoe boxes. A common corridor served the units on the

same level, and sometimes also served two levels of units. The vertical extension of each

unit gave the-whole block a horizontal emphasis. The apartment consisted of a number of

spaces, the most important of which was an iwin and a dir-qi' combination. Additional

spaces included an entry vestibule, a latrine, cooking area, and a mezzanine-like room. The

sequence of circulation in each apartment typically ended in a private-roof terrace, which

was an important amenity reserved for the top level of apartments.

Both in terminology and in form, the apartment dwelling shared much with the

larger private residence. The iw5n and dir-q5'1 combination characterized the largest and

smallest dwellings of the Mamluk period. Similarly, and at an earlier point in time, the

majlis and ddr-q5'1 combination characterized the same range of residences. The latrine,

cooking area, closets, and roof terrace were all elements that also tied the apartment to the

larger dwellings.

The use of archival material allowed for the extension of the sample both in time

and in quantity. As a result it became apparent that the building was adapted to a range of

contexts and uses and could be built in conjunction with almost any commercial structure.

The archival material also permited the investigation of the development of the type. The

rab'unit developed as an adaptation of the single family courtyard house of Fustt. More

interestingly, however, the rab'unit appears to have subsequently played a significant role

in the formation of the Cairene house. It served as the model for the development of the

earlier house plan to better suit the conditions of an urban metropolis growing more

conscious of its urban character and of the potentialities that such a character entailed. We

can no longer look at a single house type or scale in isolation of the others in the same

society.
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In situating the rab'in the overall urban context, and in the context of a specific

endowment, I identified a clear preference for the clustering of constructions around the

pious building. While this took advantage of the pull of the pious foundation and provided

a visible image of the endowment system, it came in conflict with the desire of a

subsequent patron to build a religious building in the same area. They either had to keep

their distance from the earlier one or they had to take over some of the previous buildings'

support constructions. In some cases,this probably speeded up the decay of supporting

commercial buildings from their more usual lifespan.

Perhaps the most important lesson that can be taken from this study of the Mamluk

period is that of the Mamluk development of a comprehensive urbanistic attitude. I

established the formal distinctions between different building types and elucidated a

system of intense monumentalizatibn that steered clear of the confusion possible in an

environment where all elements vie for attention. Had the Mamluks followed the same

route in monumentalizing all their constructions, the system would have backfired. The

Mamluk urban system remained open-ended in the sense that each building type could be

developed to satisfy a number of requirements, particularly that of monumentality, while

always maintaining the distinctiveness of the individual elements and a clarity about the

role of each building in the urban environment.228

In a number of respects, Cairo emerges as an exceptional city in its time. The

existance of the rab' type; the different implementation of Islamic inheritance laws; the

careful siting of monuments in an already dense fabric; and the development of an

externalized architecture within an irregular context are all aspects of the difference

between Cairo and other Medieval cities.

228 What kind of verbal discourse was carried on at the time on this subject remains to be
discovered. How was this development which spanned several hundred years
communicated from one generation to the next?
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Appendix 1

Twelve Buildings of Interest:

A Description of Some Extant Rab's in Cairo

1 Rab' of Radwin bey

2 Rab' and sabil-kuttib al-Qizlir

3 Rab' al-Tabbina

4 Khin al-Zarikisha

5 Rab'-wakila of Qingi al-GhUri (al-Qutn)

6 $ifi apartments in the complex of Qurqumas

7 Rab'-wakila of Qiingi al-GhUri (al-Nakhla)

8 Rab'-waki1a of Qiytbdy at Bdb al-Nagr

9 Rab'-wakl1a of Qiytbiy at al-Azhar

10 Rab' of Qiytbiy in the cemetery

11 SUfi apartments in the Indl complex

12 $Ufi apartments in the complex of al-Ashraf Barsbdy
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There are more than one hundred extant apartment buildings that either date from

the medieval period (15th cent. onwards) or reflect it.229 Most date from the Ottoman

period. This appendix surveys the nine remaining Mamluk buildings as well as three from

the Ottoman period.

While this study is primarily about Mamluk architecture and the residential

buildings of that period, the Ottoman examples are included for three reasons. First, the

relative paucity of examples from the Mamluk period and their often advanced state of

decay, in contrast to the number of extant mosques and madrasas from the same period,

makes it difficult to get a complete picture of any one building. Second, Ottoman

architecture in Cairo represents, for the most part, a remarkable continuity with Mamluk

architecture. Third, the buildings that remain are all from the time when the type had

formed and stabalized. So the three post-Mamluk buildings will be looked at because of

the continuity that they embody.

I present the examples in reverse chronological order. This takes advantage of the

better state of repair of the later ones, allows the introduction of the spatial units in a more

complete form, and introduces the terminology used in the foundation deeds. Some of

these residential groups have been the subject of study, individually or as part a complex.

The relevant studies will be cited in the discussion of individual buildings.

The following does not aim at as thorough a presentation as one would expect in a

mongraph. Rather, the presentations aim at identifying those salient characteristics of each

building which can be used to develop a picture of this type of construction at various

periods in time. Given the varying amount and nature of information available on each

building, it is impossible to ask the same questions of all of them.

My presentation of the buildings relies on a number of incomplete sources. It

consists of a documentation of the existing architecture, including any surviving

inscriptions; a presentation of the contemporary description of the building if its

endowment deed survives; and reference to studies conducted on the building.

Rab' of Ragwin Bey (-1040/1631)

Just to the south of Bab Zuweyla is a group of buildings dating from the late

229 Raymond's estimate in "The Rab'," 57.
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Ottoman period (see map in Fig. Al.1).230 The group can be best described as an urban

complex straddling the main thoroughfare of the Medieval city. Presently, it consists of a

covered market with apartments above, and the extensive stables and residential complex

of the founder. This group, built by the Amir Radwan prior to 1047/1638, originally also

included a qaysiriyya as well as a mill. The founder was a powerful amir who had strong

connections to Mecca. On more than one occasion he acted as the leader of the Egyptian

caravan to Mecca.

Present state (Figs. A1.2a-g)

The part of the complex of interest to us is the covered market and its apartments.

This market is the extension of the main spine of medieval al-Qihira. The eastern

apartments are still inhabited and are not accessible for a detailed survey. The western

ones had been vacated about thirty years ago for restoration and stabilization, and have

since served as a dump for discarded materials from the workshops below. This western

group of apartments or rab', consists of thirteen units sitting atop twenty nine shops (Fig

A1.2m & o). They are reached from a doorway in the alley off the main street. A flight of

steps leads to a long L-shaped corridor which leads to the apartments. The corridor is

fairly dark even though it is punctured by a number of high window openings overlooking

the yard.

Each apartment spans two bays of the construction module, and therefore sits on

top of two of the shops below. The main space of each apartment spans two bays and

consists of a number of spatial volumes that open onto each other in a sequential fashion,

with slight differences in relative widths and floor and ceiling levels, serving to clarify

their hierarchic differences. In the first bay are two volumes, known as the dir-qs'a and

the Ywiin. The dr-q'a is the small rectangular space that one enters into and where one

would leave their shoes. The iwdn is a larger rectangular area and its floor level is about

15 cms. higher than that of the dir-qi'a. It can be thought of as a rectangular room that

has one of its walls missing (the one opening onto the ddr-qii'a). At the far end of the

iwMn are two windows overlooking the market street below. Opening off the two

remaining sides of the iwin are two rectangular recesses or niches. One of them is a

230 Listed in the Index of Muhammadan Monuments as nos: 406-9, and located on the
1:5000 map in 6G.
Described in the endowment deed: Awqif 996.
A. Raymond, "The Rab'," 58, 61, nn. 7.
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shallow indentation in the wall that can be used as a seat. The second is a very deep

recess. In fact it is deep enough to encompass the second bay, and it has one window

overlooking the market street below.

This main space is separated from the apartment entrance by a semi covered entry

space measuring about 3.4 by 5.8 meters, containing a latrine and a flight of stairs leading

to the upper levels of the apartment. The staircase is in the part of the entry vestibule that

is open to the sky and it leads at its first landing to a room above the vestibule that also

straddles the public corridor. This room has a high window overlooking the yard of the

stables below. The second landing is a walled off roof terrace over the floor area of the

whole apartment.

A number of characteristics of this apartment block are of interest. The design of

the apartments transports one from a narrow, covered, and dimly lit corridor, to an open

and airy apartment that is seemingly distant from the outside world. This transformation

begins at the vestibule of the apartment, which is partly open to the sky. Upon entry, the

sense is that of being back on the ground. There is a sudden shift from the horizontal of

the corridor to the vertical emphasis of the apartment. This culminates in the ascent to the

private roof terrace. The terrace is above the level of the roof that covers the market street,

and it is as private as it is open.

A second characteristic is that each unit is a mirror image of its two neighbors. This

allows the latrines of adjacent apartments to share the same chute. One of the

consequences of this mirroring is the syncopation of the rhythm of the windows on the

facade. Since each unit has two sets of windows (a pair of windows in one bay, and a

single window in the second), the resulting window patterns is:

a b b a a b b a a_b_b_a..... (Fig A1.2c & d).

A third characteristic is the carefully considered relationship between the layout of

the apartments and the spaces below them. As has been noted, the apartments are on top

of shops and stables. These are back-to-back and each apartment is located on top of two

shops and one bay of the stables. The wall that acts as back of both the shops and the

stables continues up into the apartments and acts as the separator between the main living

space and the entry space. The main space is two bays wide and is divided into two bays

while the entry space also spans two bays but does so as one space.

Fourth, inspection of the rab'level plan reveals that the construction is not that of

load bearing wall construction, as is the case with the ground level shops and stables..

Rather, it is more of a pier construction, with infill walls that separate the apartments. All
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the recesses that appear internally to be carved into the wall are in fact coordinated within

this framework of brick piers and beams of palm trunks. More importantly, the iwin dir-

q5'a distinction is both maintained and contained within this system of pier and infill

construction; the width of the Ywin is the distance between the piers, and the width of the

dr-qi'a is that distance plus the slight recess on either side. This slight but critical

distinction is further emphasized by the slight jog in the ceiling moulding.

Contemporary description

The buildings in this complex are recorded in a number of extant deeds dating from

1038/1629 to 1057/1647.231 The deeds reveal that the complex was built over a number of

years. A new deed was written as more buildings were completed and added to the

foundation. Each deed describes the latest addition in some detail and lists in lesser detail

the properties endowed in the earlier deeds. Unfortunately, the deed that would have had

the more detailed description of this rab'has not survived. We can still learn a great deal

from the less detailed descriptions given in the later deeds. One of the first things that

becomes apparant is that the whole building program was built on lands that were

purchased or rented from a number of other owners or endowments. So a large parcel

was assembled from a number of smaller plots.

In Awqif 996 we find a brief description of this part of the foundation: 2

.... and to his waqf which is the fifty one shops and three maq'ads.

And of the mentioned shops, there is in the major street--that leads to the
Mahmidiyya madrasa and the residence of our lord the Amir Radwin Bek,
the mentioned endower--outside the Zuwayla gate near the Qarabiyyin
twenty eight shops. Of them, four are between the shops of al-Asikifa

(tusraf) our lord the endower and between the large renewed gate in the
mentioned street that leads to the place of residence of our lord the endower,
two are between the door of the rab' built by the mentioned endower above
the shops of the Qawifin, and twenty two shops are known by the Qawifin
to the back of the stable that is in the large place of renewed construction
and building from the door of the soon to be mentioned rab' and to the end
of the row which is the head of the alley that is towards the door of the
house of the mentioned al-Sibishi. And the twenty two remaining

231 Awqif 994 dated 28 Jamidi al-Awal, 1038/. Awqif 995 dated _ Ramadin, 1039/,
with later additions. Awqif 996 dated 15 Ramadin, 1047/. Awqif 997 dated 16
Ramadin, 1047/. Awqif 998 dated 10 Shawil, 1057.
232 Awqif 996, 11:259-300. See App2: Awq-if 996: 11-13.
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mentioned shops and three maq'ads are in the mentioned alley. Of them,ten
are to the right of one going from the main street towards al-Amwisiyyin
and elsewhere, at the back of the stores of the mentioned waksla from its
gharbiborder, and twelve shops and the three mentioned maq'ads are also
in the mentioned alley to the left of the mentioned pursuent. Separating the
mentioned twelve shops are two doors; one to the zwiwyya that is there and
the door of the soon to be mentioned rab'. The remainder of the original
shops, and that is ten, is in the main street towards the al-Sili. mosque and
the house of al-Sfbishi that includes the maq'ad of al-Qabini and the shop
that is adjacent to the maq'ad of Dawidir al-Siibishi mentioned above. And
all of the soon to be mentioned rab' and the number of its residences is
thirteen riwdqs complete with usages, appendices and rights (manifi'
marifiq wa huqq) Of them eleven riwiqs are above the shops of the
qawiqin and the stable of the large place mentioned above. And the
remaining two riwiqs of them are above the three maq'ads and the shops
adjoining it in the mentioned alley. All of that is known by the construction
of our lord the Amir Ralwin Bek and his endowment. And all of the large
place and what is in it of the stable and the store rooms and the building of
the drinking water well that is in its yard and what will be built in it of
usages and the q5'a and maq'ad and other things to be a waqf also as part of
the the renewed place known by the building of our lord the Amir Radwin
Bek and his endowment. Surrounding the mentioned place and what it
contains, and constraining it are four borders. The qibliborder is to the
back of the above mentioned shops of the Qawifin and the bahidborder is to
the street separating between that and the mentioned oven and in it is the
facade of the mentioned place and the overlooks of the above mentioned
qagr above that and the remainder of it is to the passage to the mentioned
hirat Bani [Says?]. And the sharqiborder is to the alley that is towards the
door of the mentioned al-Shifbishi and in it are three maq'ads and what
adjoins them of shops and the door of the rab' and the ziwiya and the
overlook of the windows of the two riwiqs above that and the remainder of
the shops adjacent to the door of the rab' and the door of the ziwiya that is
in the mentioned alley. And the gharbiborder is to the place of residence of
our lord the Amir Raclwin Bek, the endower referred to above, may God be
good to him and have mercy on him and the Muslims, Amen. And the
remainder of this border, is to the large door of newly rebuilt construction
and building in the public street renewed by our lord the Amir Radwin Bek
the endower, and his construction that leads to the mentioned place of his
residence in the mentioned street. As for the qagr that is above that and the
shops adjacent to the Asikifa and what the mentioned qagr contains that is
reached from the door of the fasha that is towards the place of residence of
the Amir Ralwin Bek referred to now, mentioned above. Our lord the Amir
Radwin Bek built the whole of the qagr and what it contains of usages and
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appendices and rights and added it to the mentioned place of his residence
and made it part of its usages and made that waqf also as part of his
endowment according to the stipulations that will be explained. And
constraining the four shops that are adjacent to the mentioned shops of the
As.kifa are four borders. The qiblifborder is to the public road from which
one reaches the khug of the QUrUn mosque and other places, and in it is the
facade of the mentioned shops and its platforms (masi.db), and the bahr
border is to the space (fasha) towards the above mentioned place of
residence of our lord the Amir Ra4win Bek, referred to. And the sharqi
border is to the mentioned large renewed gate on the main street. And
adjoining the mentioned gate, on either side, are two seats neighboring the
mentioned street. And constraining the mentioned shops of the Qawifiyyin
are four borders. The qibliborder of that is to the mentioned public street
and in it is the facade of the shops and their platforms and the miwarda (?)
and the overlook of what is above that of the eleven mentioned riwsq s, and
the khardamit And the bahiiborder is to the back of the mentioned
stable and the sharqiborder is to the alley that is towards the mentioned
door of al-Sibishi. And the gharbiborder is to door of the mentioned rab'.

From this description we learn that there were thirteen apartments, referred to by the

term arwiqa (s. riwaq) with no further description of their constituent elements. Eleven of

them looked out on the main thoroughfare and two looked out on the side alley that was

widened by Radwin. The apartments are reached by two staircases at the two extremes of

the L-shaped corridor on the first floor. The first staircase is off the main thoroughfare

and the second one is off the side alley. The second one is the larger entrance and was

probably the more often used one. Presently the first staircase no longer reaches to the

apartment block.

Rab' and sabil-kuttzb al-Qizldr, 1028/1619

This building is also located on the extenstion of the main spine of Cairo but further

south towards the mosque of Ibn TFilan (see map in Fig. Al.1).2 3 What presently stands

of this building, is a block of eight bays facing the street. Originally, the building probably

extended further back around a courtyard, but that area is presently filled in with recent

constructions.234

233 Index no. 265, loc. 8F.
234 This building has been the subject of a recent detailed study by Mrs. Mona Zakariya
and members of the French Institute in Cairo. The study, which is in press, was not
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Present state (Figs. A1.3a-k)

The first bay, at the southern end of the facade, is a doorway from which a staircase

leads to the apartments above. The second and third bays are shops below and living

above. The fourth is a sabil (public water place) with the kuttsb (classroom for young

orphans) above it. The fifth is the arched opening of a passage that leads to the back of the

building block, and what was probably the courtyard of a waksla. From within this

passage access is gained to the staicase leading to the kuttsb above. The sixth, seventh,

and eighth bays are also shops with apartments above.

The building is notable for its fine masonary work in the facade. The opening of

each shop is spanned by a 3.3 meter lintel that is made up of 13 joggled vousoirs in a flat

arch.

The upper floor of rab' al-Qizlir projects out on corbels from the line of the shops

below by about 30 centimeters. The sabil, however is also set forward by the same

amount from the ground level bays on either side. As a result, its facade is in the same

plane as the kuttsb above. This gives the overall elevation a T-shape. The difference in

the street line of the sabil in relation to that of the shops on either side raised the question

of how it was justified at the time in terms of property limit. Were the shops built up to the

property line, and the sabEi was built slightly out onto the public way? If so, was such an

encroachment generally acceptable, or was the sabil built on the property line and the other

shops set back? The latter seems quite unlikely as it would mean relinquishing a lot of

space. Perhaps there was an arrangement that allowed to take a little from the public way

in exchange for giving it a little.

The apartments of this buildings are all on one level and are reached via a corridor

on the back side of the first floor (the floor above the ground floor), in an arrangment

similar to that found in the Radwin complex. Each apartment here occupies only a single

bay of the construction module. The same hierarchy of spaces is also found in the units

here as in the rab' al-Radwin. From the small vestibule, one can reach the main living

space, go to the latrine, or take the narrow stairs to the upper level room and the private

roof terrace. The main space of the apartment is a double storied space subdivided into an

iwz.n and a dir-qi'a.

available to me at this writing, but Mrs. Zakariya was very kind in providing me with a
copy of the survey drawings of the building (Fig. A1.3).
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At the top of the the facade of the sabUi, and below the railing of the kuttdb is a

marble plaque with the following inscription:235

J (2) e 4JU1 ,L1 JLl a J . 13 I lA f L - . . (1)

I T A ZL sa J.3 W~ L..a.. L .)U! ,L

"In the name of God... , the construction of this sab-l and blessed

maktab was ordered, God willing, by .... our lord Mugafa Aghd of ddr

sa'5da in the year 1028 (1619)".

Rab' al-Tabbina, 929/1522

Also known as rab'of Khair Bek (see map in Fig. A1.1).236 The building has been

studied and analyzed by Mona Zakariya who dates it to 929/1522.

Present state (Figs. A1.4a-j)

This is a long building comprising shops on the ground floor and two levels of

apartments above (Fig A1.4b & c). The apartments share many of the characteristics seen

the two previous examples. Each apartment is two floors plus a mezzanine. The unit plan

is a mirror image of its immediate neighbors. Unlike the rab' al-Radwin, however, the

mirror imaging of the units is not apparent from the street elevation, because each unit is

only one bay wide, and its windows are centered within it. M. Zakariya shows that all of

the present doors off the street are not original except one which opened onto a corridor

leading to the back. The present-day shops with vaulted ceilings were all semi-duplex

apartments on the ground floor and each was called a q5'a. These dwellings received a lot

less light, because they could not have low windows, and they were provided with light

shafts. They also did not have acess to the roof. Above the q5'as was one level of semi-

triplex apartments, consisting of a duplex and a mezzanine and called riw~qs. In contrast

to the very straight street facade, the building line on the back is somewhat irregular. The

alley in the back serves as the access to all the units. A series of staire go up, each serving

235 Published by Van Berchem in Materiaux pour un corpus inscriptionum arabicarum,

published in the seires Memoires des .... 19, inscription number: 424, p: 612.

236 Loc. 5H.

Awqif 292, pp. 94-96 dated 9291522.
Mona Zakariya, "Rab' of Khair Bey," Annales Islamologiques16 (Cairo: I.F.A.O., 1980):

275-299.
A. Raymond, "The Rab'," 58-60, nts. 7, 13.
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two neighboring riwiqs.

The topmost apartments in today's building were added in the later Ottoman period

and they have double opening for windows as was characteristic of that period. The triple

openings of the lower level are typical of the Mamluk period.

This is an example of a purely residential building, or a free standing rab'.

Contemporary description

The description of the building is found in the deed of Khair Bek. See Zakariya's

article for the text of the relevant parts from that deed. From the waqf deed, we learn that

the ground level apartments were called qA'as and the upper level ones were called riwaqs.

Khin al-Zarikisha, beg. 10th/16th century

Adjacent to the mosque of Ab Dhahab and on the road leading to the main entrance

of the Azhar mosque is the remains of a commercial building, known as khdn al-Zar.kisha

(see map in Fig. Al.1).2 It has been generally accepted to have been built by al-Gh5.

Present state (Figs. A1.5a-h)

This facade of this building is one of the most interesting residential facades in

Cairo. The present structure consists of seven variously sized bays on the ground floor.

The alternation in size of openings results in a rich variety of readings of the facades

organization. Figure A1.5h shows a diagram of the rhythm created by the apperatures in
the wall. Reading them across, one layer at time gives a different reading for the ground
level than for the upper levels. One can also read a T-form in the facade of this building,

similar to the one we have seen in the rab' al-Qizlir. In this case, it the entrance portal
which projects out in relation to the ground level building line, and ends up in the same
plane as the projecting upper floors.

237 Index no. 351, loc. 5H
Awqif 882 & 883.
Bulletin du Comit6 ..., XXXVI, 1930-32 (1936), p. 173.
Bulletin du Comit6 ..., XXXVIII, 1936-40 (1944), pl. XXf.
Scharabi, "Handelsanlagen," 161.
A. Raymond, Artisans (1974), 33 1f.
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Contemporary description

This building is described in the endowment deed of al-Ghri. It is worth citing the

text for purposes of comparison with what exists:238

.... And all the place that is in al-Q-hira the protected in the khug of

the tentmakers close to the al-Azhar mosque that is known (the place) as
khin al-Zaikisha. And its description as attested by it deed of origin, the

date of which will be mentioned, is that it consists of a facade of old

construction that has seven shops and a large door. Each of the mentioned

shops consists of a platform (mastaba), an inside, and doors. And next to

that is the mentioned large door, that leads to the door of the khin known by
al-Zarikisha, entry from which is to an open space floored with stone slabs

and containing storerooms around it and a drinking water well. Facing it

(the open space) a small space, from which one gets to a small funduq and
uses and rights. And in the dihliz of the mention khin are two doors, each

leading to a staircase that leads to apartments (p'b#q) around (the courtyard)-

-next to each other and on top of each other--and with uses, rights, and

dedicated drainage channels. And with what is its of upper and lower uses,
rights, appendences, traces, and doors, and - (rusilm). And all of that

is surrounded by four limits that were included in the mentioned deed. And
the qiblilimit ends to a house known by Ibn Bahidur and his company.

The baluilimit used to end to a house known by Ibn Bahidur and

subsequent to him was known by the late al-Safawi Jawhar Bin 'Abdullah

al-Lili. The sharqTlimit ends to the street and in it are the mentioned shops

and the aforementioned facade that is part of the rights of the place and the

large door that leads to the mentioned khin, and in it (the sharqilimit) are

the corbels above, and some of the mentioned limit ends to the construction
of the referred to maqar al-Safawi Jawhar al-LdI. And the gharbilimit ends

to a place known previously by masmat Ibn Dirbis and his company and to

a house known previously by al-Zarkashi, and then it was known by the

construction of the late maqar al-Qddawi al-Zaini Abi al-Khair al-Na1s in

the mentioned khugt and that is now a part of this waqf as mentioned above.
Attesting to our lord the endower in his ownership of that is the sale deed of

Syrian paper--the mention of which was promised above--that was prepared
for its witnesses and dated inside on 27 (17?) Shawil the blessed in the year

914....

Of the seven shops mentioned in the above description only five remain. There is

no trace of the second small open space also mentioned in the deed. The description of the

238 Waqf deed of the Sultin al-Ghiri. Awqif 882, pp: 329-33 1. Also in 1909 copy of

Awqif 883, p: 153-154. See App2: Awqif 882: 1-2.
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apartments is very schematic and does not allow for much to be said about them. The

present setup doesn't seem to work that way anymore. Is this any indication about

difference between the relation of the residential units to the commercial in a khdn versus a

wak.la.

While this khin has generally been taken to have been built by al-Ghiri, its

description in the waqf deed reveals that it was purchased and that its facade was of older

construction at the time. In fact part of the earlier history of this building is recorded in

another surviving deed.239 This is an exchange document dated 867/1462 that describes

the building as in a state of disrepair, with many of the upper apartments in ruin. It was

exchanged for a total of 3400 gold dinirs. It subsequently changed hands a number of

times before ending up with al-Ghd fourty seven years after the exchange recorded in

this document.

By the time it is described in al-Ghi'fs deed, the delapidated apartments seem to

have been rebuilt. Though it is clear from the similarity of the two descriptions that the

building was not torn down and rebuilt by al-Ghiri.

Rab'-wakila of Qdn55 al-Ghiiri (al-Qutn), 917/1511

This wakila is located in the middle of the commercial area of al-Qihira known as

Khan al-Khalili (see map in Fig. A1.1).240

Present state (Figs. A1.6a-j)

What remains of it is primarily the main facade block, and of that, the upper units

239 Awqif 24 (17 Muharram, 867/1462). An istibd1.

Exchanged for 3400 gold 7-ihirT dinars (3200 value and 200 isti.ihr). Located in al-Qihira
near the Azhar mosque in khuit al-Jamiz. Facade had 7 shops and a large door leading to a
funduq. Funduq consisted of storerooms around a court and led to another smaller
funduq. Tabaqas were in bad repair.

Sold the same day to a woman (wife of mubdil who must have been the overseer!)
According to Amin it is transfered on 25 Shawil, 876 to a woman who makes it waqf on
the same day. It is exchanged again on 22 Mu1harram 912. On 27 Shawil 914, it is
transfered to al-Ghiri who makes it waqf on 18 Rabi' al-Thini, 922.
240 Index no. 54, loc. 4H.
Van Berchem, MC.LA., inscription number: 408, p: 596
Scharabi, "Handelsanlagen," 148-50, fig. 16-8, pl. 3la-b.
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are ruined and the facade is free standing at the upper levels (Fig. A1.6c & e). The facade

appears to have had some restoration work done on it. The entrance and the row of shops

are standing in fairly complete condition. Of note in the facade is the chain link moulding.

Not only does it frame the portal, but it also runs horizontally to encompass all the shops.

This moulding separates the shops and the entrance of the wakzla (all public commercial

functions) from the private residential units above.

The remainder of the building is badly ruined, with a few remains at ones side of

the courtyard. Much of the back side is under rubble/rubbish. From Scharabi's map, it is

apparant that this was a very large wakz1a measuring about sixty four meter by fourty eight

meters. It's length along the street is greater than its depth into the block. This is unlike

the other rab'-wakila of al-Ghiri and that of Qaytbay at al-Azhar.

Above the doorway in the portal is an inscription band:24 1

.[6g y p J 1 ga:J l J -1 11 CJ UL.LJ I CII 'a P.. L=L

"The construction of this place was ordered by the Sultan ... Qin 5
al-GhUif . . .

Contemporary description

This extensive building does not appear to have been recorded in the main

endowment deed of al-Ghiui. It may have been a part of a separate endowment as is the

case with some of Qdytbdy's buildings.

Sufi apartments in complex of Qurgumds, 911-15/1506-10

In the Northern Cemetery there is a complex built by the amir Qurqumis in 911-

15/1506-10 (see map in Fig. Al.1).242 He was a powerful amir who served under

241 Published by Van Berchem in MC.I.A., inscription number: 408, p: 596.
242 Index no. 162, loc. 3L.
Awqif 901.
Andrzej, Misiorowski, Mausoleum of Qurqumas in Cairo, an Example of the Architecture
and Building Art ofMamlouk Period. Polish-Egyptian Group for Restoration of Islamic
Monuments.(Warszawa, 1979).
Muhammad Najib, Madrasat al-amir kabir Qurqumds wa mulhaqdtiha, dirzs athariyya
mi'miriyya (Madrasa of the Amir Kabir Qurqumas and its Dependencies). Unpublished
PhD. thesis No.1444, Cairo: Cairo Univ., School of Antiquities, 1975.
Laila Ibrahim, "Middle-Class," 24, 30, figs. 1 & 2.
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Qiaytbiy and al-Ghri. [*more about the founder].

Present state (Figs. A1.7a-m)

Qurqumis's construction consists of a number of elements including a mausoleum,
a madrasa, an open burial area, a residence for the founder and his family, and a khanqa-
for iffiis. Of interest to us is the rab' block housing the $dffs. The term rab' may be
applied to it to the extent that it is a number of residential units off a common corridor and
with a common entrance. In this instance the rab'is serving as the khanqi for the fis.

The residential block consists of eight equal units in one row. Each begins at the
ground floor and has a staircase leading to the upper floors. The overall plan of each unit

is the mirror of each of its two neighbors as we have seen other buildings. This mirroring

is carried out at the level of the tiling of the floor (Fig. A1.7f). The herringbone pattern of
stone slabs introduces a diagonal directionality to each win and ddr-qi'a . The pattern in

each apartment is the mirror of its neighbor, reflecting the overall mirroring of the

apartment unit plans.

A notable exception to the consistent mirroring are the stairs to each of the eight

fibzq units. They all rise counter-clockwise, instead of half of them rising in a clockwise
direction as would be dictated by mirror symmetry. 243 The back part of the building looks

like it had been rebuilt using the same stones but layed on their face. So perhaps the stairs

were redone. The western side of the units seems to be made up of a mixture of stone and
brick, quite unlike the rest of them. Could that side have been redone?

Contemporary description

The endowment deed of Qurqumis has survived and it contains a helpful

243 The vast majority of winding stairs in Cairo rise in a counter-clockwise direction.
The exceptions that I have seen are almost always plans of rab'units or stairs in symmetric
minarets as in the complex of Barquq in the cemeter. No reason is known for this
observation. Hassan Fathi explains it as part of the counter-clockwise motion noted in
such natural phenomena as the drainage of fluids in the northern hemisphere and the
spiraling growth of plants. Another hypothesis is that it reflects the preference for starting
with the right foot. Medieval books on etiquette recommend entering a hammiim (crossing
its threshold) with the right foot first. A staircase rising in a counter-clockwise direction
would most naturally be mounted with the right foot first.
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description of his main foundation:

And this place (makdn) is outside al-Qdhira, the protected in the desert

adjacent to the mausoleum of the Sultan al-Sa'id al-Sayyid al-Ashraf Indl

Sayfi may God __. And the description of the mentioned place by

testimony of witness is that it consists of a surrounding facade built with cut

fu$ stone with four doors one of them is rectangular leading to an uncovered

space (hawsh) that was intended to be made a mill and the second door is

arcuated with a single leaf over it that leads to an uncovered ground level

corridor (maj5z) with nine doors to the left of the entrant. In the mentioned

corridor are eight doors each of which leads to a vestibule (dihffz) with a

storeroom (makhzan) and a latrine and a stair leading to an apartment

(riw5q) containing an win and a dar-q5'a and windows looking onto the

street. And the ninth door of the doors of the corridor is opposite the entrant

and leads to a large court (hawsh) for the burial of the dead. And the third

door of the facade is reached from a staircase and a large landing

surrounded by a carved red stone balaustrade with 10 stone ramdmin, and

the mentioned rectangular door is flanked by two seats surmounted with a

mad5yinniarch with a metal window flanked by two marble columns.

Closing over the mentioned door is a single leaf plated with copper sheets

and makbiha (?) nails. One enters from the mentioned door to a vestibule

(dirksh) with a platform seat (mastaba) in its front that has a window

looking onto the madrasa that will be mentioned. The floor of the vestibule

is covered ...

. . . And it is surrounded, constrained and contained along with all of

its rights by four borders. The qibIborder ends to the street and has in it

one of the two windows of the mentioned water fountain (sabil) and some

of the windows of the madrasa and the mausoleum (qubba) and the large

residence (qagr) and the burial place (madfan ) and the windows of the

mentioned apartments (arwiqa) and one of the doors of the court (hawsh).

And the bahriborder ends to the tomb (turba) of Bin Fadl Allah and some of

it to an alley there and has a - (khiikha) and some of it to the street and

some of it to the tomb of al-Qdi'Abd al-Bisit and to an alley there which

has a _ (khilkha). And the sharqiborder ends to the street and it has the

door of the mentioned madrasa and the stair and the landing that has the

marble - (rammdmmTn) and the second window of the two windows of

the sabil and some of it to a small alley seperating between it and the tomb

(turba) of al-Ashraf Tial that is mentioned above and it contains the door of

the traces of the mentioned mill and the door of the corridor that the doors of

244 Awqaf 901, earliest date >20 Rajab 898, and < 16 dhul Qi'da 905, pp: 42-43, 50-51.

See App2: Awqif 901: 1-3.
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the above mentioned apartments and some of it [ends] to the tomb known as
Jirbish Qisq and the gharbiborder ends to the street and has in it a
blocked door that used to lead to the mentioned court.

Sewage system

Being a deserted complex that underwent some excavations by a Polish team, it

provided a rare opportunity to investigate the sewage system of a residential group. The

system comprises a culvert that runs underneath the whole apartment block for a length of

about 30 meters (Fig. A1.7h). From the midpoint of its length, another culvert extends

perpendicularly away from the residential block in a westerly direction (Fig. A1.7m). The

result is a T-shaped culvert in plan. The width of the culvert is fairly constant at about

0.71 meters. Its height varies, however, from 1.4 to 1.85 meters. The difference in height

is not a result of a sloping bottom, but rather because of a stepping down in the ceiling.

The culvert is not located directly under the latrines above, but is offset by about 1.5
meters to the west. This means that the drop chutes (each of which serving the latrines in

two adjacent units) come down into aedicules off the eastern side of the culver.

The Polish excavators maintain that the main culvert drained into a cesspit via the
shorter culvert at its middle.245 I think that such a method of drainage was very unlikely.
For one, the floor of the culvert is level and does not slope on either side towards its
middle, which would be necessary for drainage towards the cesspit. Second the cross
section of the culvert is very large and there is no smaller channel at its bottom. If this was
meant to act as a flow channel its size would be sufficient to drain a whole city
neighborhood. It is more likely that accumulated materials were removed manually every
so often as needed. The size of the culvert allows for a large storage capacity and thus
required less frequent cleaning. At the same time it was large enough for an adult to walk
inside it upright. Access to it was probably from the part of the channel running towards
the back of the complex, which the Polish team had taken as the drain to a cesspit. It is
also possible that, given the way chutes of the latrines drop to the side of the culvert, pots
could have been placed there for collection. The pots would then have been removed
periodically. In this case, the height and width of the culvert was simply for purposes of
ease of access and not storage.

The list of employees stipulated in the waqf deed does not mention any position that
could be interpreted as being responsible for the cleaning of the culvert. This could have

245 A. Misiorowski, Mausoleum of Qurqumas, 31-32.
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been because outside contractors were usually used and they were simply paid for it. Also

this was an occasional activity that would have fallen under the general category of

maintainance which was provided for. In general we find no mention of funds stipulated

in endowment deeds for such a cost. The clearing of sewers is often mentioned in

exchange deeds that call of the cleaning of the chutes.

Rab'-wakila of Qdnsi al-Ghiiri (al-Nakhla), 909-10/1504-5

To the east of the religious complex of al-Ghri, which is located in the heart of al-

Qifhira, is a large rab'-wakila that is one of the more complete commercial buildings still

standing in Cairo. This is in no little part because of extensive restorations done a number

of years ago (see map in Fig. A1.1). 246

Present state (Figs. A1.8a-n)

This building presents an imposing facade to the street, in part because its ground

floor is turned inwards and has it no shops on the street (Fig. A1.8a). A large portal in the

middle of the facade leads to the commercial interior of the building consisting of stores

and mezzanine level stores arranged around an open court of three by eight bays for a total

measure of twenty seven by eleven meters. A small door at the eastern end of the facade

leads via a long staircase to the apartments above the commercial ground floor and

mezzanine (Fig. A1.8d). Presently, this door is blocked, and access to the upper levels is

via a staircase located inside the building. This change was affected during the latest

restoration which aimed at turning the building into a single entity to be used as an

artisanal and cultural center.

The apartments are arranged around the four sides of the court and are reached by a

a corridor that runs around most of the building. The units, reached from the corridor, are

arranged in mirror image couples. These apartments may be described as triplexes. Their

246 Index no. 64.
Awqif 882 and Awqif 883.
Creswell, Brief Chronology (1919), 156.
Hautecoeur & Wiet, Mosqudes (1932), 325.
Bulletin du Conit6 ..., XL, 1946-53 (1961), 112-5, pl. XX f.
Mustafa, A1-turath al-nii'mari al-islami fi Misr, (Beirut: 1975), 73, figs. 154-161.

Ibrahim, "Middle-class," 24, 30.
Scharabi, "Handelsanlagen," 160, fig. 19, pl. 31c.
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first level includes the entry vestibule and the main double storied living space. A staircase

leads to a mezzanine second level overlooking the main living space. Above that is a third

level with a roof terrace above that. For the most part, these apartments are similar to the

ones we have seen so far, except for their having an additional level.

The units vary in overall size and orientation, but there is a remarkable consistency

in the size of the main living space (win and ddr-qi'a combination) of each apartment. So

it is the secondary rooms that grow and shrink to accommodate the site and area.

The access corridor runs along the courtyard on one side and along the perimeter of

the building on the other sides. This is because the apartments are facing the street on that

one side and facing the courtyard on the other three sides.

The interior of this building is in many ways more imposing than its exterior. The

high arcade of polychrome masonary contains the two levels that comprise the wakj1a.

Above that there are two levels of triple windows. Generally these correspond to the

windows in the main win of each apartment, except on the entry side of the couryard.

Here the lower level of triple windows correspond to the access corridor, which on that

side runs along the courtyard and not along the perimeter of the building. The top level is

punctuated with the mashrabiyya windows of the third level of each apartment.

.The entrance vestibule of the wakila is similar to that of the wak51a of Qiytbdy.

* Contemporary description

A fairly detailed description of this building is found in the main waqf deed of al-

Ghri:247

And the two locations that are newly built and constructed that are in
al-Qi.hira the protected. The first place of the two is connected to the
building of the house known by the Amir Janim and its descriptions, by
testimony of the foundation/construction deed (kitsb al-insh ') that will be
mentioned, is that it consists of a long facade connected with the mentioned
house to the right of the traveller from the Jardibishin towards the al-Azhar
mosque. This facade is built with cut polychrome fu stone in white and red
stone with three doors. One of which leads to a newly built/rebuilt khin
with lower and upper store rooms (hawigil) with a water pool (fasqiyya) in
the middle for ablutions and a mosque that will be mentioned. And the

247 Awqaf 882, p: 337-341 and the 1909 handcopy of Awqaf 883, pp: 157-159. See
App2: Awqif 882: 2-5.
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second [door] of them leads to a blue dye shop (maybagha) and the third
[door] of them leads to the residences that will be mentioned.

As for its attributes ($ifit) in detail, the first door is large and
rectangular shouldered by two seats (jalsatin) with a lower lintel of granite
and and metal chain above it and an upper one of red stone with an interior
carved of black dM1a (muqarnas ?), closing over it [the door] a pair of doors
layered and sheathed in metal. Entry from it is gained to a corridor/vestibule
(dihl.z) with two seats facing each other with a belt (izdr), one of them is
marmara. The corridor is roofed with a cruciform vault ('aqd musalab) and
one is led from the mentioned corridor to a rectangular open space (rihib)
tiled with red stone with a square water pool for ablutions and a water
spigget and a prayer hall with stone balaustrade floored and roofed with
naqi wood that is smoothly painted, and is on six columns, four of which
are white marble and two are red granite with a rafraf around. To the right
of the entrant to the open space is a corridor with three latrines and a stable
prepared for the tying of the animals of the traders that is roughly roofed
(musaqqafghashTman). And around the wak51a on the lower and upper
level are fifty five store rooms, of them twenty six are on the lower level
surrounding it. Facing it is a basta surrounding with arcuated openings
(qawigir), each of which consists of a door and an interior and a vaulted
ceiling and of it are twenty nine upper level ones that are reached from two
doors facing each other to the left and right in the mentioned open space,
each consisting of a door and a tiled floor interior and a vaulted ceiling.
Opposite that is a turned balustrade enclosing the walkway that faces that.
Above the mentioned store rooms are residences that will be mentioned. In
the mentioned floor are two latrines.

And the second door is also large and is arched with a granite lower
sill with a single leaf closing over it. It leads to a corridor, with a small seat
and a marira (?), that leads to a space (riib) with a water pool in its midst
set for the straining of al-nab) (?). In this place are eighteen storerooms
around it prepared for the habitation of the blue dyers and has a __ for

dyeing and in the mentioned space is a staircase that leads to the roof of the
mentioned dyeing establishment with complete usages appendices and
rights.

And the third door is at the end of the facade with two doors closing
over it, entry from it is to a staricase that leads to residences numbering
thirty residences, ten of which are overlooking the mentioned facade. The
first of which consists of two Twins and a ddr-qii'a, and a closet (khiziina),
and windows overlooking the road, and a space (rihib), and a latrine, and a
kitchen, and a tabaqa, and a cordoned off roof terrace above that. And the
remaining nine each consists of one win and a ddr-qi'a, and a space with a
latrine in it, and a closet, and a tabaqa, and a roof above that. And nine of .
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them overlook the mentioned wak51a from the right side, each consisting of
an win and a ddr-qd'a, and a small tabaqa, and a closet, and a space, and a
latrine, and a roof. And nine of them overlook the wiikala from the left side
each consists of an win and a ddr-qi'a, and a closet, and a space (fasha)
with a latrine in it, and above that is a cordoned off roof terrace, and one of
them overlooks the dyeing establishment, and one of them overlooks the
alley that has in it the facade of the bath house from the qibH border. All of
the residences and the store rooms are complete with doors and floor tiles,
and painted ceilings, and al-takhiyin, and benefits and rights, with plastered
walls except for the polychrome stone.

And it is surrounded, constrained and contained along with all of its
rights by four borders. The qibliborder ends partially to the house known
by the son of al-sheikh 'Ali the reader, and partially to the bath house of the
dyeery and the remainder to the street that has in it the facade of the bath
house and it [the border] has in it the overlook of the windows of the
riwsq., and the bahriborder ends to the remainder of the house known in
the past by the Amir Jinim that is part of the honorable royal endowments
(al-awqifal-sharifa) and from it is carried the water to the pool of the new
khn that is mentioned above. And the sharqiborder ends to the through
street to the al-Azhar mosque and to the main thoroughfare (al-qaaba al-
'uzma) in the Jarabishiyyin and other places and in it is the doors of the
wak,1a, the dyery and the rab' and the overlook of the windows of some of
the mentioned residences. And the gharbiborder ends in part to the house
of the late son of Qisim al-MIiki, and in part to the appendices of the above
mentioned bath house. And the second place consists of a facade
opposite/facing the facade of the mentioned wak5la. ...

... that testifies to our lord the endower mentioned above of his
ownership of that, the construction deed of hamawi paper whose mention is
promised above, that was prepared for its witnesses, that is dated in its body
on the first of Dhul Hijja the sacred in the year of nine hundred and thirteen.
That is fixed and ruled with in the honorable shar' from the seat of rule, our
master and lord the judge of judges sheikh of Islam Sari al-Din the hanaff
ruler whose name is mentioned above by proof of his kind signature that is
written on the back of that [deed] dated 15 Jamidi al-Akhar in the year nine
hundred and fifteen.

This description corresponds, for the most part with the extant building, but with a
few exceptions. We are told that the residences numbered fourty, though we can only
account for thirty nine. Ten of these are facing the street, as is mentioned in the deed.
However, one of these units is supposed to be of the double iwin type, and none of the
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remaining ones can be read as such. It is possible that this unit was the very first one next

to the main staircase, but that it was made like the others during the more recent

restorartions.

Rab'-wakila of Qdytbdy at bib al-Nayr, 885/1480-1

This large building is located inside Bib al-Nagr and abuts the qibla wall of the

mosque of al-UH.kim (see map in Fig. A1.1). 248 It was built by Qiytbiy after his return

from his pilgrimmage to Mecca in 844/1441. Moved by the destitute conditions of people

in Medina, he set up a large endowment to provide dashisha (wheat for making bread) to

those staying at the precinct in Medina.249 This but one of numerous buildings he

endowed in the city towards this end.

Present state (Figs. A1.9a-i)

The main facade seems to be original except for the recent brickwork on the top

attesting to an aborted restoration attempt (Fig A1.9a &b). It reads as having consisted of

two sets of duplex units on top of each other. The south side looks redone, as well as the

interior around the courtyard. Stone is used for the for lower floor, and brick for the upper

ones. The entrance vestibule is quite similar to that in the wak51a of al-Gh5i, especially

the stellated vault treatment.

The building has two sets of extensive inscriptions that clarify its role and

248 Index no. 9, loc. 3H.
Awqif 886.
Van Berchem, CIA Egypte 1/3, 1900, p. 493-500, nr. 324-326, pl. X, XI/1
Max Herz, "Okalah du sultan Kaitbai pres du Bab el-Nasr," Bulletin du Comit6 19 (1902),
147-149, pl IV.
Lane-Poole, Cairo (1902), 246, 249.
Creswell, Brief Chronology, 142
Muller, Karawanserai (1920), 52, pl. VIII.
Achille Patricolo, Bulletin du Comit6 32, 1915-19 (1922), 156, pl. CLXXX-CLXXXV.
Hautecoeur & Wiet, Mosqu6es, (1932), 329, Fig. 12/1
L.A. Mayer, The Buildings of Qaytbay as Described in his Endowment Deed (London:
1938).
Scharabi, "Handelsanlagen," 159-60
L. Ibrahim, "Middle Class," 24, 30

249 Ibn Iyas; Badi'i' al-duhdr, 3:160.
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importance. However no date is to be found in the inscriptions.

A large inscription band in the middle of the portal over the entrance reads:

lkJ-JI ph-Si rall lL,3 Ad j 1.j A agieLi as ... _J.I .l .3 . d.. ...,I

J > Lr:J I C1j.. I J A .IG .. li .. a lg .. dI |JA I ll

d)1 4.. C ,~ej a aj i olJ L! If i . j...S A J 4;. U i .: ,U Ij

"In the name of God. . . ., the construction of this place was ordered
by our master and lord. . . . Qiytbiy ... and he made it a waqf whose rent
is to be spent on the neighbors of the Prophet. . . in Medina, for the
purchase of wheat to make dashisha for the residents and pigrims, in . . .

A longer inscription is distributed over nine wooden panels above each of the shops

on the main facade. The text of the inscription is quite remarkable for its information

applied to a non-religious building, and clarifies the role that the building was to serve:

Ia.a. ~ 4T p.J~..JI J.. 1 olULJI )f ly be g . .. 4.... (1)

.l 4.! 11 J.Av C. al ll.l ..uJ kIy .. av l Ul L d..~3 '.JI y A I .l.l Jul UaLJI W. ail l.UI 2A j 1a jl 1i (2)

SJ JJI LJ.. Le ;. (5) JI L WT - Lj lJ I ...

Jll JI 3J . .-j ..%V a..., Jla l t .... ;lL j. g J I (3L )

[portal bay] JW l.. .. i , . J ..i J..JI A j! Cxji

Q~)%I4 r +J.T AS ~ J..jl rL l CA~ S , 1 U (6)

250 The inscription is read in Exercise, 1892, fasc. 9, pp: 93-94, Rapport 141. Also
published by Van Berchem in MC.I.A., inscription number: 325, p: 495.
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1-1 U . J9 .j Z-1Z .L. .. I3.... j b1 .J

"In the name of God .. . our lord.,. the Sultan .. Abii al-Nagr

Qiytby .. .. has ordered the construction of this blessed and merry wak1a

and what is inside it and outside it and the numerous residences on top of it

as a legal and true w. .. intended by it is the good deed that is without

termination nor deterioration as indicated by the hiadith about the three

continuations of deeds. With the income of it being spent on the best of

deeds of proximity and the most needed forms of good deeds which is the

feeding of the neigbors of the prophet . .. of bread and dashisha, that are
living in that holy precinct and the visitors to that location. And so no one

of the poor, destitute, orphans, widowed and deprived would be prevented

from it, to be extended to them for all time until God inherits the earth and

who is on it, for he is the best of the inheritors. May God accept this from

himL; . .

For the love of the prophet of God I have built what you see,

and expended on it all that was well earned

And I have run it as a good deed to the neigbors of his tomb

on his spirit has prayed and saluted his God

And I wish of him on the day of judgement as forgiver
if the imperfect slave's agony becomeisunbearable

So be my saviour oh master of creation I am

in your love of those whose heart has become attached

Oh God accept my deed of proximity and make me

a youth whose love on the day of judgement is his proximity

And in his party impress me in the side of Mul.1ammad

for no one has won except his followers and his party

And my love in him is pure and he has promised

to bring closer to him a slave loyal in his love for him."

In the portal of the waka, and fairly low to the ground is a three line inscription
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that reads: 25 1

4..-6 (3) .UJI . u.J I 4J Kj 4J K J (2) (- I~ aA j .4L _ 1

"Cursed, son of a cursed man, is he who cheats in this wakd1a, the
wak,1a of the prophet. . ., or whoever cheats in the weight".

Contemporary description

The description of this building is found as part of the endowment of Qiytbdy
known as waqf al-dashisha:2

And all the building of renewed construction, constructed by the
above mentioned founder, that is in al-Q-hira the protected in the road of
Bdb al-Nasr next to the al-Hiakim mosque. In its place used to be old places
acquired by our master by official documents and he demolished them and
built in their place the above mentioned building. And these documents
were .... And its descritpion as it is now is that it consists of three facades
in three directions, the qibliside has in it eleven shops and a maq'ad, each
shop consists of a mastaba and an inside and door leaves, as for the maq'ad
it is without a door. Between the shops is a large arched door/gate that one
enters from to a durkdh with two mastabas (sitting platforms), on the left
and right. One enters from it [the durki] to a wakila consisting of an open
space surrounded by twenty nine arched doors. One of them (the doors)
leads to a vaulted vestibule with two chairs (kursiyydn), and the remaining
twenty eight are doors of store rooms. Each of the store rooms consists of a
door and an inside topped by an arch and floored with stone slabs. And in
this surroundings (of the wak51a) is an vaulted passageway leading to a
stairs that leads to a stone-floored rectangular corridor containing fifteen
storerooms, each of which consists of rectangular door with a single leaf
that leads to store room topped with an arch.

251 Published by Van Berchem in MC.IA., inscription number: 326, p: 509.
252 Bibliotheque National -, pp: 35r-361. See App2: Bib. Nat.: 1-3. I am indebted to
Mona Zakariya for this text. Prior to her pointing it out, it was thought that the description
of this building was in the waqfof Khayrbek. The latter is cited in Amal al 'Imard, A1-
Munsh'dt at-tijriya fi al-qzhira fi 1-'agr al-mamluki (The Commercial Constructions in
Cairo in the Mamluk Period). Unpublished PhD. thesis no. 1334, Cairo: Cairo Univ,
School of Literature, Dept. of Islamic History, 1974. The description is the deed of
Kayrbek does not fit the extant building; it was either miscopied or it is a description of
another nearby wak~la.
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As for the second facade that is in the sharqi side, it has two doors

one of which is arched with a single leaf that leads to a vestibule and then to

a tiled staircase that leads to a tiled corridor containing four riwaqs, each of

which consist of a rectangular door with a single leaf that leads to a

vestibule containing a latrine and a water jug recepticle and a staircase

leading to a tabaqa and then to the roof above that. And the aforementioned

vestibule (in the apartment) leads to a riwdq with two iwins and a ddr-qd'a

roofed with naqiwood that is painted kifri and floored with stone tiles and

whitewashed. And the second door in the sharqi side is rectangular with a

single leaf that leads to a tiled staircase that leads to a vestibule that contains

five tabaqas, each consisting of a rectangular door with a single leaf and a

vestibule and a latrine and a water jar recepticle and a staircase that leads to a

mustaraqa and to the roof above the (abaqa, and a single tabaqa with one

iwin and a dir-qA'a and a khazina and windows looking onto the street.*

And at the head of the staircase (the main one leading to this level) is tabaqa

known as the tabaqa of the rab'caretaker/doorman (al-rab'i) with two

windows looking onto the wakila and then the staircase leads to another

level/storey consisting of six tabaqas like the aforementioned tabaqas with

their vestibules and takhiyin roofed lawhin and fasqiyya, and its interior

(the iwin dir-q5'a area) is roofed with naqTwood and painted kfrffi, except

for the tabaqa of the caretaker which is roofed with naqiwood in the form

of lawh and fasqiyya. And the floor of all of that is carpeted with stone tiles

and its walls are whitewashed.

As for the third facade that is in the gharbi side, it contains three

shops and they are the aforementioned shops and a public water well and a

public water trough that are not part of the rights of this place and not part of

this waqf. And in this facade is a rectangular door with a single leaf that

leads to a staircase that leads up to a first <level> that has twelve tabaqa s,

one of which is small and it is the tabaqa of the caretaker. And the

remaining tabaqas each consist of the same stuff as the constituents of the

previously mentioned tabaqas. And the rest of the staircase leads to the

second storey with has twelve riwiq s, one of which contains two iwins

and a dtir-q 'a and three sadillt And the second (riw5q) contains two

iwiins and a dr-qi'a, and the rest contain a single iwin and a dir-qii'a.

And each of all of them consists of a khazina and a latrine and a vestibule

and a mustarraqa and a stair and a roof dedicated to it, along with benefits,

appendices and rights.

And all of that is contained by four boundries. The qibliborder

terminates at the through road and has the qiblifacade and the doors of the

Note difference between tabaqa and mustarraqa in the riwiq and tabaqa units.
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shops and the door of the wakiila and the overlook of the windows of the
residences above. And the bahir border terminates at the wall of the al-
HIkim mosque and the sharqiborder, some of it terminates to a dead-end
alley and in it is the door of one of the two aforementioned rab' s, and the
door of the small ascender (ma tla ')that has in it the four habis riwaq s, and
some of it to a place known by the wife of the son of Nasr Allah. And the
gharbiborder terminates partially to the open space towards the street and
has in it three shops and the door of one of the two large rab's and a __

with the mentioned water trough inside it and an arched door that leads to
the public water well that is there, and neither the trough nor the well are
part of the rights of this place and some of it (terminates) to the sermon qsi'a
that is connected with the mosque and in this border some of the windows
of the tabaqas overlook.

According to this deed, the rab' consisted of 24 tabaqas, and 16 riwa-qs. Not
enough remains of the building, however, to clarify the difference between the two.
However, the usage of the words in the same document to describe different units, points
to there having been a significant difference between the two terms. The deed also
confirms that this building contained two levels of duplex units, as the facade suggests.

Rab'-wakdla of Qaytbdy at al-Azhar, 882/1477

This building is across the street from the south side of the al-Azhar mosque (see
map in Fig. Al.1).253 In a very prominent location in Cairo.

Present state (Figs. A1.10a-e)

What remains of what must have been a large building is the imposing twelve-bay

253 Index no. 75-6, loc. 5H
Awqif 886.
Pascal Coste, Kaire, 1839, pl. XLII
Van Berchem, CIA Egypte 1/3, 1900, p. 463 f., nr. 312
Lane-Poole, Cairo (1902), 246, 249.
Creswell, Brief Chronology, 142
Muller, Kara wanserai (1920), p: 52.
Devonshire, Rambles in Cairo (Cairo: 1931), p. 9, pl. VIII, fig 10.
Hautecoeur - Wiet, Mosquies, 324, pl. 204
Mayer, The Buildings of Qaytbay as Described in his Endowment Deed (London: 1938)
Ibrahim, "Middle Class," 24, 30
Sharabi, "Handelsanlagen,"159
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facade containing shops and one level of the rab'units above. The courtyard is filled with

smaller later constructions . The building is flanked on the bahri side by a sabil-kuttsb and

across the street on the qibli side by a water trought for animals. This is one of the more

lavish commercial constructions in Cairo, and its facade indicates a high level of

workmanship. The building sits in an interesting relationship to the facade of part of the

al-Azhar across the street which has an un-ending repetition of bays with a large lower

window and a small upper one, both of which framed by a muqamas ed frame.

Inscription band in the main portal:254

[around 30 cms. under plaster255] , L:4 ,i . . . (at right)

a -fI AL1 L LkLJI .jA l U11 (at left) [?*]L.ss 3A j b'l y b ... 6 A

-~.. ~JI Ji .+ 4 ja. [AL ~. i U ] 1 ~i~

;L. ,1Lj j (sic)

"In the name of God, the construction of this [30 cms. of text under

plaster] was ordered by our master and lord ... the Sulti ... Abd al-Nagr

Qiytbiy . . . in the date of the month of Rajab . . in the year 882".

Contemporary description

A detailed description of this building is found in the main waqf deed of

Qiytbdy:256

"The place that he erected and built on the land of old buildings that

were standing in the place of the new building. And he demolished them

and uprooted them after gaining ownership of them via his khdzindar, al-

sayffBarsbay al-malikial-Ashraft. The whole place of renewed

construction and building in Cairo, the protected, in the street of the al-Azhar

mosque opposite the mentioned mosque on its western side that consists, by

way of summary, of a row of fourteen shops with a wakdla between them

consisting of twenty eight storerooms and three matl1' (access to the upper

254 Published by Van Berchem in MC.I.A., inscription number: 312, p: 463-64.

2 Van Berchem proposed a reading for the covered part that would run as follows:

3-,][ i.4 j 1 WI] LA. MC.I.A., p: 464.

256 Endowment deed of Sultan Qaytbay, Awqif 886, pp: 194-200. See App2: Awqif

886:1-4. Building studied by E. Higashi, Commercial Architecture in the Fifteenth

Century Cairo, The Wikslat Q5'it Bdy at the Side of the Mosque of al-Azhar. Unpublished

Masters thesis (Cairo: A.U.C, 1979).
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level), containing thirty seven mas1kin (places of living/apartments), and a
qii'a (large residnetial unit), and a riwiq (upper level large residnetial unit)
above it (the waki1a), inside darb (alley) al-Atrik, and a sabil (public water
fountain), and a kutzb (classroom for orphans) above it, and a siqiya (water
wheel), and a water well, and thakhi'in (?), and ma'zil (?), and living units
and mani' (benefits?), and appendices and rights. This is exclusive of the
newly built water trough for it is with its own boundaries that will be
mentioned in it (later). Seperating between it (the water trough) and the first
mentioned place is the through street. This is by way of summary. As for
in detail, the first mentioned place consists of a facade around its three
boundaries, the qibif (towards Mecca), the bahri (towards the Nile), and the
eastern sides. As for the qibli side, it is built with cut stone and has two
rectangular doors with a single leaf closing over each one. From one of
them, one enters to a stairwell leading one up to a matla'(upper area)
consisting of eight superimposed tabaqas (apartments), four on top of four,
with each one consisting of an win and a durqa'a (sunken part of the
space), a closet, a mustarqa, a marfaq, manffi', and rights with three tgqit
(windows) overlooking the road that leads to hdrat (alley/neighborhood)
Katima and elsewhere. It (the road) seperates between this place and the
above mentioned water trough. In each apartment are three windows. And
the second door (of the qibliside) leads to a stair that leads one up to a rab'
with seven of the above mentioned shops below it, each shop consists of a
mastaba (platform), dardrib (doors), an inside, mandfi' (benefits?), and
rights. This rab' consists of fourteen superimposed apartments with seven
on top of seven, with all of them overlooking the street that seperates this
place from the al-Azhar mosque. Each apartment consists of an Twin and a
dr-qii'a, a vestibule, a bayt azyir (place to keep a water jug) a mustarqa (a
small mezzanine place), a marfaq, a private roof terrace, benefits and rights.
And in the eastern side, next to the window of the sabi7, is a rectangular
door with a single leaf that leads to a staircase from which one ascends to a
rab' consisting of fourteen superimposed apartments with seven on top of
seven. Next to the last of the upper seven is a riwiq (large upper level
apartment) with two YwAns and a ddr-qii'a. All of that overlooks the street
seperating this place from the al-Azhar mosque. Below that are seven
shops, co-linear with the first row of shops. Between that, that is the two
sevens (the two sets of seven shops) is the gate of the above mentioned
wak,1a. Each of these fourteen apartments consists of an Twin and a dir-
q'a, a closet, a vestibule, a place to keep a water jug, a small mezzanine
place, a private roof terrace, benefits and rights. The mentioned riwaq
consists of two iwMns and a ddr-qii'a, a vestibule, a closet, a marfaq,
thakhi'in (?), manizil (living units!?), benefits, appendices, rights, and a
private roof terrace. The floor of the apartments and the riwiq is covered
with kiddin stone, and they are roofed with clean wood lawhan wa fasqiya
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(a kind of ceiling pattern). As for the gate of the wakila mentioned above, it

is facing one of the gates of the al-Azhar mosque, and it is vaulted with an

arched top and with two leafs closing over it. On either side of this gate is a

platform seat with a muqamas cover with one entering from it (the gate) to a

ground level vestibule vaulted in stone. To the right and left of the entrant

are four sitting platforms facing each other. It (the vestibule) leads to the

open space of the wak51a which is expansive and is encircled by twenty

eight store rooms, each consisting of an outside sitting platform, a door, and

an inside . . "

From the waqf deed, we learn that the building had three distinct rab' blocks, each

reached by a separate staircase (contrast this to the wak51a of al-Ghii). This was because

the building was bounded by streets on three sides. The nearby rab'-wakila of al-Ghiri

fronted onto one street only, and all of its units were reached from a single door.

Rab' of Qaytbiy in the cemetery, 879/1474

This rab'is located in the Mamluk cemetery on the main street connecting the

complex of Qdytbiy with that of Inil (see map in Fig. Al.1).257 It is located about 100

meters to the north of Qdytbiy's main foundation.

Present state (Figs. Al.lla-e)

What remains of this building is the apartment block running along the street for

about 80 meters. It consists of eighteen bays. The central one (nineth from the southern

end) is a portal that leads via a vaulted passage to the back of the block. The northernmost

bay is a sabi7. The back of the block contains a row of doors that lead to the apartments.

The doors are arranged in couples. One leads to a ground floor unit and the second leads

to the upper level unit. This could be considered a variation on the rab'exemplified by

rab' al-Tabbina. The upper level is not reached by a common upper level corridor but by

independent stairs rising from the ground level corridor. The ground floor is vaulted. The

first floor has a flat ceiling of wood. Some of the original wood panels in the ceiling are

still in place with writing on them. There is a sabil at the northern end of the building. It is

likely that this building never had a courtyard, and was simply a block of apartments along

257 Index no. 104, loc. 5K.
L.A. Mayer, The Buildings of Qaytbay as Described in his Endowment Deed. (London:

1938).
L. Ibrahim, "Middle Class," 30.
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the street, as in the case of the rab' al-Tabbina.

In the entrance portal is an inscription: 258

4JJ1

"The construction of this blessed place was ordered by our master
and lord the Sultan the King al-Ashraf Abil al-Nagr Qdytbdy may God
support him".

Contemporary description

There is no mention of this building in the main waqf of Qiytbay.

Sifi apartments in the Inl complex, 855-60/1451-6:

This is part of the complex that is the northernmost of the large endowments in the
Mamluk cemetery (see map in Fig. Al. 1).259

Present state (Figs. A1.12a-h)

The Inil complex contains a large residential group in its back (Fig. A1.12a). The
residential group actually consists of two blocks facing each other (one looking out on the
street, and the other looking into the complex).

In his dissertation, S. Hasan establishes that this complex was built over a period of
time, beginning with the mausoleum while Tnil was only an emir. The rest was built after
he became sultdn.260

The fenestration of the units is different from what we have seen so far. Instead of
three rectangular openings of the same size, each unit has a high central window flanked
by two lower ones (Fig A1.12c). The widths of the windows are the same, however. The

258 Van Berchem, MC.LA., inscription number: 304, p: 438-39.
259 Index no. 158, loc. 3L.
Sami Ahmad Hasan, Al-sultin InNl wa 5thirihi al-mi'mariya Hal-Qdhira (The Sultan Inal
and his Architectural Legacy in Cairo). Unpublished PhD. thesis No. 1623, Cairo: Cairo
University, School of Antiquities, 1975.
L. Ibrahim, "Middle Class," 24, 30.
260 S. Hasan, Al-sul~tn Ind1 wa Ethirihi al-mi'mariya.
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masonry of the fenestration includes keystones. This is not found in later buildings that

span the windows with flat lintels. The overall appearance is much less imposing than that

of Qurqumis. The whole complex looks like it was built in different stages; in a lot of

places the stone courses do not bond with other parts of the building. The entry elevation

of the eastern block of units is built up of rubble and brick, unlike the rest. In more than

one instance, a piece of a lintel bracket was used on its side in the wall near floor level.

The bracket matches the ones used in the entries in the walls that are made of cut stone. It

might be that that wall had fallen down and was rebuilt out of its own rubble.

The drainage culvert of part of the complex was accessible. As in the Qurqumis

complex, it is covered by a series of stone slabs which are part of the floor of the units

(Fig. Al.12f). Therefore, maintainance was possible by removing any of the slabs. The

culvert is constricted at regular intervals where the latrine chute comes down. Unlike the

culvert at Qurqumis where the chutes drop into an adicule open to the culvert, in the Indl

complex, the chute drops straight down into it. As a result the whole culvert is located

further in the apartment block than in the Qurqumas complex. It appears that this drainage

system was less elaborate than the Quruqmis one.

The entrance in the north wall of the complex has two inscriptions, the first

reads:261

j JLeI _.J I , Al -M~iL (2) OLI.LJI &LB1.J aa slthj jA(

"The construction of this happy khanq5, was ordered by the Sultan

the King al-Ashraf Ab5 al-Nagr Nil ... and its completion was in the

month of Mu1arram in the year 858."

The second inscription reads:262

"Oh God maintain the __ and the presence and the transendence and

the loftiness and victory over the enemies by the presence of our lord the

Sultan the King al-Ashraf Abi al-Nagr Inil . . . "

261 Van Berchem, MC.I.A., inscription number: 274, p: 399-400.

262 Van Berchem,MC.I.A., inscription number: 275, p: 400
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Contemporary description

The endowment deed of Inil is missing from Dir al-Kutub. A copy of it was
mentioned in the dissertations of S. Hasan and A. Ibrahim as being in private hands, but
has not been locatable since.

Silfi apartments in the complex of al-Ashraf Barsbdy, 835/1432:

This building is located on the east side of the main road in the cemetery (see map in
Fig. A1.1).263 Its facade on the street is 120 meters long, of which about 65 meters are
taken up by the residential block or the khanqi. These units,represent the earliest extant
example of apartment units in Cairo. Unfortunately however, they are not in a good state
of preservation.

Present state (Figs. A1.13a-g)

Most of the street frontage is taken up by a rab' block, of 10 bays (Fig A1.a & b).
The complex is currently undergoing extensive restoration. The rab' blocks appears to
consist of a series of two units on top of each other. The fenestration pattern of the upper
units is different from the lower ones, though both employ some sort of tri-partite scheme.
It is not clear whether the lower and upper levels represent two different units, or just one
large rowhouse group. Some of the original wood ceiling above the lower units is still in
place. The window pattern of the upper level is similar to that of the apartments in the
complex of Inil: a long central window flanked by two smaller ones.

In the entrance bay is an inscription band:264

Jk":l -l1 cj U.L bi.. -.L.tJ1 r11 al&LJI (a'A L=:1 . . . . 4. (at right)

As e$.pJ CjSj a- ;- --J1I c .LWi r)LYI OLL (at left)

263 Index no. 121, loc.4L
Awqif 880 dated:> 15 Jumada 11827, <24 Rajab 841
Dir al-Kutub MS. Tarikh no. 3390 (Resume of waqfiyya) published by Darrag.
Ahmad Darrag, L'acte de waqf de Barsbay: Hujjat waqf Barsbay (IFAO, le Caire, 1963).
Leonor Fernandez, The Evolution of the Khanqah Instidution in Mamluk Egypt,
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, (Princeton: Princeton University, 1980).
L. Ibrahim, "Middle Class," 30.
264 Van Berchem, MC.LA., inscription number: 250, p: 365.
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"The construction of this khanqi, was ordered by the our lord the

sultan the King al-Ashraf sultan of Islam and Muslims, Ab al-Nasr

Barsbdy .... and its completion was in the month of Dhi al-Ijijja in the year

835."

On the outside of the residential part of the facade, there is an extensive inscription

band in the form of nine inset marble panels. Each panel has a double line of text. Two of

the panels are missing:265

, l J...,, a al--- Quran 2:211 ( l.3) . . . . (1 I

I J JAI (2) AIII AUW OLkLJI biJ,. L . J ;L ' 3 ,

V- L . ..JI 1 (2) L.. t, L& (sic) l:.. Ijl L ... ±J6

1) IIIJ ra-) ;; JJ. e-fgJ::-ijwi l 6 l *

3ui tL~iil I Jt....l Js.J;I J!i (1)

6 4.1 1. --- Quran 37:211 . . . . . 4 (1) IV

(2) 1i J A l JU :ll.JI br a 6 .U I prz

till ,Ll ;t jPL. '.:JI pLill .jj -1 ..-.9gb ,3 .. r

V , lj :1)L-Jj) (sic) Z..t ,1 o-z uj~

L. Ijz IL r4; -z g g I J ;L): 1~J o) (1)

- )L tJ JI ..A !l. 1)~ dj C l.JI :0 L-%b

t, L.,J CjL:..j j-, ".-3j (2) (sic) .J0 ...JI

26, b Berc e aC I . I AL.il, Ln sc1i pi number: I p : 3.69--

Y SiZ jP (sic)

265 Van Berchem,M.CIA., inscription number: 252, p: 369-70.
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o.. Jm y dl--- Quran 2:211 C...L) . . . . 4 (1) VI

.T J (2) a* y LLy .. JI i JdIl ..:1dJI bi. ~4J1 ;
~. ~ ~JL~ ~~JI 1.IZI -Mlt:TLLI Ll*~~i.J

LL ~LJI t.L 4, c, U Lj z,. zlJ j & (1) vii jT z.)

"In the name of God ..... has made waqf.... ft

This extensive inscription is of interest for a number of reasons. It informs us that
Barsbay had set aside (made waqi) properties to support a number of pious acts which
include readers at mausoleums of three relatives of his, the hospital of Qald'in, the mosque
of Baybars, and alms in Rama<;lin. The properties were lands and two qays.riyyas outside
al-Qdhira. Any excess of funds from these properties was to go to feed the poor. As such
this is an example of an endowment with a purely pious purpose, that is, no funds were
going to the founder or his descendants. This type of setup is not unique, but its
proclamation on the facade of the building is quite singular. In this case, the long
unobstructed facade of the residential part of the complex was used as the place to "hang
this banner". In the wakila of Qiytbiy at bib al-Nasr, we saw a similar use of the long
building facade to announce a single message. In that case however, the message was the
announcement of the function of that building and the reasons for its construction.

Barsbdy has a summary of awaqf deed carved in stone in one of the Twins of his
other madrasa which is located in al-Qihira. In that case however, the text is located inside
the madrasa which is the beneficiary of waqf.

Contempordry description

The description of the whole complex is found in the deed of Barsbiy. The
description of the khanq5 part is fairly cursory and not very clear:266 The description is
fairly problematic. The part referring to the madrasa and the mausoleum is fairly clear and

266 Awqif 880, p:21-29. See App2: Awqif 880: 6-9.
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matches the extant building. The description of the rest of the complex including the

khanq5 is not very clear and does not match the remains of the building well. On one

occasion there is a definite error in the delineation of the four boundaries of the building.

This error along with the lack of clarity in the text leads me to believe that the text is not

correct. As stated in its beginning, this document was drawn up to combine all the

previous deeds of Barsbiy and to compile them into one book in a clearer order. It is

therefore likely that errors were made in the process. Of course it could be that the

building was changed since its foundation, but there are too many places where the text

and the remains diverge too much.

Remarks

The complex of Barsbiy needs to be studied in detail. It represents the earliest

example of a type of complex that became popular in buildings in the cemetery. This was

the complex consisting of separate units combined together. Unlike the mosque of Sultin

Iasan, the mosque of al-Mu'ayyad, and the complex of Barqiq, each part of the building

of Barbdy is expressed seperately and not enclosed in one envelope.
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Figure A1.2a: Qasaba of Radwin Bey.
View form minaret of al-Mu'ayyad.

Figure A1.2b: Qasaba of Radwin Bey.
View down covered street..
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Figure A1.2c: Qasaba of Radwin Bey. View of western rab', looking north

Figure A1.2d: Qasaba of Radwin Bey. View of western rab', looking south
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R........ f r

Figure A 1.2e & f: Rab' of Radwin Bey. Unit fenestrations.
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Figure A1.2h: Rab' of
Radwin Bey. Stair in
vestibule to mezannine and
roof..

Figure A1.2g: Rab' of Radwin Bey. Entry vestibule in corner apartment.
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Figure A1.2i & j: Rab' of Radwin Bey. Iwin and side space in apartment.
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Figure A1.21: Rab' of Radwin Bey. Dur-qa 'a.

Figure A1.2k: Rab' of
Radwin Bey. Skylight in
ddr-q5'5.
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Figure A1.2m & n: Qasaba of
Radwin Bey. Ground floor
plan and north elevation.
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Figure A1.2o: Qasaba of Radwin
Bey. Plan of first level in western
rab'.

Figure A1.2p: Qasaba of Radwin
Bey. Section through western
rab'.
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Figure A1.2q: Qasaba of Radwin
Bey. Plan of mezzanine level in
western rab'.
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Figure A1.3a & b: Rab' and sabil-kuttsb al-Qizlir. Street views looking
north
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Figure A1.3c & d: Rab' and sabil-kuttib al-
Qizlhr. Sabil (bottom) and kuttib (top).
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Figure A1.3f: Rab' and sabil-kuttib al-Qizldr. first floor plan (Zakariya et al)
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Figure A1.3e: Rab' and sabil-kuttsb al-Qizlir. Ground floor plan (Zakariya)
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Figure A1.3g: Rab' and sabl-kuttsb al-Qizlir. Street elevation (Zakariya et al)

Figure A1.3h: Rab' and sab-kuttib al-Qizlir. Sections (Zakariya et al)

Figure A1.3i: Rab' and sabUi-kuttsb al-Qizlir. Back elevation (Zakariya et al)
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Figure A 1.3j: Rab' and sabR7-kuttb al-Qizlir. Axonometric view
of living units (Zakariya et al)
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Figure A 1.3k: Rab' and sabil-kuttdb al-Qizlir. Section perspective
of typical living unit (Zakariya et al)
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Figure A1.4e: Rab' al-Tabbina.
Plan of first level of riw~q unit.
(Zakariya)

Figure A1.4d: Rab' al-Tabbina.
Plan of first level of q'a unit.
(Zakariya)
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Figure Al.4g: Rab' al-Tabbina.
Plan of second level of riwiq unit.
(Zakariya)

Figure Al.4f: Rab' al-Tabbina.
Plan of mezzanine level of riwiq unit.
(Zakariya)
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Figure A1.4h: Rab' al-Tabbina. Section through qd'a and riwdq
units (present state). (Zakariya)
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Figure A1.4i: Rab' al-Tabbina. Section through q5'a and
riwiq units (reconstruction). (Zakariya)

Figure A1.4j: Rab' al-Tabbina. Fenestration of q5'a and
riwiiq units (reconstruction). (Zakariya)
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Figure A1.5a: Khin al-Zarikisha. Street facade. (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.5b: Khin al-Zarikisha. First floor plan. (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.5c: Khdn al-Zarikisha. Mezzanine level plan. (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.5d: Khdn al-Zarikisha. Second floor plan. (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.5f: Khdn al-Zarikisha. Fourth floor plan.
(Antiquities)

Figure A1.5e: Khin al-Zariikisha. Tnird floor plan. (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.5h: Khdn al-Zarikisha. Facade rhythm.
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r

_ ~ Figure A1.6b: Rab'-wakz1a
of Qinsil al-Gh56r (al-Qutn).
Entry portal.

Figure A1.6c: Rab'-wak51a of Qin 5 al-GhUri (al-Qutn). Remains of
courtyard.
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Figure A1.6e: Rab'-wakila
of Qin 5 al-Ghii (al-Qutn).
Residential window pattern.

Figure A1.6d: Rab'-wakila of Qins5 al-Ghiiri (al-Qutn). Main facade
with windows of rab'.
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Figure A1.6g: Rab'-wakila
of Qansil al-Ghiir (al-Qurn).
Residential window pattern.

Figure A1.6f: Rab'-wak.la of Qing6 al-Gh5dr (al-Qutn). Windows of
rab'.
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Figure A1.6h, i, &j: Rab'-wakdla of Qing5 al-Ghiir (al-Qutn). Remains of wakiila.
(Scharabi)
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Figure A1.7a: Complex of Qurqumis with residences for Siifis at
right.

Figure A1.7b: Complex of Qurqumis. Facade of khanqa.
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Figure A1.7c: Complex of Qurqumis. Remains of apartments in the
khanq5.

Figure A1.7d: Complex of
Qurqumis. Construction of
party wall between apartments
in khanq.
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Figure A1.7e: Complex of Qurqumis. Iwin with windows in khanqa.

Figure Al.7f: Complex of Qurqumis. Flooring slabs in apartments
in the khanq.
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Figure A1.7g: Complex of Qurqumis. Latrines in adjacent apartments.

Figure Al.7h: Complex of Qurqumis. Drainage culvert below khanqi.
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Figure A1.7i, j, & k: Complex of Qurqumis. Ground floor, first floor, and elevation of
complex. (Misiorowski).
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Figure A1.7k: Complex of Qurqumis. Section through complex. (Misiorowski).

o,! 5m

Figure A 1.71: Complex of Qurqumas. Ground floor plan of khanq5 showing drainage
below. (Misiorowski).
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Figure A1.8a: Rab'-wakila of Qin 5 al-Gh&I (al-Nakhla).

Figure A1.8b: Rab'-wakila
of al-GhfiA, projecting upper
level..
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Figure A1.8c: Rab'-waksla
of al-GhOrT. Portal, entrance
to waksla.

Figure A1.8d: Rab'-wakila of al-Ghrii. Rab'entrance.
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Figure A1.8e: Rab'-wakila
of al-Ghdi. Courtyard.

Figure A1.8f: Rab'-wakila of al-Ghirl. corridor overlooking
courtyard..
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Figure A1.8g & h Rab'-wakdla of al-Ghiri. Ground
and wak51a mezzanine level plans.
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Figure A1.8i& j: Rab'-waki1a of al-Ghrd. First and
rab'mezzanine level plans.
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Figure A1.8k: Rab'-wakila of al-Gh5i. third level
plan.
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Figure A 1.81: Rab'-wak~1a of al-Gh~r. Street elevation. (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.8m: Rab'-wakila of al-Ghfiri. Longitudinal section. (Antiquities)

Figure A1.8n: Rab'-waksla of al-Ghiri. Transverse section. (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.9a & b: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbiy (at Bdb al-Nagr).
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Figure A1.9d: Rab'-wakila
of Qaytbiy (at Bib al-Nagr).
Rab' bay.

Figure A1.9c: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbdy (at Bdb al-Nasr).
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Figure A1.9f: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbdy (at Bib al-Nagr). Main elevation.

Figure A1.9e: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbiy (at
Bdb al-Nagr). Courtyard.
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Figure A1.9g, h, & i: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbiy (at Bib al-Nagr). Ground
and first floor plans and section.
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a.

Figure A1.10b: Rab'-wakIa of Qaytbiy (at al-Azhar). View of
ruined rab'units.

Figure A1.10a: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbdy (at al-Azhar). Residences.
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Figure A1.10c: Rab'-waksia
. , NRof Qaytbay (at al-Azhar).

Street view looking east.

Figure A1.1Od: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbdy (at al-Azhar). Geometric
design above shops..
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Section A-A

Figure A1.1Oe: Rab'-wakila of Qaytbiy (at al-Azhar). Unit plan.
(Higashi, Antiquities)
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2 T

Figure Al.1 la: Rab'of Qaytbdy in the cemetery. Site plan (Antiquities)
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Figure A1.11 b: Rab'of Qaytbiy in the cemetery. Street view.
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I

Figure A1.11c: Rab'of Qaytbdy in the cemetery. Back view,
showing access to units.
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Figure A1.1le: Rab'of
Qaytbay in the cemetery. Unit
interior, showing ddr-qi's and
entry.

FigureAl.11d: Rab'of
Qaytbiy in the cemetery.
Remains of unit above entry
gate.
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Twelve Buildings of Interest

Figure Al. 12a: General view of khanqa in the complex of In.l.

Figure Al.12b: Complex of Inil. View of some residential units.
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Figure A1.12c: Complex of Inil. Fenestration pattern in khanqi.

Figure A1.12d: Complex
of Inil. View down a
"street" formed by two
rab' blocks in the khanqi..
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Twelve Buildings of Interest

Figufe A1.12e: Complex of Inil. Latrine seat in rab'unit..

Figure A1.12f: Complex of Inil. Drainage culvert running
underneath rab' block.
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Figure A1.12g: Complex of Inil.
Remains of two apartments,
showing vaulted ground floor.

Figure A1.12h: Complex of Inil.
Stone staircase in each apartment.
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Twelve Buildings of Interest

Figure A1.13a & b: Complex of al-Ashraf Barsbiy. Apartments along
the street.
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Figure A1.13c: Complex
of al-Ashraf Barsbdy.
View along wall of
khanqi..

Figure Al. 13d: Complex of al-Ashraf Barsbiy. Remains of apartments
in khanq..
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Twelve Buildings of Interest

Figure A1.13f: Complex
of al-Ashraf Barsbiy.
Iwan and windows in
apartment.

Figure Al. 13e: Complex of al-Ashraf Barsbdy. Remains of apartments in
khanq5., showing construction.
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Figure A1.13g: Complex of al-Ashraf Barsbay. Plan (Fernandes).
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Appendix II

Three Hours a Day:

Archival Documents

This appendix contains extracts from some documents in the archival collection that
were used in this dissertation. Not all those looked at and studied are included here.
Rather, enough of them are presented to give a sense of the kind of information in the
documents and of the translation process involved in working with them. Nor are the ones
cited given in full, as the documents are quite lengthy with all of the legal jargon,
stipulations, and amendations. The waqf deed of al-Ghiri for instance is a bound volume
of 600 pages. Instead I have only extracted parts that were relevant to this study. The
documents are arranged in chronological order, with the date of the earliest deed in the
document being taken as the date of the document.

Most documents could not be xeroxed or photographed, and I had to work with
hand transcriptions. Given the severe time limits, it was sometimes difficult to be certain
about some readings. The condition of many of the documents rendered some parts of the
text unreadable. A few documents were available to me in xeorx form and so a more
reliable reading of them was possible.

The text I provide should not be considered an edited publication of the documents.
Such a task requires a team of historians from different disciplines. It should be taken as
the best reading of someone with a specific and detailed expertise in one of the relevant
aspects, that of architecture. My work on terminology leaves me fairly confident of being
able to render the architectural descriptions well. The reading of proper names (Arabic,
Persian, etc.) is not my expertise, and I have exercised caution in rendering those. Some
proper names associated with landmarks in the urban topography of Cairo that I was
familiar with could be read. For the most part, I have excluded from my transcriptions
depositions of witnesses and signatures and rulings of judges, as well as the stipulations
of the employees in the endowments and their salaries. These are pieces of information of
great importance to the economic and social historian.

To provide a sense of what the material looks like, I've added a couple of sample
photographs of deeds. The following page gives an explanation of the system of
transcription that I have used in the documents.

Finally, while the texts were taken down with a particular set of interests in mind
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(residential architecture), I hope that they will be of interest to other architecture historians

with different interests and questions.
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Transcription Notation

Text within square brackets could not be read definitively.

< > Text within angle brackets is reader's comments. Usually it posits a

possible reading of unclear text within the square brackets, provides
line or page numbers, or some other clarification.

o Text within parentheses is a proposed reading suggested while re-editing the

text without benefit of the original to confirm the reading. Usually it
represents a correction to a possible transcription error on the

reader's part.

(0) Text within double parentheses is written between the lines in the original

and is being here inserted in its most likely context.

. . . . . . . Dots in the midst of a line indicate text that was not transcribed because of

lack of time and/or which did not seem to be relevant to the reader's
immediate purposes.

. . Two dots in the middle of an otherwise empty line indicate that a line or

more of the original has been skipped.

. . . . . Five dots in the middle of an otherwise empty line indicate an end of a deed

in the document.
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Extracted Deeds

Ach 10217: ...................... ----.. ---------------------------.............................293

Mahkama 3: Waqf of 'Alam al-Din Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-Haq....................297

Mahkama 11: Waqfof al-hjj al-amin Zaki al-Din 'Abd al-Rahmin bin Hatim bin

Muhammad bin Rabi' .........................................304

Mahkama 15: Waqf of al-Man.iir Qald'6ln...............................308

Mahkama 22 and 23: Waqf of Baybars al-Jishankir ............................. 319

M akama 26: W aqf of Ardakin ................................................................. ............328

ACh 10727: Rent from al-tawishiMukhtag bin 'Abd Allih...........................................341

Awif 651: Sale from Shirin bint Qatlubghi Bahidir bin 'Abdullah al-silhddr al- .

mang7ri, to Baybars bin 'Abdullah al-hijib a1-malakJa1-niiri...................344

Mahkama 33: Waqfof al-tawishiJamal al-Din Muhsin al-Akhmimi.....................351

Awqif 627: Sale from Nagir al-Din Muhammad bin Sha'bin bin 'Abdullah and

his sister's son . . ., to Shahib al-Din Ahmad bin Muhammad al-jard'ih al-

sultam. ..... ...................................................................... ... ........-----.... 357

Awqif 624: Waqfal-Shahabi 'Ahmad b. Ali b. Hasan..................................................364

Awqif 880: W aqf of al-Ashraf Barsbdy........................................................................372

Awqif 188: Waqf of al-Zaini Khush Qadam b. 'Abd Allah al-Zahiri.............384

Mahkama 126: Inspection of properties in the waqf of Baybars..... ............ ...415

Awqif 886: Waqf of Abi al-Nagr Qdytbiy .................................................................... 427

Bibliotheque NationaL : Waqf of Abd al-Nagr Qdytbiy.............................................432

Awqif 901: Waqf of Emir Kabir Qurqumis...............................................................437

Awqif 882/883: W aqf of Qi-ng5 al-Ghihi.....................................................................448

Awqif 996: Waqf of Radwin Bek ........................................ 454
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Ach 10217

Accounting of Expenditures on Building

Dhul ;ijja, 506/1112

The Document:

This doucment is located in the Papyrussammlung in the National Library in

Vienna. The writing, on paper, is extremely difficult to read and many of the words cannot

be made out.

Its Contents:

Lists the expenses paid each day for material and labor used in repair work
associated with the estate of the emirial register (al-diwdn al-amTri).
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Ma1kama 3

Waqf of 'Alam al-Din Abu Mulammad 'Abd al-Ijaq

Dated 1_ Rabi' al-Akhar, 600/1203

The Document:

This is a very important document from the Ayyubid period. It was listed as lost in
the register of Dir al-Wathi'iq, but was located by the author in the wrapper for Mahkama
14. This is an original document and not a copy made at a later time. As such it is the
oldest document in Dir al-Wathi'iq (Mahkama 1 and 2 are copies made at a later time of
earlier documents). The document is in very bad shape. The beginning is lost and much
of it is dissolving. In many parts, the ink is dissolved, and one is reading its traces on the
paper.

Its Contents:

This deed documents the subdivision of interest in a funduq in Fustit amongst a
number of inheritors, and its subsequent aggregation by purchase by one of the inheritors.

Comments:

I am indebted to Prof. Muhammad Amin for his kind assistance in reading parts of
this document..
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Malkama 11

Waqf of al-bijj al-amin Zaki al-Din 'Abd al-Ramin bin HI;Itim

bin Muhammad bin Rabi'

Dated 24 Rabi' al-Akhar 668/1269.

The Document:

On a wide roll of vellum. Beginning is missing. Writing is clear.

Its Contents:

Concerns a tshan and two tabaqas locate above it. The tabaqas contain 2 majlises

each. The text makes it look like it is some kind of iqrir or testimonial.
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Mabkama 15

Waqf of al-Mansnr Qal'iin

Dated 12 and 21 Safar 685/1286
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Mabkama 22 and 23

Waqf of Baybars al-Jdshankir

Dated 26 Shawal, 707/1308.
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Mabkama 26

Waqf of Ardakin

18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 707/1308
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ACh 10727

Rent by the emir Shams al-Din Sanqur from al-ta wishi Mukhtas

bin 'Abd Allh

Dated 14 Jamidi al-Akhar 719/1319

The Document:

This deed is written on a piece of paper measuring 18 by 26 cms.

Its Contents:

In this document, a property consisting of two tabaqas and a stable for two horses

is rented for one year. The monthly rent is 21 silver dirhams.
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Figure A2. 1: Rent contact. A.Ch. 10727 (Vienna).
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Awqif 651

Sale from Shirin bint Qatlubghd Bahidir bin 'Abdullah al-

silidir al-mangdri, to Baybars bin 'Abdullah al-bjib al-malaki

a1-nigir.

Dated 20 Sha'bin, 723/1323.

The Document:

The beginning of the document is missing.

Its Contents:

The extant part of the document contains a number of deeds that reflect the life of

the property over 22/21 years.

The first two deeds record the purchase of a funduq located to the west of the

hospital of Qald'Un in al-Qdhira. In the first deed 9000 dirhams are paid for 50% interest

in the property. In the second deed, 6500 dirhams are paid for the remaining 50% interest

in the property.

The property consisted of three shops, a funduq, and a rab' above. The funduq

consisted of more than eighteen storage rooms, and the rab' included eleven residential

units (one mustarraqa, nine tabaqas, and one maq'ad). Five of the tabaqas were of the

win-majlis type.

The first deed describes the funduq as having been renewed, yet at the end of the

same deed it is described as in ruin (sha'ith).

A deed dated 5 Ramad.in, 743/1343 attests to the inheritance of the property by the

children and wife of Baybars bin 'Abdullah. Another deed dated 2 Safar 745/1344 attests

to the purchase of the whole property from the various owners by the endowment of

Qalii'Un.
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Mabkama 33

Waqf of al-ta wishi Jamil al-Din Mubsin al-Akhmiml.

Dated 25 Jamidi al-Awali, 744/1343.

The Document:

The document is in the form of a roll. The beginning of the documents is missing,

and its sides are torn.

Its Contents:

This is an endowment deed of a eunech. In this deed, the eunuch Jamil al-Din

Mul.sin al-Akhmimi makes a number of properties waqf All of the income generating

properties are in Fustit, and include a dir, a funduq, a number of shops, and a mill.
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Awqif 627

Sale from Ndgir al-Din Mubammad and his nephew to Shahib al-

Din Almad

Dated 23 Jamid Akhar, 753/1352.

The Document:

The beginning of the document is torn, but most of the text is intact.

Its Contents:

Concerns the sale of a residence in al-Qihira.
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Awqif 624

Waqf al-Shahibi 'Almad bin 'Ali bin Ulasan

Dated 3 Rabi' Awal, 810/1407
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Awqif 880

Waqf of al-Ashraf Barsbdy

Dated 16 Jamidi al-Akhar, 827/1424
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Awqif 188

Waqf of al-Zaini Khush Qadam b. 'Abd Allah al-Zahiri.

Dated 15 Jamidi al-Akhar, 833/1430
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Mabkama 126

Inspection of properties in the waqf of al-7,ihir Baybars

Dated 8 Rabi' al-Akhar, 865/1461

The Document:

The document is in very good condition and is complete.

Its Contents:

This is an inspection of a number of properties in the endowment of al-Zhir

Baybars conducted by engineers.
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Dated 28 Rabi' al-Akhar, 890/1485
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Waqf of Emir Kabir Qurqumis

Dated 1 Rabi' al-Akhar, 906/1500
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Awqif 882/883

Waqf of Qingii al-Ghiiri

Dated 26 Mularram, 909/1503
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Awqif 996

Waqf of Radwin Bek

Dated 15 Ramadin, 1047/1638
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Appendix III:

Appendix III

Glossary

Aghini: Screened loggia over-looking a q5'a, riw5q, or tabaqa. Used by the musicians and

singers entertaining the occupants sitting below.

B5b muqantar Arched doorway.

B1b muraba': Rectangular doorway

* Bdb (abw5b): Door, gate.

B~b rih: Literally wind door, refers a ventillation opening in the wall of an apartment

Bib sirr Literally secret door, usually refers to a secondary entrance.

Bidhahanj: Wind catcher.

Bi'ika: Arcades of stone arches.

Balts kddin: A type of stone used for coverings of floors and stairs.

Bayt(buyt): Room, cell.

Bayt khaki (buyzt khal): Latrine.

Ddr (dir): House or residence. In early usage referred to buildings in general

DihEz (dahi1z): Vestibule.

Ddr-qi'a (dr-qi'it): Covered court.

. Funduq (fanddiq): Commercial establishment with accommodations for foreign traders.

Hsil (hawsgil): Store room.

Inzt (hawinit): Shop.

ffowsh (ah wash): Yard or open court in Mamluk house.

Iwn (winat aw~win): Hall opening directly off a court.

Khazana nawmiyya: Sleeping room.

Khuristan (khuristdnat): Pantry.

Kursikhala: Latrine.
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Kursimirhid: Latrine.

Majiiz (plural): Corridor.

Majlis (maj51is): Main living space of early Cairene residences. Typically T-shaped in
plan and seperated from the courtyard by three doors.

Makin (amikin): Construction with living accommodations.

Makhzan (makhdzin): Storeroom.

Manzil (manizil): Place for transient tenants.

Maq'ad (maqd'id): When used in relation to a commercial unit, refers to a shop that is

often built out of wood and is attached to a more permanent building. When used in

relation to a residential unit, refers to the loggia that overlooks the open yard in the

Mamluk house.

Matla' (mat11'): Stairwell that provides access to the upper part of a building.

Mustarah (plural): Toilet.

Mustarraqa (mustarraqit): Mezzanine, usually for sleeping.

Q5'a (qJ'5t): Main part of a house. Usually consists of two Iwins and a ddr-qi's. Also

refers to the lower level of a residence.

Qanst (aqniya, qanawit): Water channel. Also a drainage chute.

Qays.riyya (qaysariyydt): Commercial establishment around a courtyard.

Rab' (ribd'): Residential block. In Fatimid period the plural of the word referred to estates

or groups of properties.

Riw5q (arwiqa): Striclty speaking refers to the spatial group consisting of one or more

Ywdns opening off a dilr-qd'a. Also used at a larger sense to refer to the whole

apartment that contains such a unit. Also used to mean the arcade in a courtyard

such as that of a mosque or a khin.

Sath muhaz7ar Walled private roof.

Shubik (shabsbIk): Window.

Tabaqa (fibdq): Strictly speaking, tabaqa refers to the spatial group consisting of one or

more Twins opening off a ddr-qi'a. Also used at a larger sense to refer to the whole

apartment that contains such a unit. Usually on the upper level and seems to be

distinguished from the riw5q by size.
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Takhiina (takhi'in): Sleeping room, appendices?

Tqa (tPqit): Window.

Wak51a (wak51st): Commercial building for selling. Usually organized around a large

courtyard. Reached by one or more large doors.

Wizm (plural): Decorated band/dado.
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The archival documents used in this study, presented by location.

Collection at the Awqif Ministry

Document information taken from M. Amin, Cat1ogue....

Awqiaf 24: 17 Muharram 867/1462. Istibdl to Tawkh b. 'Abd Allah. Eventually ends up
with al-Ghiiri.

Awqif 51: 7 Rabi' Akhar 797/1395. Sale and waqfof Barqaq.

Awqif 67: 5 Rabi' Awal 799/1396. Sale to al-Saiff Tamrbiy and eventually to Barqq.

Awqif 153: 18 Rajab 795/1393. Waqfof Shahib al-Din Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Amin
Abi Shu'aib al-t~jir. Exchanged in 908.

Awqif 184 new: 28 Ramagln, 724/1323. Sale from Taqi al-Din Salih bin Majd al-Din
Abi Bakr al-Sanjid, to al-awishi'Izz al-Din Dinir bin 'Abdullah. Sale in 22 Safar
767 to Nisir al-Din Sadaqa bin al-Tantish bin 'Abdullah al-Rukni.

Awqif 188: 15 Jamadi al-Akhar, 833/1430. Waqf of al-Zaini Khush Qadam b. 'Abd
Alldh al-Zahidi.

Awqif 292: 929/1523.

Awqiaf 471: 15 Sha'bin, 886/1481. Sale to 'Ala' al-Din 'Ali b. Khalil al-shahfr bi ibn
Khas Bek, eventually ends up with al-Ghiri.
Also published by Z. Hana in her thesis.

Awqif 483: 11 Dhul Qi'da, 895/1490. Sale to 'Abd al-Latif b. 'Abd al-Ghani b. Zakariya
b. al-Ji'an. Eventually ends up with al-Ghri.
Published by Z. Hana in her thesis.

Awqif 531: 1 Jamad al-Awal, 784/1382. Waqfibn Ustadar al-Saifi Qashtamur, followed
by series of transactions ending with al-Ghuri.

Awqif 585: 20 Jamidi al-Akhar, 892/1487. Istibdal to al-Zayni Qasim b. al-Nasiri
Muhammad b. al-Rukni 'Umar.

Awqif 610 new: 18 Sha'ban 697/1298. Waqf al-SayfiSayf al-Din al-Aqwash bin
'Abdullah al-silahdar. Exchanged in 908.

Awqif 623 new: 4 Shawal 720/1320. Waqfof Saldi. al-Din Baijak. Exchanged in 25
Safar 860.
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Awqif 624: 3 Rabi' Awal, 810/1407. Waqf al-Shahibi 'Ahmad b. All b. Hasan.

Awqif 627: 23 Jamid Akhar, 753/1352. Sale from Nisir al-Din Muhammad bin Sha'bin
bin 'Abdullah and his sister's son. . . ., to Shahib al-Din Ahmad bin Muhammad al-
jari'iffal-sul.tni. Subsequent sale on 18 Muharram, 813.

Awqif 651: 20 Sha'bin, 723/1323. Sale from Shirin bint Qalubghi Bahidir bin
'Abdullah al-silibdir al-maniif, to Baybars bin 'Abdullah al-hijib al-malakial-
niii.

Awqif 670: 18 Jamid 'Awal, 873/1468. Waqfof Qijmas al-'Ishaqi. Followed by a
number of other waqf s by him as well as by Qaytbay.

Awq.f 671: 10 Jamad 'Awal, 884/1479. Istibdal to al-Sayfi Qijmas al-'Ishiqi and later
becomes a waqf.

Awqif 680: 2 Safar, 884/1479. Istibdal to al-Sayfi Qijmas and later becomes waqf

Awqif 684: 27 Dhul Hlijja, 883/1479. Istibdal to al-Sayfi Qijmas.

Awqif 689: 29 Rabi' Akhar, 884/1479. Istibdal to al-Sayfi Qijmas and later becomes
waqf.

Awqif 706 new: 23 Dhul Hijja, 684/1286. Waqf al-Sultan Qalawun. Also contains a
waqf dated 14 Shawal 685 of al-sit Janim 'atiqat al-Jamall Yusuf, wife of al-sayfi
Yashbak al-khazindar of Qalwun.

Awqiaf 712: 22 Jamidi al-Awall, 711/1311. Sale from Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Latif al-
Bughdddi to Baybars bin 'Abdullah al-man$iri, for the benefit of the waqf of al-
sultan Qalawun.

Awqif 718: 22 Jamidi al-AwaiT, 711/1311. Rent from the waqfof Abi al-I:ajjdj and the
waqf of Ibn Malakshii.

Awqif 723: 10 Rabi' al-Awal, 687/1288. Rent from the Judge Muhammad bin
Muhammad bin Nasr al-Fakhri to the Sultan Qalwaun.

Awqif 880: 16 Jamidi al-Akhar, 827/1424. Waqf of Barsbay.

Awqif 882: 26 Muharram, 909/1503. Main waqfof al-Ghuri.

Awqif 883: 20 $afar, 911/1505. Waqf of al-Ghuri.
Its contents contained in Awqif 882. There is also a hand copy of it made in 31
January, 1909.

Awqif 886: 24 &28 Jamidi al-Akhar, 879/1474. Waqf of Qaytbay.

Awqiaf 901: 1 Rabi' al-Akhar, 906/1500. Waqf of al-Amir Qurqumis. followed by a
number of later deeds

Awqif 938: 4 Jamad 'Akhar, 823/1420. Waqf of al-Mu'ayyad.

Awqif 994: 28 Jamidi al-Awal, 1038/1629. Waqf of Radwin Bek.
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Awqif 996: 15 Ramadan, 1047/1638. Waqf of Radwin Bek.

Awqif 997:

Awqif 998: 10 Shawil, 1057/1647. Waqfof Radwin Bek.

Awqif 1021: 6 Jamid 'Awal, 831/1428. Waqf of Jawhar Lala.

Awqif 1143 mukarar: <16 Jam-idial-Akhar, 789/1387. Waqf of al-Sayfi Aytmish bin
'Abd Allah al-Zahid.

Collection at Dir al-Wathi'iq

Document information taken from M. Amin, Catlogue....

Mahkama 2: 29 Ramadan 613/1217. Waqfof al-Malik al-'Adil.

Mahkama 3: 1 Rabi' al-Akhar, 600/1203. Sale to ____. 12 Ramadan, 618. Waqf of
'Alam al-Din Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-Haq.

Mahkama 4: 24 Dhul Qi'da, 637/1240. Ithbt waqf to Sharaf Khatun Kahir ibnat Jamil
al-Din Musa bin Yaghmur Jaladak al-Salihi.

Mahkama 7: 12 Rajab 659/1261. Ithbiit waqfof Majd al-Din 'Ali bin Muhammad bin
Bahi' al-Din to Bahi' al-Din Khalil bin Muhammad bin al-Hakard.

Mahkama 10: 13 Rajab 763/1362. Sale from al-Sayfi Taghri Birdi bin 'Abdullah al-
Arghun Shadi (husband of the buyer) to Fatima ibnat Muhammad bin 'Abdullah al-
tabbakh. Resold on 6 Safar 767 to al-Sayfi Barquq bin 'Abdullah al-Nasiri.

Mahkama 11: 24 Rabi' al-Akhar 668/1269. Waqf of al-hijj al-amTn Zaki al-Din 'Abd al-
Ramin bin Hdtim bin Muhammad bin Rabi' and his son Jamil al-Din Muhammad.

Mahkama 15: 12 and 21 Safar 685/1286. Waqf of al-sultin Qalawun.
Published by Amin.

Mahkama 16: 27 Rajab, 687/1288. Waqf of al-ta wash! al-hijj al-amTrBahi' al-Din
Sunbul.

Mahkama 17: 21 Rabi' al-Akhar, 697/1298. Waqf of al-Sultan Husim al-Din Ldgin.

Mahkama 18: 21 Rabi' al-Akhar, 697/1298. Waqf of al-Sultan Husim al-Din Lgin.
Copy of Malkama 17.

Mahkama 20: 14 Muharram, 707/1307. Waqf Sayf al-Din Baktamir al-jawkindir amir
khazindar.

Mahkama 21: 14 Rajab, 707/1308. WaqfBadr al-Din 'Abdullah bin al-Husain al-Sa'idi
al-$ahibi ahad khudam al-dauih al-nabawial-shaif

Mahkama 22/23: 26 Shawal, 707/1308. Waqf of al-Sultin Baybars bin 'Abdullah al-
Jashankir.
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Malkama 26: 18 Rabi' al-Akhar, 707/1308 (717 accordng to Amin). Waqf of Ardakin,
daughter of al-Sayfi Nuwakih al-silhi dir al-mani.

Malkama 32: 26 Dhul Qi'da, 733/1333. Sale from Sayf al-Din Qatlubghi, agent for Nasir
al-Din Muhammad and his two sisters Fatima and Satita daughters of Baktamir, to
their mother al-magdna Qaraji bint 'Abdullah.

Mahkama 33: 25 Jamidi al-Awali, 744/1343. Waqfof al-tawishiJamil al-Din Muhsin al-
Akhnirm.

Mabkama 38: 29 Shawil, 746/1346. Waqfof Jamal al-Din Muhsin bin 'Abdullah al-
akhmimT al-jamdir al-malaki al-kamil. Followed by another waqfon 8 Muharram,
747. Also an ithbt dated 29 Rajab, 760.

Mahkama 45: 3 Shawal, 766/1365. Ishhid bi waqfof 'Izz al-Din 'Abd al-'Aziz bin Salih
al-Din Muhammad bin Nr al-Din 'Al al-Jazlli.

Ma1kama 46: 17 Dhul Qi'da, 767/1366. Waqfof al-Jamii'Abdullah.

Mahkama 47: 25 Dhul Qi'da, 771/1370. Waqf of khawand Baraka, mother of the sultan
al-Ashraf Sha'bin.

Mahkama 48: 26 Rajab, 773/1372. Waqfof Mankali Bugha bin 'Abdullah al-Ahmadi.
Also a sale to the waqf in 27 Dhul Iijja, 859.

Ma1kama 50: 13 Mutarram, 778/1376. Sale to al-sayfi Jalbar. Followed by a waqf on
20 Sha'bin 779.

Mahkama 51: 6 Sha'bin, 788/1386. Waqf of al-Sultan Abu Sa'id Barqiq bin Anas.
Followed by 3 other waqf deeds dated, 28 $afar 794, 10 Jamidi al-AwalI 795, and 6
Jamidi al-Akhira 797.

Mahkama 56: 21 Shawal, 687/1288. Waqf of Abu al-Hasan 'Ali bin Majd al-Din al-tajir
al-ma'riif bi al-Sharabishi.

Mahkama 126: 8 Rabi' Akhar, 865/1461. Inspection of properties in the waqf of
Baybars.

Mahkama 229: 19 Rajab 706/1307. Waqf mila bihi for al-Tawishi Shuji' al-Din 'Anbar
bin 'Abdullah al-Halabi. The willer is Shihab al-Din Fakhir bin 'Abdulla muqadam
al-'umara' al-mamlik al-sultaniya.

Mahkama 274: 26 Rabi' al-Akhar, 717/1317. Waqf of al-Amir Sawdb bin 'Abdullah al-
Khawirizmi al-zimiim al-mIiki al-nagii.

Mahkama 366: 29 Rabi' Akhar, 729/1329. Waqfof Mughlatiy al-Jamili.
Used to be under Awqif 1666 (old), but was transfered to dar al-Wathi'iq.

Bibliothegue National

Bibliotheque National ___: 28 Rabi' al-Akhar, 890/1485. Waqf al-dashisha of Qaytbay.
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